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THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES is a private, honorary organization of
more than 700 scientists and engineers elected on the basis of outstanding contributions
to knowledge. Established by a Congressional Act of Incorporation signed by Abraham
Lincoln on March 3, 1863, and .upported by private and public funds, the Academy
works to further science and its use for the general welfare by bringing together the
most qualified individuals to deal with scientific and technological problems of broad
significance.

Under the terms of its Congressional charter, the Academy is also called upon to
act as official-yet independent-adviser to the Federal Government in any matter of
science and technology. This provision accounts for the close ties that have always
existed between the Academy and the Government, alhough the Academy is not a
governmental agency and its activities are not limited to those on behalf of the
Government.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING was established on December 5,
1964. On that date the Council of the National Academy of Sciences, under the authority
of its Act of Incorporation, adopted Articles of Organization bringing the National
Academy of Engineering into be'ng, independent and autonomous in its organization
and the election of its members, and closely coordinated with the National Academy of
Sciences in its advisory activities. The two Academies join in the furtherance of science
and engineerng and share the responsbility of advising the Federal Government, upon
request, on any subject of science or technology.

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL was organized as an agency of the National
Academy of Sciences in 1916, at the request of President Wilson, to enable the broad
community of U. S. scientists and egnineers tv associate their efforts with the limited
membership of the Academy in service to science and the nation. Its members, who
receive their appointments from the President of the National Academy of Sciences,
;re drawn from academic, industrial and government organizations throughout the
coontry. The National Research Council serves both Academies in the discharge of
their responsibilities.

Supported by private and public contributions, grants, and contracts, and voluntary
contributions of time and effort ',by several thousand of the nation's leading scientists
and engineers, the Academies and their Research Council thus work to serve the national
Interest, to foster the sound development of science and engineering, and to promote
their effective application for the benefit of society.

THE DIVISION OF ENGINEERING is one of the eight major Divisions into which
the National Research Council is organized for the conduct of its work. Its membership
includes representatives of the nation's leading technical societies as well as a number
of members-at-large. Its Chairman is appointed by the Council of the Academy of
Sciences upon nomination by the Council of the Academy of Engineering.

THE MATZRIALS ADVISORY BOALD is a unit of the Division of Engineering of
the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council. It was organized in 1951
under the name of the Metallur!cal Advisory Board to provide, to the Academy
advisory services and studies in the broad field of metallurgical science and t-chnology.
Since the organisation date, the scope has been expanded to include organic and
inorganie nonmetallic materials, and the name has been changed to the MaterialsAdvisory Board.

Under a contract between the Offine of the Secretary of Defense and the National
Academy of Sciences, the Board's present assignment is

"...to conduct studies, surveys, make critical analyses, and prepare and
furnish to the Director of Defehse Research and Engineering advisory and
technical reports, with respect to the entire field of materials research, including
the planning plases thereof."
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The Academy Lad its Research Council perform
study, evaluation, or advisory functions through groups
composed of individuals selected from academic, govern-
mental, and industrial sources for their competence or
interest in the subject under consideration. The members
serve as individuals contributing their personal knowledge
and judgments and not as representatives of any organi-
zation in which they are employed or with which they may
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FOREWORD

This is not a technical report in the usual sense. It is instead a study

of the events which lead up to and surround technical accomplishment. In

this respect it represents a first effort of this type by the, Materials

Advisory Board. As in most first efforts the reader will discover many

weaknesses. However, also, as in the case of some first efforts, there

may be the germ of some new realization. It was in this hope that the

effort was first conceived and subsequently pursued.

The report consists of two principal parts. Part I is a summary of

the background, chronology, findings, and recommendation of our study.

These are based on the content of Part II which consists of the case histo-

ries prepared by the Committee members. In the authors' minds, however,

the case histories themselves may well be the most % aluable contribution

of the Committee's efforts.

The case histories record a number of selected events in the develop-

ment of materials. Fach history has been written as an individual effort of

a member of the Committee. Tha sul-Ject of the history was also selected

by the individual author. Frequently 'he events described involve the

author in some periph ,ral way. Thus, the histories are sometimes highly

personalized. For that reason, in spite of the efforts to be objective and

complete, the histories undoubtedly contain weaknesses that reflect the

position and imperfections of the authors.

Similarly, the findings in Part I of the report must be suspect to the

same degree. Nevertheless, the Committee supports the findings and

recommends their considerati .n. The single fact that certain elements

stand out in spite of the wide % ariety of histories which we have explored

encourages us tn believe that the historical approach has value. Although

we must deny that we have determined sufficient conditions for assuring

optimum research-engineering interactions, we believe that the cases do

suggest necessary conditions that must be considered,
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between groups,

4. The recognition of an important need was most

frequently the principal factor in stimulating research-

engineering interactions.

S. Often technical approaches were available and lay

dormant for some time before their pertinence to

a specific need was recognised.

It is recommended that these findings be considered in future materiali

research and engineering efforts of the Jepartment of Defense. In addition,

the value of the case history approach as an educational tool is emphasized

and suggested for further consideration. A series of questions is develope.

to aid further self study by research and development organizations. Final-

ly, the need for more effective tools of case history analysis is identified.
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BACKGROUND

YTtroduction

Man's progress, social as well as technological, is highlighted by

certain signal occurrences that mark milestones and occasionally turning

points in his development. Generally, these are not spoutaneous but mark

the culmination of forces and directions whose roots can be traced back to

periods long before the actual occurrence. Nevertheless, in historical

retrospect, the occurrences themselves appear as pinnacles and valleys

which rise and fall abruptly from the more gradually ascending slope of

man's advance.

This report is a study of a number of selected accomplishments in the

recent history of materials science and technology. At the request of the

Department of Defense we have tried to trace the historical forces and di-

rections that surrounded the events leading to these accomplishments. Our

objective was to define the circumstances which Pncourage the application of

scientific knowledge to materials development and utilization. This is an

exceedingly ambitious objective. A principal motivation for most historical

studies is to define the causes of past events to permit a more rational

control of future events. Our success in the social and political sphere

should temper our expectations of the present study.

tn his letter of January 5, 1965. the Assistant Director (Materials) of

Defense Research and Engineering asked the Materials Advisory Board to

undertake a study of research-engineering interactions that would be

addressed to three tasks. These were:

1. Study of representative examples of research-engineering
interaction, both in industry and the Department of Defense
with a view to extracting common denon-iinators, or clues,
resulting in success or failure.

- -_-r- -" - -- 0
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2. Selection from among those principles or techniques that
have usually led to success, those most appropriate for
adoption by the Department of Defense.

3. Recommendations to the Department of Defense regarding
appropriate action leading to the enhancement of the transfer
of research to hardware.

In responding to this request, the Committee on Research-Engineering

Interaction agreed to study and document the history of several develop-

ments where new material possibilities depended upon the interaction of

fundamental knowledge with the recognition of a practical need.

The Committee also commented upon some expected limitations of this

study. First, as the Committee was comprised principally of scientists

and engineers, it was expected that the histories might well be incomplete

in detail and somewhat lacking in thorough documentation. However, we

did begin with the sanguine hope that our studies would at least provide a

basis for ,evaluation of this approach to the clarification of the problems of

research-engineering interactions.

Second, it was not clear at the beginning whether our studies would

indeed lead to a coherent pattern th-t would permit the analysis required

by parts two and three of the orig. 1 charge. Indeed we have discovered

that our cases are very heterogen ,s. This heterogeneity undoubtedly

results from many factors including the method of selection of subject and

the approaches of the Committee members as "amateur historians. "

However, we also suspect that this heterogeneity may be character-

istic of the process which we are studying--that research-engineering

interactions are in the final analysis human-human interactions and will

therefore show the inherent heterogeneity of human personality.

Nevertheless, we have made an attempt to develop, if not a pattern, at

least a form which circumscribes the most critical events in our cases.

This form and its possible, pertinence to the research and development
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efforts of the Depirtment of Defense are presented in the "General Findings"

part of this section. However, in order to understand the basis upon which

this form rests, we believe it essential that the reader appreciate the

method in which the study was organized and pursued. This is described

below.

Organization of the Study

The study was organized on the following :assumptions:

1. The cases should sample broadly the various areas -f materials

activity including metals, organic materials, inorganic nonmetallics,

structural materials, electronic materials, etc. They should also cover

work originally stimulated by both commercial and defense needs and per-

formed in a wide variety of institutions. In this way we might hope to

avoid any monolithic bias.

2. It was decided that the case writers should be technical specialists.

Thus, the form, structure, and rigor of the cases are quite different from

what they would be if the writers had been professional historians or pro-

fessional case writers. It was felt that the technical approach was much

more natural as a first effort by the Materials Advisory Board. Further-

more, many of the items selected involved proprietary areas which we

suspected could be best probed by an "insider." This generally restricted

the choice to a technical specialist. Finally. the time and funds that would

be required for a truly professional historical case viewpoint did not seem

justified for this first effort.

3. There was no attempt to set a rigid framework for style and

attac'-. A first meeting of the panel addressed itself to that subject, It

was concluded that the only feasible approach was to leave the style and

method of approach to each individual author, having once agreed upon our

general objectives.

71 V P- - -------



4. A more rigid framework was adopted for the analysis of the cases.

This is discussed later. Even here it was necessary to relax this rigor

somewhat as the analysis proceeded because of semantic diffic,1ties. How-

ever, the framework that remained was worthwhile, in that it directed

further refinements of the case histories.

The final results reflect these assumptions. The cases are heterogene-

ous in style, in depth of detail, in form, and even somewhat in semantic

criteria. They are uniform principally in method of approach. They began

with a known materials achievement that the author believed was the result

of a research-engineering interaction. Then, by personal interview of the

principals involved, each author attempted to document the events which

occurred in order to define the circumstances and the environment in which

the critical interactions took place. The final result in some cases is a

relatively impersonal recounting of events and apparent motivations. In

other cases, a much more personalized and individualistic description of

events, frustrations, and accomplishments is presented. In every case

we have attempted to be as accurate as possible in documentation of the

people involved and the location of the events so that if further study is de-

sired this report can serve as a starting point. However. the future scholar

must be warned that, although the data that are presented are accurate to

the best of the ability of the authorsthey are by no means exhaustive. There

are undoubtedly many significant events and individuals involved that were

omitted by accident or by the necessary limitations of the study.

CHRONOLOGY

Chronology of the Study

The membership of the Committee was assembled in the following way.

The Chairman in consultation with the Materials Advisory Board concluded

that the Committee would try to investigate five segments of the broad field

of materials. These were:
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1. Metallic materials (structural and mechanical properties)

2. Organic materials (structural and mechanical properties)

3. Inorganic nonmetallic materials (structural and mechanical
properties)

4. Electronic materials

5. Nuclear materials (It was necessary to delete this subject area
before the study was well under way.)

The Chairman then selected a Committee member for each area and re-

quested that each of them select one colleague to work with him in the

assigned subject area. In addition, liaison members from the Department

of Defense were asked to distribute themselves voluntarily among the

subject areas. Then each of the Committee members (including the liaison

members) was asked to define and choose a subject for a case history in his

respective area which he believed would be suitable as a basis for studying

research-engineering interactions. It would then be the responsibility for

this individual member to investigate and develop a complete case history

of the subject which he had selected.

In addition to the technical "historians," the Committee was fortunate

in obtaining the participation of two experts in the case history approach.

Professors Charles D. Orth, 3rd, and James R. Bright of the Harvard

Graduate School of Business Administration provided invaluable guidance to

us with regard to our individual approaches and problems. However. in the

final analysis, the individeial authors of the enclosed case histories take full

responsibility for the limitations of their work. which arose in spite of the

best efforts of our consultants.

The first meeting of the Committee was held on March 19, 1965. The

entire day was devoted to a discussion of our broad objectives, a broad out-

line of the general method of approach, and a group discussion and comment
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on the specific subjects which individual members of the Committee

sugge;sted for study.

Following this meeting the case work began on an individual basis.

However, a second meeting was held on May 13, 1965. At this time, some

of the Committee members presented a trial run of the cases in their initial

crude form. This discussion of actual cases helped the Committee anti-

cipate problems that would be encountered. Following this, first drafts of

all the cases were prepared and circulated to all Committee members just

prior to the major working meeting of the Committee which was held

July 19-22, 1965. This meeting was one of the most important events of the

study. During the meeting the first draft of each case was discussed in

depth and an attempt was made to develop a general format which could

serve as a basis to analyze each case defining its critical aspects and de-

veloping a pattern which would characterize the bulk of the critical inter-

actions.

We soon discovered that each case was much more complex than the

author had originally thought. In several instances it was necessary to

divide a case into several sub-cases, each with its distinct chronology of

events. Furthermore, it became clear that each sub-case involved a

nwnber of "critical events" and that as the case proceeded from original

conception through to final acceuilelshment a whole series of irnportant

research-enimoeering ifterattcoss could be identified. The principal result.

of these discussions was the geseratioa of a format into which the bulk of the

cases could be fitted. This provided both a method for final analysir, and

comparison of the cases, as well as a "means for identifying where essential

information was missing from each case In order to aid the author to

continue and complete his study.

The remainder of 1965 was spent by the individual authors in the com-

pletion of their case histories and their analyses. In the course of doing
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this, further weaknesses of the pattern which had been developed during the

summer meeting were discovered and discussed by correspondence. The

final working meeting of the Committee was held on April 26-27, 1966. By

this time each of the Committee members had had an opportunity to read

the final case drafts and the individual case analyses. During this final

working meeting the analyses were summarized in terms of general findings

and these findings were examined with regard to their significance to the

Department of Defense.

Form of the Case Analysis

As indicated above, it was discovered that several of the cases which

were originally selected on inspection turned out to consist of several sub-

cases. It rapidly became clear that a single research-engineering inter-

action (REI) might soon lead to the development of a number of somewhat

diverging explorations, each of which exploited a particular result of the

originai interaction. Thus, in most cases, the starting point of our study

corresponds to the sprouting of a family tree of material developments and

the sub-cases represent branches of important results from the original

primary trunk.

As each of these principal branches or sub-cases was documented, it

was discovered that the events occurred at various stages of the research

and development process. them s Mges were defined as follows:

0. Scientific findings.

1. Recoguitioa of new material (or process) possibility.

Z. Creation of mew useful material (or process) form.

3. Demonsratizn of the feasibility of using the material (or
process) in a specific equipment (or product).

4. Demonstration of a possibility of using the equipment (or
product) in a system (or second product).

S. Production of the system (or product).

6. Operation (or use) of the system (or product).
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The chronology of a sub-case through these stages is often tortuous.

For example, it was discovered that in order to proceed from stage three

to stage four it might be necessary to retreat all the way back to stage zero

and proceed along another path. On the other hand, in some instances havin

arduously reached a particular stage of developruent the succeeding few

stages might follow almost automatically.

Finally, in the progression through these stages many important events

occurred which did not involve research-engineering interactions in the

author's definition. They might, for example, simply require the appli-

cation of a well-developed enginee'- "g technique to a particular material

without the necessity for any significant alteration in the technique. In the

analysis of each case the author has attempted to identify only those events

which qualify in his own individual definition of a research-engineering

interaction.

We emphasize the phrase "individual definition of a research-engineerir

interaction." Definitions of the words "research" and "engineering" have

served as the subject of many treatises. In general, we have attempted to

use the National Science Foundation's official definition of basic research,

namely:

"!Basic research is directed toward increase of
knowledge in science. It is research in which
the primary aim of the investigator is a faller
knowledge and understanding of the subject under
study rather than L practical application thereof."

As a definition of the word "engineering" we have considered the National

Science Foundation's definitions for applied research and development.

"Applied research is research which is directed
toward practical application of science.

"Development builds on the findings of basic and
applied research and leads to specific achieve-
ments in diverse areas such as industrial
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production, medical care, military defense and
public safety."

We have interpreted these definitions to include the kind of engineering work

that is often involved in the initial stages of operation of a final system or

general distribution and use of a finished product. However, even within

the scope of these definitions there is still considerable room for individual

judgment. Although we have discussed these individual judgments in our

collective meetings, the final operational definitions of "research" and of

"engineering" reflect the judgment of the individual authors. Similarly. the

definition of a "research-engineering interaction" often provides a compound

problem in semantics and here again in final analysis the definitions are the

responsibilities of the individual authors.

The final step of the analysis was to try to define the factors which

characterized each of the research-engineering interactions. A list of some

of the factors which were considered is contained in Appendix II. This list

is reproduced not because it represents any consensus of the Committee on

significant factors but rather to illustrate the range of factors that was dis-

cussed aud considered.

It was here that our semantic problems became most apparent. It was

cur original hope that we could arrive at a set of p',incipal factors and then

determine at least semi-quantitatively the frequency with which these factors

appeared to be of importance in all of the identified research-engineering

interactions. Our several attempts to accomplish this resulted fn a clear

appreciation that we were not able to arrive at uni forim standards which

would permit us to have any confidence in such a &tmi-quantitative analysis.

Instead we again settled for an individualistic appraizal of essential factors.

Each author was asked to summarize each REI in his own words and to

identify those factors which seemed most important to him in the research-

engineering interactions which he identified. From thil, o • 7ýere able to

discover a limited number of important character:stics "which seemed to be
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present in a majority of the events. We were also able to agree upon a

number of circumstances which appeared not to have any true statistical

relevance, at least in the selected number of cases which we had studied.

These considerations form the major part of our findings and also the basis

upon which we have attempted to respond to the second and third charges in

the letter from the Department of Defense.

FINDINGS

General Findings

The factors that are most commonly identified in the discussion of the

cases can be classified into three main groups.

1. , Characteristics of the environment in which the events took place,

much as type of institution, its organisation and communication patterns.
ýi

management involvement, nature of the support. organisational traditions,

etc.

Z. Characteristics of the individuals involved in the events, such as

educational level, basic or applied training and interests, etc.

3. Characteristics of the problem itself, such as technical difficulties,,

the visible need for a solution. etc.

These findings are presented below and underlined for emphasis.

Characteristics of the Environment

Two of the three most commonly identified factors in the cases con-

cerned the environment in which the events took place. One of these was

related to the support of the activity. The second was related to the role

of communications during the events.
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In eight of the ten cases (A, B, C, D, G, H, X, 3) the authors observed

that the flexibility of support was critical to the final success. In these

cases the majority of the REI events required the ability to shift direction

and explore unanticipated paths. This was readily done because the support

was on a broad enough base to permit adequate discretion on the part of the

investigators. In the remaining two cases (E, F) the flexibility of support

was important in at least one of the critical events, though it was not

identified in the majority of the events. In these cases it was most fre-

quently identified as important in the REX events which occurred in the first

three stages (0, 1, 2).

There were two kinds of flexibility which were ide, fled. Most fre-

quently an unanticipated change in direction of attack was required without

any significant change in the over-all objectives of the work. However, in

two of the cases (G, C) a fundamental change in the over-all objectives of

the work occurred and the final result was strlnkingly different from the

original goals.

It is, however, necessary to qualify this finding in view of its relation

to other findings of the study that are discussed below. Ladee, each of our

separate findings must be considered in the conteot og all of the findings.

Thus it is noted below that the recognition of a Ned characterined most of

our cases. Therefore. the flexibility to which we refer above generally

operated in an environment that was structured by the recognitiom of a seed.

This, of course, moderates the degree of flexibility which was exercised.

In nine of the ten cases (A. D, C. D, Z. G, H. 1. ) the majority of the

identified events required close sad frusert commumicatios betwoen organi-

sationally independent gro!W. In many cases these groups were geographi-

cally separated and had different functional responsibilities (e.g., basic

*The key to the letter identification of the cases will be found at the

beginning of Part U3. It is also indicated in the Table of Contents.
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research vs. development). 'In eight of the cases (B, C, D. E, F, G, H, I)

geography was very infrequently cited as a significant factor. This latter

finding at first seems at variance with the identified importance of com-

munications. On the other hand, close examination of these latter cases

showed that in every instance there were one or two key individuals who,

through their efforts, bridged the geographical, organizational, and

functional gaps; actively stimulated communications; and sometimes per-

formed the technical work which was a vital part of the REL. These key

individuals are the people whom we will refer to as "couplers."

Other environmental factors such as the role of management, the type

of organization (government, commercial, university, nonprofit, etc.),

organizational structure, research and development traditions, etc. are

variously cited as important in about half of the total REI events. Thus

one might conclude that in these cases these factors played important but

not crucial roles. This observation is, of course, based upon an as-

sumption that applies to the entire analysis; namely, that each of the events

had the same significance to the over-all achievement. Indeed, it may well

be that these factors played a crucial role in the most critical event in a

given case. The present method of analysis would not identify that situation.

Indeed in retrospect, the Committee has recognised that our study did not

probe deeply into these other onviromneatal factors. We recognize this as

a major weakness in our efforts mad we will refer to this later.

Characteristics of the Individual

Many of the cases include biographical sketches. of, or comments about,

the principal individuals who were involved in the critical events. In every

case an individual with postgraduate (often doctoral) education was involved

in at least one of the events. In about halt of the cases (A, B, D, E9 I, J)

most of the events revolved about individuals wfth formal postgraduate

academic training,
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In only three of the cases (D, I, 3) did the majority-of events involve in

any way some individual whose principal interests were in basic research as

defined on page 10. However, if attention is restricted only to REIs in

stages 0, 1, and 2 then in more than half of the events an interaction with

basic research findings or a basic researcher was discovered to be im-

portant. This is not surprising since stages 3, 4, S. and 6 are rather far

down the development and engineering paths. In some cases a basic re-

searcher was involved in the solution of problems in these later develop-

ment stages, but this did not occur frequently.

In several cases an individual emerged whom we will define as a

"champion. " This is an individual who becomes intensely interested and

involved with the over-all objectives and goals and who plays a dominant

role in many of the REI events through some of the stages, overcoming

technical and organizational obstacles and pulling the effort through to its

final achievement by the sheer force of his will and energy. We have

selected the word "champion" to indicate an individual whose extensive

energies were focused upon a single goal with single-minded purpose. We

do not intend any value judgment in the use of this term and leave such

judgments to the reader in each individual case.

There are many other aspects of individual characteristics that might

have been considered such as formal education in science vs. engineering.

domestic vs. foreign background, age, professional experience, etc. No

specific attempt was made to correlate these factors and they may provide

a field for further study.

Characteristics of the Problem

One of the most enlightening aspects of the analyses was the manner in

which the character of the problem itself appeared to affect the frequency

and intensity of research-engineering interactions. In all but one (C) of the

cases studied, the recognition of an important need was identified in a
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majority of the events as an important factor in bringing about the re 'ch-

engineering interaction. It was very rare that basic research by itself pro-

duced a new and unexpected opportunity which then stimulated a search for

engineering application. By far the most dominant mode was the case where

an urgent need stimulated a search for solution through prior basic knowledge

This seems to substantiate the simile of research as a well of knowledge froir

which engineering can drink to satisfy defined needs rather than as a geyser

which floods the engineer with solutions to present problems and with clear

opportunities for exploitation.

This observation also qualifies the type of communication exchange

which was discussed in the section on environment. In almost all of the

cases under consideration, it was an individual with a well-defined need who

was the initiator of the communications. It was most frequently he who

began the dialogue with the basic researchers and determined its continua-

tion until the need was satisfied. If this generalization is valid, then it is

perhaps most important for the individual on the applications side to be able

to look across the interface to basic research and know when to initiate the

dialogue.

Of course, it is equally important for the individual on the basic re-

search side to be able to hold up his end of the discussion. Furthermore,

as evidenced in at least one of the cases (D), basic research often has

implicit in it large new opportunities for exploitation, and if these can be

recognised on the basic research side great advantage, particularly in

timing, can be obtained. However, the specific cases which were studied

do suggest that the initiative for research-engineering interactions is most

likely to spring from the engineering side under the stimulus of a strong

need.

Finally, although in all cases technical problems were enountered and

overcome, in only four of the cases (B. E, I, 3) did a majority of events

_7 -- MEW W mg.~
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require the development of a new solution to a major technical problem. In

many instances, it appeared that technical approaches were available but

had not been pursued, and it was the act of timely recognition, bringing

available knowledge tc bear on the problem, that resulted in the final so-

lution. This leads to the suggestion that there is much knowledge in the well

of research which has yet to be tested, tried, and applied in the solution of

current critical problems.

The factors cited above have been emphasized because their presence

or absence was particularly striking to the Committee in reviewing the ca-se

histories. It must be repeated that aome of the cases emphasized ad-

ditonal factors and that there are many factors which might have been of

critical importance but which the limitations of our study did not permit

us to investigate. We stress again that it is particularly dangerous to draw

broad generalizations based upon these very imperfect analyses. We must

repeat that a principal characteristic of this study has been the large hetero-

geneity of the environments, personalities and problems which fill our case

histories. We believe that the greatest benefits are to be derived by a study

of the individual cases themselves and by the individual analysis of this

report by each reader.

We believe that perhaps the most important factor which we have docu-

mented is that research-engineering interactions take place within varying

structures of organization and islvve complex human events which require

deeper and more thorough stedy tham the present one before generalisations

can be established.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee found great difficulty in addressing itself to charges two

and three of the letter from the Department of Defense. Although we be-

lieve that we can support the general findings of the preceding section, we

feel unqualified to select those findings "most appropriate for adoption by

the Department of Defense.#' We also feel unqualified to make specific

"recommendations to the Department of Defense regarding appropriate

action leading to the enhancement of the transfer of research to hardware."*

Even within the somewhat limited knowledge of the Committee members, we

are keenly aware of the broad spectrum of organisations, missions, pra-."ces,

and problems that exist within the DOD. We believe that formulation of

recommendations addressed to specific situations would require individual

analysis, for each situation, within the framework of our general findings.

Broad, general recommendations would have little operational value. Such

a detailed and special analysis., orgaaniation by organiasation, would be a

major undertaking outside the scope of our present Committee. At the same

time. we have developed a strong belief that there is information in our cases

and in our findings which could be of great value. Thus, we have considered

how we could most effectively aid the Department of Defense in using the

results of our study. We have arrived at three suggestions.

First the Committee discovered during the generation of our case histo-

ries and our discussions and analysis of them that there was a pattern of

questions which formed and was exceedingly valuable to us in attempting to

define and understand the circumesancis which surround our cases. As our

data accumulated and the general findings emerged, we were able to formu-

late additional questions which provided more useful insight. These

questions applied both to the technical events and to the environments in

which they took place. We have formulated a list of the questions which

1~.=. I
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seemed most pertinent and helpful to us. This list is in dppenilix 1. We

recommend this list to the reader. We suggest ihat he experiment by

asking himself these questions and by encouraging cthe*,s ar••nd him to

the same exercise. We have found this to be au enlightening experience.

We are certain that the reader will identify other questions which should

be asked and which will strengthen this exercise. We believe that this

approach can provide a valuable tool to aid each of the DOD organizations

in evaluating the factors that influence research-engineering iuter-

actions in their areas of responsibility and to highlight obstacles to these

interactions if they exist.

Second, the Committee is convinced that we. as individuals, have been

by far the greatest beneficiaries of the studies which have led to this report.

The generation and discussion of these cases was 4ian intensive learning ex-

perience. We recommend this experience to managers and participants in

research and engineering in the Department of Defense and their contractors.

The tools of analysis which we developed are imperfect but useful. The

questions which we have suggested may serve as other useful tool,. Case

histories have been used classically as a medium for discussion and as a

tool for self-enlightenment and self-examination. Our experiences in this

study reinforce their value for this purpose.

Third. as we have emphasised several times, our ability to accumulate

all the pertinent faots relevant to our cases and to analyse them in the depth

which they might merit has been greatly limited by our inexperience, by our

lack of traiaing in, case writing, and by the inevitable restrictions of time.

We have mentdoned many factors which we suspect may be important, but

which we were unable to probe. We believe that there is more value in the

case history approach than we have been able to capture. For example,

the development of more useful tools of analysis would be extremely im-

portant in implementing the second suggestio, Therefore. the Committee

believes that a broader and more professional attack on this problem should
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be considered. We would suggest particular emphasis on cases which in-

volve areas of special interest to DOD. Our cases are monolithic in that

they treat only subjects which were eventually crowned with success. Much

might be learned by studying other selected subj ;ct areas involving research

and engineer'ng programs which never reached practical fruition. The

Committee recommends tlat these possibilities be considered.
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APPENDIX I

The following list of questions has been generated

as a tool to stimulate discussion and examination of how

research-engineering interactions occur in an organization.

They have been derived through the experience of the Corn-

mittee in analyzirg the case histories and relate to the

general findings of the report.

It is suggested that these questions be asked by

managers, of themselves, at all levels in research, de-

velopment, and engineering organisations. The Committee

suggests that the answers offered by nonsupervisory

ecientiets and engineers would also be enlightening.
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QUESTIONS

1. HOW MUCH FLEXIBILITY IS AVAILABLE IN LEVEL AND ALLOCATION OF

FUNDING AND SUPPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE TECHNICAL STAFF REPORTING TO YOU?

HOW MUCH FLEXIBILITY DO YOU HAVE? HOW MUCH FLEXIBILITY DO YOUR CONTRACTORS

HAVE?

a) What approvals are needed to change the level

and allocation of funding?

b) What are the mechanism to change the level and

allocation? HRo complex are the, mechanisms?

What time interval is usually required?

c) What is the effect of your organixation 'a

structure and controls on these mechanisms?

Do they inhibit or stim4late change?

d) What is the balance in your organization be-

tween flexibility and the need for oontroZ?

a) What ie the penaties and veards involved

for those who make the sometimes risky

deoisions to change the levels of junding

and sauport? List samew e.lee.

2. HOW MUCH FLEXIBILITY IS AVAILALE TO THOSE REPORTING TO YOU WITH

RESPECT TO CIHAGING DIRECTIONS NO GOALS? HOW MUCH FLEXIBILITY DO YOU HAVE?

HOW MUCH FLEXI'BILITY DO YOM* CONTRACTORS MVE?

a) What qpmvat are needed to change directions

and pata?

b) What am the mohaniems for changing directions

and goals? Now coupte ar the meohanisms?
What time intervals are usually required?

o) What is the effset of your organixation's

structure and controls on these mechaiiem?

Do they inhibit or stimulate hange?
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d) What is the balance bewteen flexibility in

this area and the need for control?

,e) What are the penalties and rewards involved for

those uho make the sometimes risky decisions to

change direction and goals. List some eimpZes.

3. HOW K)CH FLEXIBILITY IS AVAILABLE TO THOSE REPORTING TO YOU IN

STARTING (INITIATING, FUNDING, AND ACTUALLY BEGIMNNING WORK ON) NEW PROJECTS

OR TERMINATING EXISTING PROJECTS? HOW MUCH FLEXIBILITY DO YOU IAVE? HOW

MUCH FLEXIBILITY DO YOUR CONTRACTCRS HAVE?

a) What approvals are needed to start new projects

or teiewinate existing ones?

b) What are the mechanisms? Ho oo mpex are the

mechenisms? What time intervals are usually

required?

o) What is the effect of your organization's
structure and oontrot &.-i. these uechamismu?
Do they inhibit or stimkwate initiation or
tezminsztin aetione?

d) Out is the ba.e beftwen ftexibiliUtY in

thi mW and the "fdfor oontrot?

e) Wiart m the pemaltie. and rwarda imnvolved

for those who nabe the eout ime riskif decision
to iuutiate or tem~inate project.? Olive acnoe

4. DOES EACH INDIVIDUAL IN YOUR ORGANIZATION CLEARLY UNDERSTAND THE

FLEXIBILITIES AN LIMITS DESCRIBED MOVE WHICH ARE AVAILABLE TO HIM AN THE

MECHANISMS, BALMNCES, PENALTIES, AND REWARDS THAT ARE INVOLVED?

5. HOW DOES THE DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL EFFORT (I.e.,. IN-,OUSE,

CONTRACT,. SUBCONTRACT) AFFECT YOUR FLEXIBILITY? HOW CAN THE BALANCE OF DIS-

TRIBUITION BE CHANGED?
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a) Wha.t approvals are needed to change the

balanrce?

b) What are the mechanisms for changing the

balai.e: How complex are the mechanisms?

What time intervals are usually required?

c) What is the effct of your organization'a

structure and controls on these mechanisms?

Do they inhibit or stimulate change?

d) What is the balance between flexibility in

changing distribution and the need for control?

e) What are the penalties and rewards involved

for those who make the sometimes risky decision

to change the distribution of effort? Give

some exawvlee.

6. HOW FAR CAN THOSE REPORTING TO YOU CARRY THEIR WORK THROUGH THE

RESEARCH-DEVELOPMENT STAGES? (SEE PAGE 9) WHAT ARE THE RESTRICTIONS ON

THE DIRECTIONS IN WHICH THEY CAN WORK? "IAT RESTRICTI)NS DO ,YO•U MVE? *AT

RESTRICTIONS DO YOUR CONTRACTORS HAVE?

a) To what degree does the formta mission of
yrma organisation affect the stage. and
direatione in which you oan work?

b) Ont. are the meohanism. by which you can

overoo the lmitations? fow time oonwuminp

are the meohanisme? ow omptZe• are they?

a) fow can you influence other group. to carry

your work forward? o support your work?

Nowe time oonewming are thee. mechanisms?

low ooMlex are they?

7. ARE FREQUENT COMIMUNICATIONS BETWEEN YOUR GROUP AND OTHER GROUPS

NEEDED? WHAT ARE THE SPECIFIC GROUPS WITH WHICH SUCH COMMUNICATIONS ARE

NEEDED? IN WHICH OF THE RESEARCH-DEVELOPMENT STAGES (SEE PAGE 9) DO THEY

WORK?
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8. W•HAT FORMAL MECHANISMS EXIST TO ASSURE ADEQUATE COMMUNICATIONS

BETWEEN YOUR GROUP AND OTHERS?

9. CAN YOU IDENTIFY THE "INFORMfAL" OR "UNOFFICIAL" STRUCTURES OR

MECHANISMS WHICH SERVE TO COMMtULICATE BETWEEN YOUR GROUP AND OTHERS?* WHAT

ARE THEY?

10. WHAT BARRIERS (ORGANIZATIONAL: SUCH SOCIAL ASPECTS AS STATUS DIF-

FERENCES, CLIQUES, MILITARY-CIVILIAN, FUNDING, ETC.) EXIST WHICH MAY INHIBIT

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN YOUR GROUP AND OTHERS?

11. W•AT HAS BEEN DONE IN YOUR ORGANIZATION TO ENHANCE COMM4UICATIONS

12. WHO ARE THE INDIVIDUALS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION WHO HAVE ACTED AS

COUPLERS? (SEE DEFINITION ON PAGE 14.)

a) How do organixational factors affect the way

these people fnction as couplers?

b) Do you give specific recognition to the

coupling function?

c) Do you have special program to deveZop

coupLing ekl-tla?

13. WHERE AND WHO ARE THE PEOPLE IN YOUR OGIANIZATION UPON WHOM YOU

ILY TO ACCo ..ISH THE TRANSITION KE'rtEN RESEARCH FINDINGS ND ENGINEERING

PRACTICE?

a) Now do your apptied reearoh peopte om-

rminioate w~ith people workip in weievuit
,aea of fheuiwentat Pewh mod with
peopte who ham end-twem reponeibiitise?

b) Mou do Our baito resazoh peopte etay

abreast of re lewant apptied r'esearch and
with DOD need•?

o) How do those with end-item responsibilities

etay abreast of reevant applied and funda-

mental research?
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d) How do each of these kinds of people remain

current in their own speciat ties.?

14. WHO ARE THE PEOPLE WHO -IE' BEEN "CHAMPIONS"I (SEE PME 15) IN

YOUR ORGANIZATION?

a) What kinds of barriers did they have to over-

come? Do the barriers still exist? Now were

they overcome?

b) Now ma the "champion" ra-ded? What is his
role today?

c) What effect did he have on the organization?

15. ARE THE MISSION, GOALS, AND LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES OF YCtR

ORGANIZATION CLEARLY DEFINED?

a) Are they defined by a teohniez7 or adninistrative

part of the organisation?

b) What apecific role do you play in defining

the miaion, goate, and long rangr objective.?

What rote do the peopl e who work for you play?

o) Do the people who report to you have a JutZ

understandiV and perepeotive of the misa.on,
goat.. and loV-aeng objectivee? Now ie this
achieved? Upon Am do you depend for thi.
wrdarstandingr and perepeotive? Do your con-
treeoto havne tFie understanding and perspective?
Nowi thie awhieved?

d) Now meh of the hw* perfored by your organi-

xation olearty on forme to the defined mieaiono
goats. and tong.-rang objeotive.? low much
dviation, if any, ie pewitted? Who decide,?

16. DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION I0VE A COMMITMENT TO THE DES!RABILITY OR

NECESSITY FOR RESEARCH-ENGINEERING INTERACTION? IF THIS COMMITMENT EXISTS,

WAIAT DO YOU DO TO M.WE IT VISIBLE?



17. WITH WHAT FREQUENCY DO INDIVIDUALS TRANSFER BETWEEN BASIC RESEARCH

GROUPS, APPLIED RESEARCH GROUPS, AND ENG.INEERING GROUPS?

a) Do transfers occur in both direction•?

b) Do transfers occur between line and staff

organizations?

c) who are som of the•peope who have
transferred?

d) la there any correlation between individuals

who transfer and individual, who participated

in events which you would define- a research-

engineering interactions?

18. WHAT IS THE DISTRIBUTION OF FORMAL EDUCATION IN ThE VARIOUS PARTS

OF YOUR ORGANIZATION?

a) What formal educational background is re'-

quired for the assigned responsibilities of

the various part. of your organiati-on? How
closely does your present staff matoh these

requirmeent.?

b) Bow does it matah between group# who you

.4 .oot to ommmeicate and interact with eaoh

oter?

o) Does the distribution foster or iaqde

oouinatioation?

19. WHO DEFINES TME SPECIFIC NNS TO WHICH YOUR OAGGAIZATION IS

EXPECTED TO RESPOND?

a) Are the needs defined by a teohnioat or
a~dmnistrative part of the organization?

b) What speoi•f role elm you play in defining

the, needs? What role do the people who work

for you play? What role do your contractors

p lay?
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c) Are there formZ2 mechanism. by which the

various parts of your organixation contribute

to the definition of these needs?

20. HOW WELL SPECIFIED ARE THE NEEDS TO WHICH YOUR ORGANIZATION IS

EXPECTED TO RESPOND?

a) Are they specified in detail or only broadly?

b) What is the usual time intevaZ between the

def •'ition off a need and its expected

satiefaction?

c) When needo are specified, are approaches

usually 8uggested?

d) Are the needs alwman within your understanding

of your miseion? Can you identify needs which

wezw not?

e) In the past, how reliable has been the definition

of the needs with which you have been presented?

21. HOW ARE NEEDS COMUNICATED TO YOU?

a) Are there Oorml mechnisms for presenting

needs?

b.) Are there fozwvl mechanies. byj which you can
react and comment on the needs ae originally

def lmd?

o) What is the usual time interval between the
-identification of a need and the actual start

of the required workl?

22. ARE NEEDS OFTEN PRESENTED TO YOU FOR WHICH YOU PAVE AN IMMEDIATE'

ANSWER?

a) In such specific casse did the answer come

from broad general progrme in your area or

from specific progr•e originated to satisfy

other needs?
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b) Have you had difficulties in seLZing ana m

ontie they have been obtained? if such diffi-

cuZties e=iat, can you recognize any ommon

causes?

23. ARE THE PRINCIPAL NEEDS FOR WIICH YOUR ORGANIZATION IS RESPONSIBLE

CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD BY ALL THE PEOPLE IN THE OWANIZATION?

a) What are the mechanisms by which the mmbers

of your organization Zearn about new neede?

b) What is the usual time intervaZ between the

definition of a new need and each mmnber's

awareness of it?

24. IN THOSE INSTANCES WIERE YOU HAVE USED THE FINDINGS OF BASIC

RESEARCH TO HELP SATISFY A CURRENT NEED, WHEN WAS THE PERTINENT BASIC RESEARCH

PERFORMED?

a) If the researh was reZativeZy old, why do you

think it had not been applied earZier?

b) Wkht was the mechanism by whiah it was n

applied?



APPENDIX U

FACTORS CONSIDERED IN ANALYZING EVENTS OF
RESEARCH- ENGINEERING INTERA CTON

1. High educational level (advanced degree) of principal investigator

2. Importance of management

3. Importance of Government-sponsored research

4. Importance of recognized need

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction during work and
local control of funds (easily available resources)

6. Industrial laboratory involved

7. Basic research in the laboratory (or institution or organization)

8. Communications across organizations was important

9. Technical problem was the principal obstacle

10. Importance of a 4!champion"

11. Freedom for individuals

12. Broad spectrum of types of laboratories

13. Geographic proximity,

14. Prior experience with innovation

15. Organisationa1 structure (barriers. and bonds)

imp 11
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Case Histories
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A CASE STUDY

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CEMENTED TITAN!IN ,CARBIDE
CUTTING TOOLS AT THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY

The cermet system tungsten carbide-cobalt has developed wide appli-

cation in industry, principally as cutting tools. The significant con-

tribution of this material to the modern machine tool industry may be

traced to its high hardness, strength and toughness, particularly at

elevated temperatures. Advances in this field of technology have been

confined to the evolutionary development of a range of compositions and

microstructure within this system. for a variety of applications. Re-

cently, however, a competitive cermet system, titanium carbide-nickel-

molybdenum has been developed which demonstrates a significant i;".-

ment as a cutting tool material for many applications; a better than four-

fold improvement in life limited by wear in semifinish and finish machine

cutting of steel, for example. This case centers on the events leading

to the discovery, development and comercial realization of this cermet

system.

The major reorganization of the Ford Motor Company undertaken after

the second World War included the formation of a corporate research and

development activity as an adjunct to corporate engineering. An orga-

nization structure based on field-oriented departments in physics, chem-

istry, engineering mechanics, metallurgy, etc., plus a department that

was devoted to the development of gas turbine eagineo was adnoted. This

latter, project oriented, departmeat reprosented a major activity in

this laboratory during the early 1950's.

At the early period of the development of the. laboratory the metal-

latrgy grcup was mall, including only one professional metallurgical

engineer with previous Ford experience. Others in the group were new to

forý Motor Company. Dr. H. 3meaik was the first amber of the group to be

trained in the field of ceramics. In this early period, the laboratory

was in the process of developing sad purchasing facilities and equipment

required to carry out the research programs. The following factors con-

tributed to Humenik's decision to undertake an extensive long range

S0 - X .... ... - _ -- M " V" ... ... .. . .. - ,.,
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research program in the field of ceramics.

1. The laboratory had considerable interest in gas turbines during

the early 1950's. Materials 4-apose a principal limitation an the

development of an efficienL gas turbine. This is particularly true

for the case of a relatiiely low first cost turbine intended for use

in motor transport. During this period there was an extensive in-

terest in the potenti*.l of cermets for this application and a con-

siderable investment of government Research and Development funds

in this area.

2. When Humenik had started his thesis work at MIT during 1949,

that Institution was heavily involved in the Oak Ridge NEPA (Nuclear

Engine for the Propulsien of Aircraft) project. A sub-project was

the development of cermets. Within this program Humenik selected

as a thesis topic the wetting behavior of liquid metal-ceramic

systems under the direction of Professor W. D. Kingery. He had
Ideveloped a sessile drop technique for measuring contact angles,

at elevated temperatures and had developed considerable insight in-
2to wetting phenomenon, as it was then understood . At the same

time he bad been exposed to the work of Joseph Gurland and J. T.

Norton on the role of the metallic phase in determining the prop-
3erties of the WC-Co system . A keen appreciation for the part that

microstructure plays in determining the properties of these mate-

"rials was therefore developed. All of this combined to suggest an

approach to Improving the properties of cermets designed for high

temperature applici tions.

3. The Net~llurgy Department had been assigned responsibility for

Smatesrials development program in support of the gas turbine effort.

Although the VC-Co system was obviously not suitable for gas turbine

application, it was also recognized that this system did indeed mbody

many of the desirable properties that were strived for in cermets. The

possibility of developing a cermet based on TiC, which has a relatively

~--77
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low density, with a binder that would provide a significant resistance

to oxidation, was attractive. The TiC-Ni system had been investigated

but extensive grain growth -occurred during the early stages of sinter-
4ing . The Gurland-Norton work had demonstrated the importance of a fine

dispersion of the carbide in a thin c ,ntinuous metallic matrix. Hummik

postulated that the grain growth in the TiC-Ni system was due to agglom-

eration of the carbide particles rather than solution and reprecipitation.

He therefore focused on the wetting problem and set out to find a metal-

lic binder that would completely wet TIC. To this end a sessile-drop

apparatus was developed at Ford and wettability studies were started

early in 1954.

The early work at MIT on the wetting of oxides with liquid metals

had suggested that the addition of strong oxide formers improved wet-

tabdity. Following this lead preparation of a series of binary alloys of

nickel with elements ranging from the strong carbide formers like titanium

to the weak carbide formers like molybdenum was undertaken. The early

experiments starting at the top of the series were disappointing. However,

before the experiments progressed to the bottom of the series a nickel

liquid drop accidentally came in contact with a molybdenum radiation shield

and completely wet the TiC, thus moving a8ead by a few weeke the discovery

that Mo added to Ni formm a liquid alloy that exkibits a sero contact angle

with respect to TiC. The fine dispersion and tUSLgnificant ain graSowth

chsracteristic of the O-Co system were subsequently sbow for the TiC-li-

Ho system.

During the winter of 1954-55 HimLk and his co--worker undertook an

intensive cermet development program concentrating on the TIC-li-Mo sys-

tem. They meavared impact resistance, bend strength and hardness. They

solved a variety of problems In preparing specimens. hpertments to op-

timize composition and particle size with regard to final mlcrostructure

and properties were initiated. At about this time, the gas turbine pro-

ject had progressed to a state of development where the possibility of

introducing a cermet material was minimal. On the other hand the cemented
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TiC material was showing hardnesses greater than those obtained in the

WC-Co system, suggesting that it might be worthwhile to evaluate it for

other applications such as a cutting material.

The Ford Motor Company has a development group in manufacturing

staff that is organizationally separate from corporate engineering and,

therefore, the laboratory. This group provides certain testing services

as part of their function including machinability tests. During 1955,

specimens of the newly developed TiC-Ni-Mo material were submitted for

evaluation. The results indicated that the tool showed plastic defor-

mation but thrt a considerable reduction in flank wear was experienced.

Within three months the composition was modified to the point where the

tools now demonstrated substantial potential for improvement over the

existing commercial materials.

A three-year development program followed tkat clearly demonstrated

the value of the material. Included was evaluation in procduction ma-

chining operations. Significant savings in tool costs, e-duced down-

time, and production efficiencies were established. During this period,

the Manufacturing Development Office - Manufacturing Staff continued to

provide laboratory machinability test data, and another Manufacturing

Staff organization, the Design and Standards Office, was instrumental in

carrying out the production machining tests.

Management felt that it was now appropriate to consider the coimer-

clal exploitation of the cemented TIC. Various possible approaches were

reviewed and it was concluded that the greatest economic lain could be

achieved by the Imediate utilization of the TIC tools in the Company's

manufacturing operations. The proposed strategy involved the manufacture

of tools in Ford until arrangement of licenses with outside companies

could he affected. Top management approved and authorized the invest-

ment necessary to develop the production facilities. Research Staff was

directed to establish this facility since it had the necessary capability

as well as an intense interest in a successful outcome.
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A facility for producing cemented TiC cutting tools became operative

in Research Staff during 1959 and Humenik undertook the task of intro-

ducing this material into the manufacturing operations of Ford directly

from the laboratory. The folloving factors would seem to minimize the

difficulty of introducing this innovation.

1. The laboratory had complete control of production of the product.

2. Ford had its own Carbide Fabrication Department which provided

a means for distributing the tools and prombting their use in-

the manufacturing plants.

3. In general, the substitution of cemented TIC for cemented WC

did not involve a major modification of the machine tools in-

volved or the machining processes used, and its advantages

could be readily demonstrated.

4. The unit cost of producing a mall number of samples of a car-

met for test was not exorbitant.

At present, cemented TiC has replaced a significant fraction of the

WC used at Ford. Since the patent issued during 1961, outside firms

have been licensed to manufacture for sale both to Ford and to the gener-

al market. This and related activities continues to be one of the major

projects in Humenik's group, howaver, progress has not been as rapid as

they would have liked. The follownag factors may have contributed to

the difficulties experiemcadt

1. The automotive Industry at this tto we e mperiencing en unpre-

cedented period of increasing production schedules which put great

demands on umnufacturing perseesel
2. The automotive industry Is, of course, very cost conscious.

However, in the short term, production schedules take precedence and

the uncertainty associated vith an Innovation in a manufacturing

process at least threatens their capacity to meet production conit-

ments.

3. Suppliers of the competitive cemented WC t!Anntain an active

sales organization and provide technical si ,' as to their custo-



mere. It is difficult for a corporate research laboratory to gear-

up to provide similar services.

4. The value of the cemented TIC cutting tools over the existing

materials can only be demonstrated unequivocally In actual produc-

tion. Production test. have to be carefully monitored and an ex-

tensive evaluation covering a diversity of manufacturing plants

and operations requires a major effort.

From time to time, manufacturing operations are confronted with

specific production problems. Humenik and his group have had, and con-

tinue to have, an opportunity to provide solutions to a number of machin-

ing problems within Ford, based on the use of cemented TIC cutting tools.

It is the success achieved in these difficult operations that has been

a major factor in generating the interest and enthuslasm of manufacturing

personnel to adopt TIC tools on a broad scale.

Si4'a
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ANALYS IS
OF

CASE HISTORY
OF

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CFMENTED TITANIUM CARBIDE CUTTING TOOLS
AT TH1 FORD )TOR COMPANY

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH-ENGINEERING INTERACTIONS (RE18)

PEI Description

a A high temperature materials program ivi:,tiated at the Ford

Scientific Laboratory in support of Ford's turbine program and

Humenik's interest in this field.

b The recognition of the potential of the NiMo-TiC cermet for

machine tool. applications.

C The initiation of a testing and development program to optimize

the Cemented TiC for specific meta,• cutting applications.

d The development of a pilot manufacturing operation in the

laboratory.

e Troubleshooting plant machining problems as a basis for

introducing this new product.
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STAGES AT WHICH REIs OCCURRED

0 a

1 b

2 and 3 c

5 d

4 and 6 e

Stages were defined by the Covmuittee for purposes of this study, a

follows:

STAGES
NO. Definition

0 Scientific finding (knowledge)

1 Recognit-io of new material (process) possibility

2 Creation of useful material (process) form

3 Feasibility of using the material (process) in hardware

4 Possibility of using the hardware containing the mate-
vial in a system

5 I9ductieo of the systai (product)

* ~elme ter of the system (product)
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FACTORS CONSIDERED
IN AI4ALYZING EVENTS OF RI-Is

From its study of all the cases, the Committee selected a number of

the more prominent factors which seemed to be operating with some fre-

quency in the identified REIs. The statistical analysis of the frequency

of these factors in this case is shown below.

Factor REI Total
No. aT d! ' -

1. High educaLional level (advanced degree) of
principal investigator xj X xI 5/5

2. Importance of management xI x x 4/5

3. Importance of Government-sponsored research x, 1/5

4. Importance of recognised need x x x 4/5

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction xx x x x 5/5
during work and local control of funds (easily
available resources)

6. Industrial laboratory involved x x X x x 5/3

7. Basic research in the laboratory (for inst. or x: 1/5
arg.)

8. Comunications across organisatioas was x x x 4/5
important

9. Technical problem was the principal obstacle 0/0

,. Importance of a "chmpion" x X x x x 5/5

11. F.reedom for individuals x x x x 5/5

12. Broad specr.,,m of types of laboratories x 1/5

13. Geo.gaphic proximity x _x x X x 5/5

?4. Prior experi.,nce with innovation x x 2/5

15. Organisatione) structure (barriers and bonds) 0/S
m - • - ... i-ii- - / -
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SUMMARY A LYSIS

This. case is interesting in that a single individual played a

central role in all phases, from the original research through to the

introduction of the product to the manufacturing operations. In the

one extreme he conducted an enlightened research program that led to

the basic discovery and on the other hand he provided technical service

to manufacturing as a basis for accelerating the introduction of his

product. In every phase he received significant support frou the man-

agement of the Ford Motor Company.
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A Case History

of

The Development of "Lockalloy" - A Be-Al Composite Alloy

Introduction

Lockalloy is the trade name for a class of beryllium rich-aluminum

alloys developed by the Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, a division of

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. While not yet in extensive commercial use,

its properties of low density, high elastic modulus, good strength, good

ductility and good fabrication characteristics have indicated considerable

potential for structural applications in aerospace vehicles. Details

about its composition, preparation and processing are still proprietary

(patent applications by Lockheed have been filed) but the key feature of

the alloy resides in its controlled microstructure thus providing the

characteristics of rollability and ductility. Although it is not yet in

any volume applications, Lockalloy represents an interesting case study for

a number of reasons: its roots reside almost entirely in a readily identi-

fied materials need of aerospace vehiclesl its exploitation v•s aggressively

pursued by a consumer rather than a prim•ry metal producer; or-jesrcialisation

was accomplished in approximately 3 years frm date of conception, indicat-

ing the speed of transition f*ro research to engieanring practice vhich is

possible by a properly funded, corporate supported, aggressive progrwa of

materials developeentl it provide interesting imlications about the back-

ground value of WD and other goverwot supported materials research program
and the problems associated vith mterials I and D oanducted unde specific

military system Ocftre&te.

Historically, there has always existed a long-standing DOD objective for

low-density, high modalus, high strength alloy for military aircraft and

aerospace systems. The design of aircraft structural members, based upon

buckling and rigidity parameters rather than merely tensile strength, made it

evident that significant vehicle advances could be achieved if lightveight
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alloys with higher modulus than aluminum were available. Prior to and

during World War II some efforts were pursued along these lines, but

more serious programs were initiated after World War II to accomplish

these objectives, both in this country and abroad. It was recognized that

normal metallurgical practice could only affect the modulus in a minor way,

and in the period of 1946-1949 the Bureau of Aeronautics (Navy Dept.)

sponsored research to increase the modulus of aluminum alloys by addition

of beryllium. There is little mutual solid solubility of aluminum in

beryllium. These programs resulted in the laboratory development of

aluminum-beryllium alloys with a modulus as high as 20 x 106 ps, but

these alloys were not well received by the aeronautical industry because

of the low ductility as well as the lower strength properties than the

commercially available high strength aluminum alloys. As a result of the

limited receptivity for such alloys and the concern that sufficient supply

of beryllium would not be available for structural alloys because of ABC

needs for nuclear reactors, research activity along these lines ceased.

Because of its important use as a moderator in nuclear reactors, the

AEC had launched a massive R and D program in the post World War II period

for the production of beryllium in massive form and for the investigation

of the properties of beryllium and its alloys. By the early 1950's,

beryllium had achieved a status as a ommerciaia material with singular

importance for the atomic energy program. Practically all of the beryllium

produced was channeled for ABC utilization. Although Be was being produced

in substantial quantity and in massive form and although Be exhibited the

unusual combination of lightweight and high modulus, several important

features precluded its serious consideration for major non-nuclear appli-

cations, such as a structural material: (a) the AEC requirements, (b) its

extreme brittleness, (c) the question of toxicity, (d) its high cost. In
1954, the American Society for Metals in conjunction with the ABC, Aponsored

a conference on Beryll.im, the proceedings of which were published in 1955

in a book The Metal Beryllium by White and Barke. This volume made

available to the public a large amount of information on the technology of
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beryllium developed under AEC contracts. By 1955 the ABC needs for beryllium

had diminished and satisfactory procedures for handling beryllium had been

worked out such that the toxicity problem was not a serious deterrent. In

195!' Micks and Hoffman of the Rand Corporation issued a report to the Air

Force emphasizing the advantage of beryllium as an important material for

advanced aircraft and missile systems, for both structural and nose cone

applications. It must be recognized that at about this time, missile systems

were beginning to assume prominence over aircraft and the nose cone problem

for the Atlas missile was a high priority program in the Air Force.

The Rand report generated considerable discussion iin DOD circles which

led to the initiation of R and D programs for the investigation of Be (and Be

alloys) as a structurel material. The problems of ductility and fabricability

of Be sheet were major targets. The Air Force undertook a comprehensive

program in this field with the scope ranging from research to manufacturing

methode and more limited efforts were sponsored by the Bureau of Aeronautics

concentrating on the brittleness problem.

It is of interest to note that a few pate4nte existed clalsn ductility

for Be alloys, one in particular teacbing that an alloy inclauing approximately

70% Be and 30% Al overcome the inherent brittleness of the beyllum and makes

possible mechanical operations mseh as rolling and forging. &zoh claims,

hovever. apparently were not general3y validated since A. R. Kaufmann and

P. Corzine reported in the 1955 ASK voltme on Beryllium as follovs: *One can

imagine that the brittleness of beryllim can be partially overacam by preopr-

ing an alloy in which small beryllium gains are copletely surrounded by

matrix of ductile metal. The most obvious possibility is an alloy of beryllium

and aluminum since no oampounds are formed in this system. Several studies

of such alloys have been reported in the literature . . . . For the

present purposes it seems sufficient merely to say of these results that

none of the alloys between 10 and 70% beryllium appeared to be outstand-

ing in strength and ductility . . . . . . It was also difficult to obtain

homogeneous, gas-froee astings because of the large difference In melting

points of the two metals and the fact that the liquidus and solidus temperatures
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ae widely separated. For these various reasons, Be-Al alloys had not become

of commercial importance so far as is known to the writers. Alloys of Be

containing only a few percent of aluminum (insufficient to establish a ductile

network) have failed u.o show any improvement in physical prcperties over

"pure" Be, although there may be some advantage in improved fahricability and

castability." Here is a clean-cut example of the concept of a composite

material, whose exploitation at that time was limited by technical difficulties.

By 1956, nose cone materials for ICO4' s and IREM's had achieved a high

priority status. The high weight peAlties associated with the use of

copper heat sinks focussed attention Upon other materials and other systems

of heat alleviation and thermal protection. Because of its high temperature

thermal properties, beryllium was an interesting contender for such applications.

The AVCO R and D Laboratories under Air Force contract, were investigating

the applicability of Be as an afterbody material for the copper nose cone.

Joini.ng and brazing of large sections of beryllium were problem areas which

received particular attention. By 1958, J. B. Cohen of AVOO had developed

a satisfactory method for brazing of Be through the use of silver as a

brazing material. Quoting from Patent 3,052,521, filed January 19, 1959,

and granted March 26, 1963: "Contrary to earlier reports, alloys of silver

and beryllium can be made ductile if produced by the novel process to be

described. Briefly, the invention comprises the production of a metastable

form of the alloy in which the beryllium is present as discrete globules

surrounded by a matrix of substantially pire silver. The metastable form

of the alloy is made by quickly cooling it through the temperature ranges in

which peritectic phares tend to form under conditions of temerature equilibrium.

In other words, it has been found by actual laboratory experiments that chill

casting of alloys having a high beryllium content yields a ductile material,

a discovery that is diametrically opposed to the teaching of the prior art."

Although the descriptive portions of the patent have obvious reference to

making ductile alloys of beryllium and silwvr the patent claims are specifically

directed toward producing te"rature resistant joints from the use of a

beryllium-silver alloy by controlled solidification procedures. In 1931
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Patent No. 1,816,961 had been granted to H. S. Cooper on ductile two phase

Be-Al alloys. J. B. Cohen reported his results at an AIME meeting (probably

in early 1959) and it was published in Trans. AIME February,1960, Vol. 218.

In this paper, he showed that Be-Ag alloys containing primary Be phase

embedded In matrix network of silver, possessed sufficient ductility to be

cold-formable. Photomicrographs revealed that thb beryllium particles under-

went extensive plastic deformation during the rolling treatment. Cohen also

stated that alloys with lower silver contents, which did not have a continuous

silver network, were brittle.

Related work on copper impregnated tungsten and on other beryllium alloy

systems was going on at AVCO and it is highly probable that they recognized

the implications of the ductility achieved in the Be-Ag alloy system. A

number of factors apparently coexisted at this time which precluded exploita-

tion of this davelopment by AVCO.

1. With the change from the Atlas vehicle to the advanced re-entry

vehicle for the Titan missile, beryllium was phased out for nose

cone applications and replaced by ablating materials. As a con-

sequence of official Air Force decision, beryllium work was

discontinued at AVCO.

2. No epecial interest was evidenced by Air Force materials organisation

in the Be-Ag results and no funis for continuation of this work were

made available by the Air Force.

3. Much of the original work was supported tW direct AVOO funds, and

in view of other pressIng materials probl'm associated with vital

AVCO projects, continuation of the pogm did not have high priority

and did not receive -unding.

4. Structural materials for air frame. and related application were

of secondary importance to the major AVO objective of nose cone

systems.

5. The principal investigator, J. B. Cohen, left AVCO about this time

and some of the technical impetus thereby was lost.
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This then is the background which set the stage for the development

work on Lockalloy by the Lockheed Missiles & Space Division. To this

picture must be added the strong internal motivations which prompted the

Lockheed group to aggressively explore the implications cf the concepts

and alloy developments outlined above. As a major DOD contractor for

aerospace systems, the Lockheed group was highly conscious of the

advantages to be gained from the use of materials exhibiting lightweight-

high modulus characteristics.

Lockheed was using Mg-Th alloys for structural applications in such
aerospace systems (because of its good moderate temperatiun,- creep strength
and low density) but its low modulus was imposing a serious des!ýgn penalty.

Lockheed had also established a msjor facility and program for the investi-
gation of beryllium sheet, but fabrioability difficulties and brittleness,
pr.rticularly under multiaxial stress conditions, still presented major

problem areas. This field of materials development obviously was of prim

interest to Lockheed for their space systemn programs. Starting in 1957,
tne design and structure groups at Lockheed had analysed the potentialities

of beryllium, which led ultimately to its extensive utilisatiou for re-entry

bodies in the Po~a-is program. This was the (or one of the) first i"re
scale use of Be in aerospace structazes and established Lockheed in a
strong position regarding utiliuation of the then "stAte of the art" Be

technology.

A weight saving analysis by Lockheed of one major space system indicated

that one pound of weight saved for the spaoe vehicle was worth the invest-

ment of $20,000 R ahd D work on new material Ateveloyment. Thus, the
availability of technical information in !9(,., c•,•,1 possible ductile Be

composites coinoided in time with a strong Loal oce4d internal need for

improved high modulus materials. This poait is important since it appears

that in the 5-year period since 1960, ths state of art of fabrication and

machining of beryllium has progressed to the point such that a program on
Be-Al alloys might not have been pushed in 1965 by Lockheed as it was in
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1900. By 1962 Lockhee-: had completed a 3-year program analyzing the

problems related to the utilization of Be sheet for aerospace structures

(ASD Tech4. Rept. 61-692, Feb. 1962, "Strength, Efficiency and Design

Data for Beryllium Structures"). This program culminated in the use of Be

for forward section skins in the Agena vehicle which was successfully

launched in June 19(4. Be is now in full production for this application.

Lockheed Chronoloi,

The information available by the fall of 1960 on Be-Ag and Be-Al alloy

developments triggered the Materials group at Lockheed Missiles & Space

Coupany (LMSC) to explore the potentialities of the composite approach as

a practical means for making ductile Be alloy sheet. The Director of the

Materials Laboratory (Dr. M. Steinberg) at LMSC was particularly conocious

of thm Implications And was a moving force in stimulating such consideration.

A detailed literature review and analysis of Be alloy systems was undertaken

with the conclusion that the Be-Al system represented the best system tU

achieve an acceptable trade-off of modulus for ductility. The projected

properties of the Be-Al system were enthusiastically acsepted by the

structure and design people, as compromise substitute for Be and Mg alleys

for specific Lockheed applicationsl and corporate encouragmet f(ir initiat-

ing an accelerated program was received.

A detailed applied research and dovelopment program was fomaulated by

the LMSC Materials group and after saew preliminary experimentation a com-

prehensive investigation of pro•esses for making Be-Al alloys mw undertaken,

both in-house and with suboontraotors. Pwder metallurgy, cating, liquid

phase infiltration and eoating of Be powder were selected for study. Because

of the strong internal need for materials of this type and in view of a

potential proprietary position, the decision was wde to support the program

through corporate funding, rather than seek DOD contract support. The crash

prcgran resulted in success within 4 months, in that technological reduction

"to practice on a small sample scale was aohieved. One of the key contribu-

tors to the success was a subcontractor laboratory, which was one of the

leading laboratories in the technology of Be. It is significant to note
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at this point, that the decision making responsibility and financial

support resided at the level of Director of the Lockheed Materials group.

His enthusiasm and perspective appear to be important features of the

operation of the program.

In early 1962, a large scale R and D prcgraa (still on a laboratory

scale) was instituted for alloy optimization, metallurgical control, and

reduction of process costs. Decision making responsibility to invest

$150,000/yr. to pursue these objectives still resided at the laboratory

level (but with corporate encouragement). By the end of 1962 process

feasibility on a large-size laboratory scale was demonstrated. Recogniz-

ing that Lockheed was not a basic materials producer, decision 6as made

by Lockheed to seek outside development sources through licensing arrange-

ments. Since Lockheed had a pressing need itself, for about 50,000 lb./yr.

of the alloy, commercial organizations with available facilities for scale-

up were primarily considered. A total potential market of $50 million/year

was envisaged for the Be-kl alloys over a five-year period with double

the value for the long-range future. A series of discussions with a

number of cmrcial firm occurred (on a Confidential disclosure basis) to

arrive at a source of an integrated facility for metal preparation and

fabrication. In September 1963, an agreement was signed with Dow Metal

Products Co., and the Beryllium Corporation to scale-up a production

facility. (The Dow Metal Co. is no longer in the picture and the Beryllium

Corporation is now producing and selling "Lockaloy" cemrcin.2 .)
Material i& now available in coemercial sses and shapes and is being

evaluated for numerous applications. LSC has completed a detailed design

data Atudy on Lockalloy and a market analysis and is optimistic about its

large-scale use in space systems and mnuerms other applications where low

density, high modulus, and good strength are required.

The environment in the Research Laboratory of LUC must be considered

as an instrumental factor in the Lookalloy story. The Lockheed Research

[aboratories play an important role in contributing to Lockheed's key

position in the aerospace field. In addition they provide a base for
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diversification opportunities for LMSC. A broad spectrum of research

relevant to the interest of LMSC is conducted with a large, highly

professional organization. About 50% of the programs are contract

funded with the balance supported by the Company's Independent Research

Program. A key feature of the operation appears to be the level of

responsibility vested in managers of the various research laboratories

for program control. Certainly in the Lockalloy development the decision

making responsibility for program initiation and funding residing in the

Manager of the Materials Laboratory provided the flexibility and the push

for conducting an aggressive program. The responsibility for the trans-

lation process was uniquely identified with one group - there was no

necessity to transfer money, people, ideas, or responsibilities across

organizational interfaces.

Permpective

A number of factors emerge as being of significance in the Lockalloy case study:

1. Certainly the Lockalloy development has its roots in the broad field

of beryllium technology, but it provides an interesting validation

of the "window to science" justification for corporate support of

research. The availability of a technical staff with access to

channels of technical information directly led to the recognition

of the implications of results reported by an external laboratory.

It mast be noted that the metallurgical concept upon which Lockalloy

is based is not new - it underlies numerous practical metallurgical

system. It required the laboratory demonstration of the applicability

of the concept to Be to trigger off a chain of events at LSC which

led to Lookalloy.

2. The background information developed from the DOD supported R and D

programs contributed to the technical origin of the Lockalloy develop-

ment.

3. A well-defined materials need existed in 14SC which provided a

critical stimulation for pursuing the development with an aggressive
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R and D program. Recognition of the importance of the need by the

Research Laboratory and an environment which enabled flexibility

and funding of crash programs were important features. The existence

of a captive market provided a strong basis for corporate support

and capital investment.

4. The delegation of appropriate decision making responsibility on

"working-level" management level - i.e., Materials Laboratory

Director. Few if any organizational interfaces were involved and

the entire translation process fell under the responsibility of

one group.

5. The conviction, enthusiasm, perspective, and personality of a

single man (Director of the Materials Lab of LMSC) permeates the

Lockalloy story. Because of his managerial position and his "cou-

pling"• role, he was the prime mover in the Lockheed development.

St.tus of Lockalloy as of 1966

Potential usage areas have been found in spacecraft structuresl specifi-

cally in cylindrical skins supporting compression loads, soAr panels, instru-

=ent mounting platforms, and substructure subjected to compression loads.

The potential usefulness of this new mate.'ial is very well demonstrated

in a NASA funded contract (NAS 8-11298) which shows that the instrument stage

for the Saturn V vehicle presently designed as an alminunm sandwich structure

weighing 250 lb. can be replaced by a Lookalloy (62% Be-38% Al) skdn and

stringer construction weighing only 98 lb. at a savings of $84,000 per launch.

Govercment support in the foim of evalastion contracts (NASA: NAB 8-11448

and NAS 8-11298) vas particulary valuable in oharacterising the material and
eaphasizing to structural designers the potentially useful areas for the new

material.

The AFRTD Materials nAboratory is currently bidding a contract to develop

abped extrusion technoloj7 to fulfill the needs of the aerospace industry.

Such financial support is essential to the development of new przoduts having

priuary utility in areas predominantly governmentally controlled or defense

oriented.
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Appendix I
to

Case History
of

The Development of Lockalloy

THE MSC RESEARCH IABORATORIES*

The Lockheed Missiles & Space Company is dedicated to continuing its role

within the aerospace industry as a major contributor to military and civilian

progrems requiring outstanding performance. Research and development in the

aerospace industry demands broad scientific capability and a flexible inte-

gration of engineering skills for the conception, design, and creation of

spacecraft and missile systems.

The role and objectives of the Research Laboratories within the context

of total company activities are set forth in the following official statement:

The 6ission of Research is to provide W4SC with a broad scientific
capability in the physical and life sciences relevant to missile
systems, rpace systems, and related products which will first provide
the basii3 for future business for LMSC and seonad ensure that current
LMSC programs have available a noxima scientific understanding of
a pplicable prinoiplee, phenomena, and analytical techniques.

Rezearch includes approximately 700 people of whom about 550 are professional

sciontists. Roughly half of this group is engaged in the company's Independent

Research Program while the remainder are supported by research study contracts

or research studies which are part of majewn LU45C praop.. With respect to

Independent Research, Wf. Courtland Gross made the following statement in his

open letter of Januay7 1962, an The Year Ahead"v

We plan to strengthen our research effort during 1962 and the years
following. lasearch ability, essential to tehmioal strength and
future growth, Is also an important factor in winning ne contracts.
We cannot afford to neglect It. I believe it my be desirable to inorease
our total research expenditures by as neh as 15% a year dur the next
few years. This my not be easy, but we are prepared to devote a larger
share of the earnings dollar to aehieve this end.

*Organization charts as of 1965
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It is the policy in Research to actively Shcourage open publication of worth-

while results in the belief that evaluation by professional peers not only

provides a sound method for appraising research but also serves as a stimulus

for individual scientific accomplishments upon which the reputation of the

Laboratories Is collectively ouilt.

At LMSC a central portion of the research and development capability has

been placed under the Director of Research and Engineering. Reporting to

him, the Director of Research manages four Research Laboratories. The study

of fundamental scientific principles and their application to technology is

carried out under these four Laboratory Directorates, representing the physical

sciences, mechanical and mathematical sciences, materials sciences, and

electronic sciences. Basic and applied research, invention, scientific

innovation, and communication of this knowledge to the rest of the Company

constitute basic objectives of the LMSC Research Laboratories.

The Director of Research and Engineering and the Director of Research are

responsible for establishment and review of overall objectives for the

laboratories, consistent with the Company's goals. The Laboratory Directors

are responsible for all aspects of the management of the laboratories, includ-

ing the planning of research programs: organization of the work to be

performed; control of budgets, facilities, and equipment; and review of

accomplishmencs.

Scientists in each laboratory are designated Members of the Research

Laboratory. In addition, certain outstanding individuals are designated

Senior Members; these are chosen on the basis of their professional standing

as evidenced by publications, experience in program direction, activities in

professional societies, work on scientific committees, education, and expe-

rience. Senior Members participate in selecting research projects in their

fields of specialization, choosing the staff necessary to perform the work,

and assuring that high standards are maintained. To the maximum extent

possible, nontechnical aspects of administration are delegated to th• adminis-

trative staff so as to permit Members of thc Laboratories to concentrate on

the technical aspects of their work. Maximum flexibility is possible, since

no external controls on the size of groups or the details of working relation-

shipri are established.
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The chart opposite illustrates the short channel of coiMMnu Ian

between the laboratories and LMSC management and indicates the close

interrelationship between Research and Engineering direction. Senior

Members in each laboratory are listed, along with a description of their

principal field of interest. Although each laboratory strives to have

at least one Senior Member for a scientific field in which substantial

activity exists, this is iot always feasible. The scope of research

interests are, therefore, better understood by referring to later sections

which describe the current efforts within the four laboratories.

In addition to their responsibilities for conducting research, the

Senior Members of the laboratories are called upon from time to time to

serve as advisors to the Director of Research and Engineering, the Director

of Research, or the LMSC Planning Staff. Persons on the Director's staff

whose work is closely associated with research are, in addition, designated

Members of the Laboratories. All Members of the Laboratories are expected

to maintain appropriate cemunicationa with the Engimering organisation

and with the other divisions of the Company in accordance with the overall

objectives of research at LMSC.

The work currently being conducted in the four Research Laboratories

is described in the four sub-sections which follow. While the nature of

the research activities requires frequent collaboration in many problem

areas, each Laboratory Is responsible for a particular area of investigation:

a Physical Sciences laboratory - Interaction of radiation with matter

• Mechanical & Mathematical Sciences Laboratory - Flight

0 Materials Sciences Labor•ato7 - Materials and energy

S leetronic Sciences Abotartoly- .Infomtion and cem enication

As a result of technical requirements for isolation, LNSC has located
its Antenna Laboratory on the fringes of Sa Francisco •a, a short distance
from the SWvale plant. Research on electromgnetic popagation and antenna

system is carried out there in conjunction with enineering design and
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fabrication. Similarly, reseerch involving harrdouw quantities of

chemicals and high-pressure fluids is conducted at the Santa Cruz

Laboratories of the Engirnering Organization, located high in the

Santa Cruz Mountains.
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Analysis of
Case History

of

The Development of Lockalloy

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARtCH-OGCINEERING IjR=TQION

a. Implications of work on composite Bo alloys made by rapid solidifi-

cation techniques (AVCO) or liquid phase sintering (Armour Research

Foundation) focused attention on concept of composite approaches to

achieve ductile Be alloys. Both of these findings were consequences

of research programs to satisfy identified materials problems.

Demonstration of concept was an outgrowth of an extensive background

of national research effort on deformation and fracture behavior of

polyphase alloy systems.

b. Recognition by Lockheed research people of potential applicability of

concept for fulfilling particular class of aerospace structural materials

needs 'dth a particular alloy systeml close interaction of materials

research and structural design people at Lockhoed provided basis for

recognition of strong internal need for higher modulus material.

sufficient ductility for fabrication and serviceability as a consequence

of difficulties encountered in testing unalloyed beryllium structures.

06 Crash -opewa with Lockheed funding for feasibility demonstration of

practical process for making 4wctilo BeAl oceposite allays. Again

engineering requiremets provided guide lime feo mtallugical analyses

in terms of goavosition ad aderostrwut l optiausation and in team

of netbods of pIreparation of n1loy.

d. Determination of detailed property dUta and satisfactory techniques for

forming, joining• *to. Again close intweation between research and

engineering persome). pvmtsd feedback fbr optimisation of alloy and

processing techniques to axJdaise ombination of properties.

e. Pilot plant process developeent including alloy optimisation, metallurgical

control, and reduction of process costs. Continued interaction of research

and process development personnel occurred.
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STAGES AT WHICH RZX. OCCURRED

REX

0 Scientific Finding (knowledge) a

1 Nev Material Recognition b

2 Useful Material Creatý -A

3 Feasibility of Material Use in Hardware d

4 Use of Hardware in System

5 Production of Product (systea) e

6 Operation of Prod•ut (system)
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FREQNCY OF FAC7TRS OPUEATG IN RIls

Ru.B
FACTORS

a b c d . Total

1 High educational level (advanced degree) of x x x 3/5

principal investigator

2 Importance of mmnagment x x x x 4/5

3 Importance of Government-sponsored research x x x 3/5

4 Importance of recognized need x x x x x 5/5

5 Requirement of flexibility to change direction
during work and local control of -funds (easily
available resources) x x x x 4/5

6 Indistrial laboratory involved x x x x x 5/5

7 Basic research in the laboratory (for inst. or
org.) 0

8 Ocmunications across aoanisaticms wsWuortat x Z x x x 5/5

9 Technical problm was the prineipal obstael Z x x x x 5/5

10 Importanoe of a ",3hWepao x x x 3/5

11 Freedom for indLvidLalu 2 x Z 3/5

12 d ipeona o f t oftypes of labousawt ms x x x 3/5

13 Geograpio prmcadty 0

14 Prior experience with Innovation x 1/5

15 Organizational stracture (barriers and bonds) x x x 3/5
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22M ALYSIS

Although Lockalloy is not yet established as a full-fledged member of

the class of structural materials and is not yet in volume application, it

represents an interesting case study with respect to the factors and climate

motivating the transition from research into development. No direct link

with a basic research phase emerges, but it is true, nonetheless, that the

background of research on fundamental metallurgical principles, brittleness

of beryllium and deformation and fracture of multiphase materials are same of

the stepping stones of its development.

Several factors stand out as being key features of significance:

1. There existed a clear and recognized materials need (Factor 4) -

both generic with respect to improvement of the brittleness of

beryllium and specific with respect to particular high modulus-

low density structural materials requirements of aerospace vehicles.

This factor underlay all of the Research-Engineering interactions

and particularly the acquisition of the initiating knowledge and

the recognition of the applicability of the concept to solving a

particular material need.

2. Factor 5 - flexibility of work direction and of use of a financial

resource appeared to be valuable instruments in promoting the

transition in a minimu of time. The flexible use of internal

funds, particularly in stages b and o were critical events.

3. The role of a technical manager as both a "coupler* and "chamWon"

is ideally illustrated - in point of fact, the coupler was the

pime mover. Few, if any, organisational interfaces existed and

the entire translation process fell within the responsibility of

one laboratory. Thus, Factors 2, 10 and 15 Jointly emerge as

important features.
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4. Timing as a factorwas -important - the availability of knowledge

and resources at a given time in techn . *,ical terms sl'irred the

development. While the need did not change, later material

development would not result in a similar transition sequence

today.

5. The role of government supported research (Factor 3) is self-

evident and is to be expected with a saterial development that

is primarily oriented toward military and aerospace vehicle

applications.

6. The key event was the recognition by the "coupler" of an urgent

materials need and the conceptual implications of available

technical information. Thus comniication exchange (Factor 8)

was a critical factor in stages a and b. Effective communication

exchange was also important in Lockheed among the researech staff,

designers and systems engineers in establishing the need factor

and the use requirement, which carried through stage a, d and e.
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A CASE HISTORY
OF

THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLYSULFIDE POLYM3S

NARRATIVE

The founding of the Thiokol Chemical Co. was a direct result of the dis-

covery of polysulfide polymers and their potential as synthetic rubbers. The

spectacular growth of the company, from under one million dollars in annual

sales in 1942 to 255 million dollars in 1962, was caused by the discovery of

liquid polymers and their subsequent usefulness in such varied applications

a, sealing compounds and binders for composite solid propellants for rockets.

A discovery or innovation which can cause such a growth must aecessarily

be significant. The text which follows describes the history of polysulfide

polymers and attempts to analyze the factors pertinent to the progress of the

development in term of interactions between science and technology.

In 1926, Joseph C. Patrick, an M.D. turned chemist, was a partner in an

independent chemical laboratory in Kansas City, No. Dr, Patrick was Lnvesti-

gating the hydrolysis of ethylene dichloride to ethylene glycol Ln an attempt

to find a practical cometrcLI proceas. The utility of ethylene glycol for

an antifreese component in radiators for the fast growing autoobile industry

was known. Union Cubide was producing ethylene glycol made from ethylene

oxide and marketing under the tradeaeme Preatone. Ethylene was available

which could be chlorLnated to ethylene dichloride. Patrick felt that an ,.ffi-

cient method of hydrolysing tie chlorine to hydroxyl would 8Lve a cheaper

method of manufacture of ethylene glyol.

The hydrolysis of organic chlorides by commn alkaline materials such as

sodium or calcium hydroxide usually proceeds rapidly and well. With ethylene

dichloride this was not true. The reaction was very slow and the yield of

product low. From his background with Armour and the dehairin8 of hides,
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-Dr. Patrick decided to try adding sulfur to the hydroxide. The experiment

was unsuccessful in producing ethylene glycol; instead, a giy odorous solid

resulted. He became interested in this unexpected result and, abandoning the

original objective, followed investigation of the elastic solid. He and his

partner applied for patents and a British patent ("-1) issued first in 1927.

Patrick found local financial backing and the Thiokol Corp. (later changed to

Thiokol Chemical Corp.) was founded in 1929 in Kansas City, Missouri.

To digress briefly from history to an assessment, the original discovery

was unquestionably accidental. No one in the 1920's would have deliberately

selected the reaction between ethylene dichloride and sodium tetrasulfide as

a route to a synthetic rubber. The requirements in chemical structure for

rubbery behavior in polymers were completely unknown. In fact, the concept

of polymers as organic molecules of high molecular weight was just beginning

to emerge. The pioneering work in the United States of W. R. Carothers had

not yet even begun. The work by H. Staudiuger in Europe had certainly started

to show the nature of polymers in a preliminary way. It is extremely doubtful

that Dr. J. C. Patrick was familiar with, or even had ready access to these

foreign publications.

There is evidence in the literature that other investigators had found

the same chemical rectlom to occur as did Patrick* The main difference was

that none of the others observed or believed important the elastomeric char-

acteristics of the product. )Any chemist would have realised that the objective

of making ethylene glycol by this reasetion had been unsuccessful;probably few

chemists would have realised that their apparent failure had led to a signifi-

cant discovery. Patrick not only realised this, but devoted the rest of his

active scientific life to following up his accidental discovery.
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The new syntheCtiC rubber vas deficient in physical properties compared

to hevea rubber, more expensive, and malodorous. It did have extr rdimsry

resistance to attack by light, oxygen, and organtc solvents. The production

was started in 1930 in which year the company moved to the vicinity of Trenton,

New Jersey. It was soon realised that Thiokol rubber would never be a sub-

stitute for natural rubber, but did offer promise for applications where

resistance to gasoline, oil, and solvents was necessary. The years from 1931

to 1941 were spent in improving the process for manufacture and the physical

properties of the elastomers. A process for polymerization as a fine suspen-

sion was found. This "latex" was found to be useful in itself for coating

storage tanks for aviation fuel. When coagulated with acid, the latex gave

the solid rubber.

Dr. Patrick continued his research on the preparation, structure and

properties of the polysulfide polymers. He investigated other organic di-

halides, various polysulfides, and methods of formulating and vulcanising.

The scientific account of. this work yes presented (2) in London in 1935 at

the first international meeting ever held on the subject of polynmrisation.

One of the main results from this study was am improvement in the odor of the

rubber, which was achieved by replacing ethylene dichloride in whole or in

pert with bis(2-chloroethyl) formel.

In 1940 when World War I conkaeod, Thiokol vas still very siell with

less than 35 euployees and annual sales under $500,000 a year. The products

were essent"ally unchanged; the oriSLnal elastomer (Thiokol Type A) and two

modifications (Type FA and 8), as well as two aqueous dispersions (Ni and 3W).

The synthetic rubbers were used only in specialty applications where out-
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standing resistance to solvents was needed - chiefly paint spray-hose, print-

ing rolls and blankets, and gaskets. The odor of the product and the physical

properties of the elastomers had been iproved to a tolerable level except fer

resistance to compression set. This so-called cold flow occurred when the

rubber was kept deformed at elevated temperatures and presented a serious dis-

advantage for many uses of the rubber.

]W. Harry R. Ferguson, a chetical engineer from MIT, with an extensive

background in the rubber industry, was at that time in charge of production,

eng:neerin, and developLent of new products. He was keenly aware of the

deficiency of the polysulfide elastners in poor compression set and believed

that the usage of the products could be greatly expanded if this handicap

were removed.

Enough of the nature and characteristics of polymes was then known for

it to be assumed that the poor resistance to a permanent stress was due to

the lack of formation of a three dimensional network during the vulcanisation

with ninc oxide. It had already been found that introduction of tri- ad

tetrafunctional halides Lato the polymerisatiom would produce a network struc-

ture, but cross lUked rubbers were moch too touhb to be handled on rubber

millse.

Harry Ferguson conceived the idea of making the cross linked network in

the polymriLation. By them reducing the molecular weight sufficiently by

cleaving the chain, he hoped to achieve processability and then reform the

original network during vulcansitLon. So had his staff invutigete acidic

cleavage of the formal linkage to produce terminal hydroxyl. This was success-

ful but coupling of the hydrouyl groups could not be achieved. In a discussion
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with Dr. Patrick, Ferguson asked him if it would be feasible to reduce the

disulfide linkages to terminal thiol groups. Such terminals should be

readily reformable. Patrick became interested in the possibility and assned

one of his staff to the project.

Although Joseph C. Patrick was a vice-president and the Director of

Research of Thiokol, he devoted all of his time and thinking to research in

this area. Be was a creative inventor, preferring to work in the laboratory

himself with only a few professional assistants. He would work only on

problem which interested him and bad no liking for organizing and planning

for a large staff to support all of the technical areas of interest to the

company. He had no interest in technical service to customers, attending

technical meetings, writing or encouraging writing of technical articles.

He was keenly interested in having his research covered by patents. Actually,

a significant amount of research we carried out in the development depart-

ment under Ferguson due to the disim•tciatlea of Dr. Patrick to pursue projects

not of his ow selection.

The research staff consisted of two Mh.D. ahsoite, o-e B.8. chemcal

engineer srd sie toebmiciam. 2e ebo 81 euimetr (R. K. oettes) was "signed

to follow up the program developed by Patrlck sad Versom. The problem wee

solved fairly easily and a procees develod by .hich an aqueous suspemeiLo

of croseliaihed polymer wee treated with immgemi. rodueig agetes to form a

soft millable crude rvbbe.

Ferguson thee oomelved the tbought of eleaving even further the cross-

linked elastomer to a sufficiently low moleeumlr weight that it would be a

liquid. At a meeting of the Board of Directors, he asked Frank Stoner,



Technical p.orsonnel at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, run by California

Institute of Technology, had heard of the liquid rubber. They thought it might

be useful as a polymeric binder for composite rocket propellants. The asphalt

then used as a binder was prone to cracking at low temperatures and slumping

at high temperatures. Use of a liquid curable rubber P.s a binder alleviated this

problemn. It also allowed the elimination of insertion inmo the rocket case of

cartridges containing propellant in favor of direct pouring of the lirquid rubber

into the case. This case-bonded propellant resulted in improved impulse.

The success of JPL in the development of polysulfide propellants with the

advantages of wide temperature range and greater impulse did not result auto-

matically in its usage. Aerojet was the only company producing rocket motors

from composite propellants. They had some propellants of their own and had

no interest in utilizing this new composite. Mr. Crosby, after months of per-

sistent attempts to persuade someone to carry on with this use for liquid poly-

sulfides, decided that the only route left was for Thiokol to enter the field of

design and construction of rocket motors. He obtained a small government

contract in 1948 and entrusted H. R. Ferguson with the task if setting up a

rocket division. It was a large gamble for a small company with an historical

and technical backgro,.nd solely in the area of specialty polymerg, espezially

since the emphasis in the space field was almost entirely on liquid-fueled rockets

rather than solid-fueled. The experiment was a success. The annual sales of the

rocket division went from nothing in 1948 to 77 million in ten years and 271 million

in fifteen years.

"CW V V.--
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ANALYSIS
OF

CAE HISTORY
OF

POLYSULFIDE POLYMERS

For the purpose of analysis this case histcry has been divided into

sub-cases as shown below.

Sub-case Title

I Synthetic Rubber

II Liquid Polysulfide Polymers - Sealing Compounds

III Liquid Polysulfide Polymers - Composite Propellants
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DESCRIPTION 'OF gELs

all Description

Sub-case I. Synthetic Rubber

a Investigation of hydrolysis of ethylene dichloride ard selection of
sodium polysulfide.

b Recognition that unexpected product formed had elastomeric prcperties

Sub-case II. Liquid Polysulfide Polymers - Sealing Compounds

c Concept that the compression set of polysulfide elastomers could be

improved by crosslinkir.g during polymerization and still maintain

suitable processability by chemical cleavage of the polymer chain.

d Laboratory investigation of methods to cleave controllable poly-

meric polysulfides.

e Recognition that a low polymer that could reform to the high polymer

was unique and should be a useful material.

f Decision to look into the areas of caulking and sealing compounds

for the liquid polymer.

Sub-case III. Liquid Polysulfide Polymers - Composite Propellants

g Postibility of using liquid polysulfide elastomers as binders for

inorganic oxidisers to attain good physical -roperties at both low

and high temperatures.

h Investigation of the characteristics of polysulfide/oxidizer systems

and deveioping suitable formulations.

i Decision that polysulfide propellants would never succeed unless

Thiokol went into the production of missiles and rockets.
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STAGES AT WHICH REls OCCURRED

Sub-case Sub-case Sub-case

Stage* No. I II III

0

I a e

2 b d h

3 c g

4 f

5

6

* Stages were defined by the Committee for purposes of this study, as follows:

STAGE

No.. Definition

0 Scientific finding (knowledge)

1 Recognition of new material (process) possibility -

2 Creation of useful material (process) form

3 Feasibility of using the macrial (process) in hardwars

4 Possibility of uming the hardwre containing the material
in a system

5 Production of the system (product)

6 Operation of the system (product)
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wACroaS CimuazurumB wmz W an.

From the a'tudy of all the cases, the Comittee selected a number of the

more prominent factors wthc' seemed to be operating with some frequency in

the identified URIs and listed then as follows:

List
of

Factors Considered in Analyzing Events of RZIs

1. High educational level (advanced degree) of principal investi-
gator

2. Importance of management

3. Importance of Government-sponsored research

4. Importance of recognized need

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction during work
and local control of funds (easily available resources)

6. Industrial laboratory involved

7. B asic research in the laboratory (or institutton or organ-
isation)

8. Cm loatLems across oeaLnsat ions was important

9. Teis Lal peoblom ws the pratst4pal obstacle

10. Importace of a %htempte"

11,. roeedem for itnividuals

12. Broad apectrm of types of laberatores

13. Oeestapsie preumity

14. Prior empormooe with inmovation

15. Organization structure (barriers and bonds)
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FREQUENCY -OF FACTORS IN lEts,

(StatistLcal Anaslysis)

Sub-case I Sub-case LI Sub-case IIX
Factor ,, -- ' .•.EIM I Total

No. a& b. Totals c d e f Totals gi b LI Totals Frequency

1 x X 2/2 0/4 0/3 2/9
2 x 1/2 x x 2/4 x 1/3 4/9

3 0/2 0/4 x x x 3/3 3/9

4 0/2 x 1/4 x x 2/3 3/9

5 x x 2/2 xx 2/4 x 1/3 5/9

6 x x 2/2 x x•x 3/4 0/3 5/9

7 0/2 0/4 0/3 0/9

8 0/2 x x x x 4/4 x 1/3 /9

9 0/2 x x 2/4 x 1/3 3/9

10 x 1/2 x x x 3/4 x x 2/3 6/9

11 x 1/2 x 1/4 x x 2/3 4/9

12 0/2 0/4 0/3 o/9

13 0/2 0/4 0/3 0/9

14 0/2 1/4 / o3 1/9

15 0/2 0/4 0/3 0/9
-. - _ _ _



SUSMAY ANALYSIS

The importance of the climate for research, the company's attitude toward

Smresearch and development, the structure of the company, and may other factirs

hich make up the typical case study are absent bere. The three individuals

concerned, Patrick from Research (Sub-case 1), Ferguson from Engineering and

Development (S1,-case 11), and Crosby (Sub-case 111) were themselves officers

of the company and hence able to push projects without further management

approval.

The original discovery of the polysulfide rubber by Dr. J. C. Patrick

was unquestionably accidental. No one in the 1920's would have deliberately

selected the reaction between ethylene dichloride and sodium tetrasulfide as

a route to a synthetic rubber. The requiremeatý; ' chemical structure for

rubbery behavior in polymers were comletely unknown. In fact, the concept

of polymers as organic molecules of high molecular weight was just beginning

to emerge.

There ti evidence ia the literature that other investigators had fouud

the same cbod-al reaction to occur as did Patrick. The main difference oa.;

that some of the otltsm observed or believed Wportant the elastomeric

ehar•cterLstics of the polrvkt. Any eabent would have realLsed that the

objective of a•Ua eothyine glycol by this reaction had been unsuccessful;

probably few chemists would bhe realized that their apparent failure had led

to a significant disoovery. sesideatal discoveries such as this are difficult

to analyse Lu that only the successes become known. to the discovery of the

polysulfide synthetia rubber and its subsequent evolution, Dr. Patrick was

clearly the champion. In fact his whole scientific interest was in polysulfid
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rubbers and then also the liquid rubbers. He was actually opposed to the

later expansion of the company into other chemicals and into the field of

rockets.

In the invention and subsequent search for uses for the liquid poly-

sulfide*, Ferguson wes unquestionably the champion. Although the initial

work on the preparation of the liquid polymers wea carried outLa Unsearch

under Pa:rick, Ferguson throughout the subsequent years pushed the project,

not only in his Development Department, but also in &esearch end Technical

Service which were not under his jurisdiction.

The decision to put Thiokol into the field of rocket motors as the

only hope of furthering the progress of polysulfide propellamts anmot be

discussed as a typical business decision by nmelaemest. It wms an intrepid

adventure. Thiokol had no mtecauical aptitude, not even one mchanical

engineer. It had practically no experience with government contracts and

no site suitable for this type of operation. The growth of rockets and

missiles that occurred sis 1%*6 eold bardly have been regarded twen as

a certainty.

Crosby had faith is the merits of polysulfide propellants and if Thiobot

bad to p into the business to plov it, go Into it tbey would. The docision

was the major one in the growtb of the oepw from about 100 amptoye and

annual sles of about I milion in 19*0 to dout 9000 employees and sLes of

271 million in 1963. It wss the decision by Crosby that bridled the sp from

the scientifie and teo loosal aeeoo plishnows of JPL to the final rooket

motor.
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Preface

The following survey Is a brief history of the deverpoment of

Sililone materials. ALmomt from the awakening of Interest In the elemont

silicon, its 'organic chemistry has been a focus of attention. Therefore,
the survey must include some account of this early work. xvw thou*h we
necessarily rely on earlier Judmeants for our knowledge of early research

workers, we can still hope to attain insight Into their personalities

and motivations.

The material for the recent history (1930 to present) was obtained

through conversations with Dr. 3. L. Warrick and Dr. John Speier, Ahoe*

cooperation and that of the Dow-Corning Corporation is gratefully

acknowledged. Dr. R. R. McGregor, wbo for many years served as Mad

of the Dow-Corning Fellowship at msllon Institute, died on April 8, 1963.

ate book, SILicones and Their Uee,(1) was msot helpful in the prepara-

tion of this case history.

The limitations of our treatment, which will be apparent to the
reader, are cited ewplicitly in the last section# the Smmary Analysis.

The limitatLonso mst be attributed to the authors, inexperienced in
documentary histories-and limited in time to devote to this assi8emont,

rather than to the Umenr of thea oW-COrCUi Corperation, who gave

generously of their time an reslun8 the excithen events eovering

Mearly thirty pase.



Case H-istory of the Development o-f Silicon*e

Marrati~v

Introduction

Liberally dispersed throughout the history of science one finds

conjunctions of persons and events, that by chance, or by soew logical

consequence, spur outstanding discovories. A careful chronological

study of the discovery and subsequent practical application of a
particular product my vell yield valuable inforimtion regarding the
factors contributing to its development and one might

hope thereby to discern the outlines of some features common to all

creative advances. The history of the development of silicones is "S

excellent example of such a product. The use of silicone products it

c€nonplace in everyday life; yet vilicones -- the generic name for
high molecular .weight organosilicon compounds -- do not exist is nature.
The specific molecular structures and products are the rerdo of uucb
painstaking thought and inves-tigation, by sciestists and teahso.ogists

who possessed in common at least one outsetadisu quality -- issattiblv

curiosity.

r" - ý - -7-- -
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Crafts returned to the United States to become the Head of the

Department of Chemistry at Cornell University and later the President

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Friedel maintained his

interest in silicon, primarily because he was a mineralogist, and he

was later joined in his work by the German chemist Ladenburg. Their

interests, however, centered on learning more about the chemistry of

silicon itself. If the preparation of compounds containing carbon

could shed any light on this, they would attempt to prepare them, but

otherwise it appears they were not particularly interested. This

attitude was indeed unfortunate when one considers that at this point

they were on the threshold of a silicone industry. Friedel and Ladenburg,

however, did make many significant contributions to silicoo chemistry,

many of which remain basic to the modern technology. It is interesting

to note that their last Joint publication was in 1871, a year after the

beginning of the Franco-Prussian War. Friedel, the Frenchman, and

Ladenburg, the German, held conflictiLig political and religious views.

For these reasons, Ladenburg returned to Germany; and thereafter Friedel

maintained little more than a passive interest in organosilicon chemistry.

One should observe, however, that in the twelve-year period that Friedel

collaborated with both Crafts and Ladenburg, the foundations for modern

silicone technology were laid. McGregor concludes "that in the silicon

vork with both Crafts and L.denburgs Friedel must have been the activating

force, or the catalyst, because of his interest in mineralogy ... While

o*e would guess that Crafts and Ladenburg did most of the actual work

on synthesia, neither of them would have continued with such zeal had

it not beer for the urging and encouragement of Friedel."
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le further proceeded to replace the halogens with methyl groups and,

on subsequent treatment with aqueous alkali, obtained an oily product

similar to one which Ladenburg had observed many years before,

(C 2 H5 ) 2 Si(OC2 H5 ) 2. Concerning this compound and the work of Stock,

licGregor points out, "Again modern silicone preparation had been

anticipated, but in such a hazy fashion that only a prophet of the

first order could have been expected to see what the future had in

store."

In contrast to the inquisitiveness and curiosity of these early

experimenters, it should be noted in passing that a team of workers,

Schlenk, Renning, and Racky, at the Royal A.ademy of Science in Munich,
(3)in a publication dated 1911, investigated whether it was possible

to prepare the triphenylsilane, (C6 H5 ) 3 SiH, which would be analogous to

the free radical tripherylmethyl. They answered the question in the

negative and then let the whole subject drop without ever asking

the obvious question -- why? In addition, in the 1930's

several Russian investigators published a number of papers, sensing

that there might be some industrial value in the various types of

resinous cropounds that could be prepared through the use of organo-

silicon intermediates. Even though they were able to show that several

of these compounds were remarkably heat stable, they could convince

no one of their value. In view of the very encouraging results, the

question arises as to why these workers were not more energetically

supported.

In the period 1900 to 1940, while various investigations on the

chemistry of silicon and organosilicon compounds were being carried

on there appeared one nan who apparently resolved to unravel the

properties common to both carbon and silicon. He was Professor F. S.

Kipping of the University of Nottingham. McGregor gives a brief

description of Kipping as follows: "In the period from 1899 to 1944

he published 54 papers on this subject. As may be surmised from his

long period of intensive work) he was one in whon the British tenacity
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of purpose was evident to a superlative degree. He had one end in view

and refused to be diverted from his target. He was confronted with

problems which were difficult to resolve, and at times his products trans-

formed themselves into unidentifiable oils and glues which, with typical

British understatement, he frcquently described as 'uninviting'.

He was uncomprisingly interested in the chemistry of compounds containing

silicon, and even in his later years, when shown some of the first

commercial silicones, he could scarcely bring himself to take more than

a passive intere6: in them."

The "uninviting" oils and glues that Kipping observed and later

investigated turned out to be some? of the forerunners 3f today's silicone

compounds. Kipping demonstrated that many of these products were large

molecules formed by the union of a number of small molecules. He

showed that the result of the bimolecular reaction

I I I I
-SiOH + HOSi- -+ -Si-O-Si- + H20

i 1 I

is elimination of water and formation of a chemical bond uniting two

silicone chains and further that the reaction

I i
-Si(OH) 2 -4 Si-O + HNO

does not occur. The last observation, showing that no two groups on the

same silicon chain react with one another, is basic to organoailicon

compounds; but this fact became clear only after long investigation.

The work of Kipping and others paved the way fcr further studies

on the chemistry of organosilicon compounds. It should be noted, however,

that apparently no interest or specific effort was directed toward pre-

paring high molecular weight organosilicon materials. As we shall

observe, the commercial development of silicones would at least have

been severely hampered, and would perhaps have been impossible, without

additional knowledge in an entirely distiuict field -- that of high

polymers.
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Development of Polymer Chemistry and the Organic Polymer Industry

Even though a considerable amount of work had been performed

in the area of organosilicon chemistry prior to 1940, very little

attention had been paid to the "uninviting" oils and glues that Kipping

had observed. Fortunately, however, during the long period over which

the chemistry of silicon was being investigated, other chemists were

studying various other oils, glues, and rubber-like materials. Pickle

suggested, in 1910, that rubber was composed of eight-unit rings and

termed these structures "polymers." Staudinger,who was studying natural.

products in Zurich in 1920, conceived the idea of macromolecules, or

giant chain molecules held together by the normal covalent bonds long

familiar in organic chemistry. He found that the properties of these

macromolecules were not simply the summation of the properties of the

individual units, but that the macromolecular architecture itself

resulted in distinctive physical properties. These new macromolecules

vere termed "high polymers." While Staudinger was pursuing his work

in Switzerland, similar studies were being carried on at the duPont

Company laboratories by W. H. Carothers. Carothers, a brilliant

e*perimentalist and penetrating thinker, was studying the principles

underlying the preparation of various classes of high polymers. After

thirty years, his classic work is still the basis for much of the

synthetic aspect of contemporary polymer scienceand technology.

1he work of Staudinger, C.-rothers and others, established the

facts that macromolecular materials could be produced through reactions

uniting small molecules into long chains through normal organic chemical

procedures employing, generally, bifunctional instead of monofunctional

species, and further that the specific important properties of such

uncromolecular materials as rubbers, fibers, oils, plastics, etc.,

depend both on the nature of the repeating chemical unit and the length

of the molecular chain. These ideas led predictably and directly to

the rapid profusion of a host of new synthetic organic polymers and

the well known growth of the polymer industry. The period of the
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thirties and forties was thus an exciting revolutionary time, of rapid

development, both of knowledge in polymer science and of the industry

born from this new specialized branch of chemistry. Synthetic substitutes

for many natural products (nylon for silk, neoprene for rubber, plastics,

adhesives and glazing, etc.) with new and tailor-made properties

created an era of excitement and progress which continues to our own

day.

Sub-Case I: Silicone Polymers for Heat Resistant Resins (Corning

Glass Works). Needless to say, the advance of polymer chemistry

during the 1920's and 30's set the stage for the inevitable joining

of this science with organosilicon chemistry. Glass manufacturers seeing

the new organic polymers and realizing their own product to be an

inorganic polymer, became interested in the possibility of a hybrid

polymer, part organic and part inorganic, combining the rubber-like

flexibility of one with the thermal stability of the other.

The Director of Research for Corning Glass Works at Corning, N. Y.,

Dr. E. C. Sullivan, engaged Dr. J. F. Hyde, an organic chemist, to

investigate this area. In a short time, Hyde was successful in pre-

paring high polymers containing both organic and inorganic constituents.

Soon thereafter there occurred a coincidence that determined the future

course of activity. McGregor describes it as follows:

"The Corning Glass Works had just begun the develop-
ment of glass fibers and was on the lookout for appropriate
markets. One of the most promising outlets for this pro-
duct appeared to be as a woven tape for use in electrical
insulation. Cotton, imregnated with a resinous dielectric,
had been used; but it would char at elevated temperature.
This difficulty could be overcome by the use of glass tape
in place of the cotton, but it was found that the resin
impregnant would stand only slightly more heat than the
cotton would. Thus there was but little advantage in
using the glass. To realize the full value of the glass
tape there was needed a resinous dielectric that was con-
siderably more heat stable than the organic materials
in cormuon use.



"Hyde was able to point out that the organosilicon
compounds he had been developing could be made in resinous
form and that certain types were unusually heat stable.
The work then turned toward resinous compounds that
would be of use as a heat-stable dielectric in tapes
m-ide of glass fiber.

"...the [resulting] products were shown to officials of
the General Electric Company in the hope that glass-
fiber tapes would be recognized as the basis of high-
temperature insulation. This approach to high-tempera-
ture electrical insulation was recognized as funda-
mentally correct, and the study of these organosilicon
insulating resins was then taken up in the General
Electric laboratories, as well, under the capable
guidance of Dr. E. G. Rochow and Dr. W. I. Patnode."

Sub-Case II. High Temperature Lubricants and Dielectrics (Mellon

Institute and Dow Corning). The Corning Glass Works, realizing the

potential which these new organosilicon products held, undertook

intensified studies in this area at its Fellowship in Mellon Institute,

Pittsburgh, Pa. These studies were aimed not only at the production

of insulating resins but also at a general survey of the chemistry

of the materials and the engineering required for their production.

Inasmuch as the research at Mellon Institute on organosilicon

compounds plays a significant role in the development of this technology,

it is desirable at this point to review briefly the history of the

Institute and the founding of the Corning Glass Fellowship.

Mellon Institute was founded in 1913 by Andrew W. Mellon and

Richord B. Mellon. The Mellon brothers were attracted by the idea

of industrially sponsored research fellowships, which had been originated

by Dr. Robert Kennedy Duncan of the Universbiy of Kansas. It was in

1906, while attending the Sixth International Coisgress of Applied

Chemistry in Rome, that Duncan had formed a conviction that the resources

and methods of physical science should be applied to the problems of

American industry. In the following year, Duncan succeeded in finding
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a sponsor for the first Industrial Fellowship at the University of-Kansas

In 1911 he was persuaded by the Mellons to come to Pittsburgh and, after

a successful trial of his fellowship systern at the University of Pittsbur

Mellon Institute was established under Dr. Duncan's supervision. During

the ensuing half century, the Institute has been successful in

fulfilling the original goals of Robert Kennedy Duncan.

In the early 1930's one of the industrially sponsored fellowships

at the Institute was spansored by the Macbeth-Evans Glass Company. The

personnel consisted of Dr. R. R. McGregor and Dr. E. L. Warrick, whose

interests centered around various glass systems, such as opal glasses,

containing crystallites. Typically, the goals and research objectives

of the Fellowship under the direction of Dr. H. Blau, Research Director

at Macbeth-Evans, were not very specific. According to Warrick, their

commission was, "Do anything that looks interesting and which seems

likely significant." This general research strategy was continued on

the Fellowship after the Macbeth-Evans Company was acquired by Corning

Glass Works in the middle 1930's. One of the research problems then undel

examination was the development of an adhesive for glass blocks. The

adhesive used up to that time was an organic material, but it

was not satisfactory for this application. In the course of this in-

vestigation approximately 100 different organic adhesives were tried --

none successfully. Ethyl silicate was suggested as a possible adhesive

by a member of another fellowship, who had been using this material in

his studies. After some investigation into the properties of ethyl
silicate, It was found that a partially hydrolyzed form of this compound

worked rather well, having considerably better adhesion thin any of the

organic compounds yet tried. With respect to the approach to this par-

ticular problem, Dr. Warrick mentions that "The atmosphere at Mellon

Institute was such that you could walk into any laboratory and talk

freely with other members of the staff, and as a result there was a

sense of freedom and a couplets dissemination of information."



Even though ethyl silicate was a good adhesive for the glass blocks,

it was obseryed that after a Short exposure to the atmosphere, i~t tended

to hydrolyze. Inasmuch as this compound did show promise, however,

Warrick decided to investigate other organosilicon compounds as adhesives.

Although the interest of Corning Glass Works at that time was primarily

in the field of inorgaic chemistry, their attitude toward the organo-

silicon work was very free and the personnel of the Fellowship were per-

mitted to choose any direction for their research. As mentioned earlier,

Corning was interested in the intermediate field between plastics and

glass and, concurrent with the interest at Mellon Institute in ethyl

silicate as an adhesive for glass blocks, Corning had hired Dr. James

Hyde who, by 1933, was working on the problem of finding a high tempera-

ture resinous material for glass tape. Hyde's work was specifically

directed toward investigations on the aromatic organosilicon compounds,

while the work generated through the adhesive problem at Mellon Institute

was directed toward the aliphatic organosilicoa compounds.

A major event in the course of the investigation of the hydrolysis

of ethyl silicate was the uncovering by McGregor and Wartick of

extensive literature on organosilicon compounds, including especially the wor1

of Kipping. Aided and stimulated by this well of knowledge on organo-.

silicone chemistry and interested in producing new useful materials,

they were led to prepare many organosilicon compounds and derivatives

of ethyl silicate. Dr. Warrick pointed out that the direction of

investigation was at all times internally generated and that Dr. McGregor,

who at that time was the Head of the Fellowship, created an atmosphere

conducive to good exploratory research. He was willing to talk

at any time to the staff about the problems on which they were

working, but he never told them what ccurse this research should

take. In late 1939 and early 1940, from investigations cf the aliphatic

silicates, it was noticed that many of the reaction products were high

viscosity fluids with temperature-viscosity relations radically different

from that of common hydrocarbon iubricating oil. (On heating, the

viscosity did not decrease as rapidly as in the hydrocarbon lubricating

oil.) In addition, it was noticed that these materials were



extremely inert to attack by oxygen. Dr. McGregor, realizing the

potential of these materials as oxidation resistant lubricants, mentioned

them to a personal friend -- an employee of the Mine Safety Appliances

Company -- at a meeting of the Pittsburgh Chemists' Club. By coincidence,

Mine Safety Appliances was looking for just such a material for applica-

tionin oxygen pumping systems. Some of the organosiliLon materials

were tried, and it was found that they served extremely well in this

application. Up to this point, all Lhe work in the area of organo-

silicon compounds was guided simply by observation and by the basic

curiosity of the investigators. After the successful application of

the ox:idation resistant lubricants, Warrick felt that he ought to

pursue some fundamental work on the oxidation stability of these

materials.

In 1940, at the encouragement of Dr. McGregor, a pilot plant

was established at Mellon Institute to manufacture small quantities of

these various silicone fluids. Dr. John Speier, who joined the Fellow-

ship in 1943, points out that Dr. McGregor was "quite a salesman" and

that without this element of salesmanship many of the advances which

were made during this period could not have been accomplished. It
w1s necessary to "sell" the Corning Glass Works on the possibilities

of this new avenue of research.

In the course of studies on the oxidation properties of the silicone

fluids, it was noticed that many of the fluids became resinous and

rubbery. Feeling that there might be something c-f interest in these

resinous materials, McGregor and his colleagues determined to look further

into their preparation and properties. In the meantime (1940-1942) Corning

Glass Works had taken an increasing interest in the silicone materials. It

wps obvious to the company that they did not have people or facilities to

explore the area properly. They subsequently made an agreement with the

Dow Chemical Company to Jointly pursue research in organosilicon chemistry,

and in 1943 the Dow Corning Corporation was formed. The investigations

into the resinous silicones revealed excellent dielectric

--- ~~ - - --, . --~ - - ----- - -
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properties, and then an additional p,'lot plart was established at Nellon

Institute for limited production 'o these materials. Ir is interesting

to note that one of the factors leading to organitaticnof the Dow Corning

Corporation was the intere- of Admiral Ilyman Rickover in the r 4licone

dielectrics for use In submarines. During World War II his reco~menda-

tions enabled the company to secure money to balld a complete plant to

produce them. Subsequently these siIicones were extensively used during

World War II as electrical insulating materials in aircraft as well an in

submarines. They were the first materials with a product motivation to

cowe oat of the Fellowship. Dr. WarrIck points out, however, that the

decision to investigate these aiaterials w-v not dictated by Corning)

yet the company encouraged contipuation of the work whgurever intstesting

properties were uncovered.

Sub-Case III: Silicone ElastomeTO Mellon InstitUtS a4d bgo O2rnint).

While investigating the properties of various mvothvl silieone palyIert ito

1944, Dr. Wrrick observed that many of them had properties similar to

,natural gums and rubbers, although they lacked the strength of polyester

rubber. Warrick again took the opportunity to discuss these rubber-like

materials with personnel of another fellowship at Mellon Institute who had

bees working on viatural rubber. They suggested trying benzoyl peroxide to

attempt to vulcani.e the new silicone compounds since this agent worked

very veil on natural rubbers. Therp was no reason to believe that this

vaterial would re.-*t with methyl -ilicone compounds as it did with

;rvbber and, as pointed out by Dt. Warrick, the method was simply one of

trial and er:.cr Rut in facL, the bi)Aione material did gain rubber-

like character4 stics, including considerabl, strength, through the

benzoyl peroxid, treatment. As a result of this work, ý, patent application

for the vulcanization of liquid silicone polymers was filed by Dow

Corning Corporation in 1944, and eventually issued as U.S. Patent No.

2.460,'/95.
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It was then decided that the, work of the Fellowship should be,

directed toward some fundamental studies of these rubber-like compounds

and the chemistt' involved in their formation. As an extension of this

work, a new research goal was established as the preparation of organo-

silicon compounds with predetermined functional substituents. Dr. Warrick

states, •rThiS fundamental work on functional side groups, begun by

Dr. Speier, was extremely successful. Today approximately 30 to 40

per cent of the 800 pioducts marketed by Dow Corning Corporation are

the vst•lt of these eazfly sti•dies."

Ine early silicone ru*4er materi•Is were found to be rather limited

in applicatiovt by theix relativel- low strength as compared to natural
2

riibber, Maxim•u tonsile w.q -wS ir the order of 500 lbs./in. and

the material had the contistenc. of " *-oug% cheese" rather similar to the

rompon art gum eraser. •4)thtioungh Ow0,wn•wg was able to coa-mercialize

seme of these rubbers, uses were •veerety restitcted by the poor physical

properties*

ite the couzoe of tke *tudies on rubber-like Set•rials, it came to

b* tWialied '*at tw faetoms -- the mdleculr wei• t of tht- silicone

polywer and tbe natu&e o( tte fillet -- Were extr•sly important to the

ultimste propi*Jetes of tha rubber. The followting a brief account of

how thest obseetytions were made,

I0 tc* togor of ~%9 a Oitbfitat Wir.*through occurred which led

vltm lp to the b*h steaSO 04lieaof ivibber in use today. Dr. G. C.

Akorlof oft the Cost Pr•ducts Yellosbip at )Melln was strlyIog vitbods

for "*gatia fstyp froom air, Us had heard that cetai:n of tie s eicone

wsips wre solectiwely Fe..abLe .to Oil.a. He disrusspd Itis prohler-A

with th* kilicooes group, specifically imquirit" wkether afy of th new

resins aoold be msd in the fot* ot a thiol meorane thrpugh which gas

might diffose. In an * ffort to accomdate Dr, Akerlof, it was decided

to attempt to makL such a membrane frtiv & certain: reGir, somple that had been

on the laboratory shelf -for sc-e tmie. wi•i Otertal. 4esignated as

"K-gel", was then thought to be A si!lcote polymet composed of short
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chains, and highly crosslinked. A filler

of finely divided silica (SiO2 ) had shown some succesA in improving

the strength of the rubbers, and this material was chosen for the

experiment. Upon vulcanization under high pressure the mixture

gave a rubber with remarkable properties. The thin sheet that was

formed was extremely elastic and behaved more like natural rubber than

any previously prepared. Mr. Silas Braley, Jr.) who was a member of

the silicones fellowship at the time, and who is now Director of the

Dow-Corning Center for Aid to Medical Research, described the amazement

at the elastic properties of the material when a piece was stretched

across a beaker and he was able to poke his finger almost to the bottom

without the film breaking. This was the first time silicone rubber

had behaved this way, and actually the sample had a tensile strength of
2

1000 to 1500 lbs./in. . Though the film was not useful as a membrane

for removing oxyger from air, it did serve to point out a direction

for future fellowship research in the field of high strength silicone

rubber.

The reasons for the exceptional strength of the membrane film were

not at first obvious. It was first thought that the high pressure

treatment might have been significant, but the results could not be

duplicated by similar treatment of other resins. Further investigation

of the "K-gel" revealed that it was not composed of short but highly

cross-linked chains, as had been' thought previously, but actually had

a rather high molecular weight and was only slightly crossl'nked. It

soon'became apparent through experiments with other polymers that

high Molecular weight was significant in preparing a successful rubber.

But it was not the only factor. Before the membrane experiment, fillers

such as titanium oxide and diatomaceous earth had been used in rubber

preparations; but when preparation of the oxygen-removing memurane was

attempted, finely divided silica (SiO2) was used in the hope of increasing

the oxygen removing efficiency. As it turned out, the silica filler

affected the strength of the rubber. Upon the recognltion of this fact,
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a considerable effort was undertaken to find appropriate fillers for

high molecular weight polymers. Development of a rubber to the product

stage form received great impetus from the Dow-Corning research group

in Midland, Michigan, who gave all possible support to the group at

Mellon and supplied them with various polymers for work on improving

strength.

It was not clear in the beginning what properties of the filler were

significant and therefore many materialswere tried. Through empirical

studies, it was learned that small particle size and large surface

area were the important features to seek. Any material with small

particle size was tried. Finely divided carbon, which is used as a

filler in organic rubbers, could not be used because of its reactivity

toward the vulcanizing agent. Ultimately, there was found a very

finely divided silica (that has since come to be known as "Degussa"

silica) manufactured in Germany by Deutsche Gold und Silver Scherdeanstalt.

After these initial observations by the Mellon

Institute group, a considerable research and development effort was

Initiated at the Dow Corning research laboratories on preparation of

fillers. It had been observed that on standing the mixture of filler

and resin would vulcanize spontaneously. (Soon after the commercial

introduction of the high strength rubber -- actually only six months

after the first experi'ments -- many customern were receiving mixed

polymer and filler for further use and to their surprise found a solid

mass, which could not be removed from the container.) It was suggested

that a surface reaction was occurring with hydroxyl groups on the silica

filler. An intensive research program was begun at Dow Corning to find

a way to treat the surface of the filler so as to render it unreactive,

or at least to'slow down the reaction. Finally a method was developed

to replace the hydroxyl groups of the silica with methyl groups, and this

eluainated the problem of premature vulcanization. A patent application for

this procedure was filed in December of 1951 by George Kunkle, Keith

Poluanteer, and James McHard, the Dow Corning research men who developed
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the process. Since the realization ýthat the fillers are the most

significant factor in the properties of high strength rubbev,

the investigation of various silica fillers has been a

major research effort at Dow Corning.

In 1952 work was begun at Mellon Institute in another direction --

on radiation studies of silicone rubber. materials. Warrick relates

the beginning of this work as follows: "Purely by chance, a professor

from the University of Pittsburgh Cyclotron Laboratory came to Mellon

Institute and requested various compounds for his irradiation studies.

We were happy to give him several of our vulcanized and unvulcanized

silicone rubbers just to see what would happen. Much to our surprise,

we observed that the unvulcanized material became vulcanized. To

confirm our observations, we sent several samples to StanFord Research

Institute to investigate the same type of reactions. We found the

same results. Because of this we began to intensify our fundamental

3tudies into the effects of radiation on our silicone materials. As

a result of this work, radiation resistant rubbers were produced."

One of the fundamental characteristics of silicone polymers and

rubbers is a low glass transition temperature. This property accounts

for the extremely good low temperature flexibility. However, silicone

rubber g.•see does not have the high tensile strength, and good elongation

and tear resistance,of organic rubbers. During the 1950's studies were

conducted on the Mellon Fellowship, in cooperation with Dr. L. E.

Alexander. It was found that at normal temperatures silicone rubbers

ate much less prone to crystallize on stretching than natural rubber.

Obviously what was needed was a silicone rubber which either would crystal.
lize more readily on stretching or which contained some degree of

crystallinity in the relaxed state. Subsequently, and with the aid of

the Dow Corning Corporation, Dr. R. L. Merker developed a series of

silicone block copolymers based upon combinations of silphenylene

siloxane blocks and dimathylsiloxane blocks. The resulting silicone

rubber polymers have tensile strengths in the vicinity of 3000 lbs./in. 2
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in the unvulcanized state. A patent application for this invention

was filed in 1960 and resulted in U.S. Patent No. 3,202,634 in August

1965.

Other fundamental studies were also encouraged in the early 1950's.

Dr. Paul Lauterbur who had p0eviously become interested in nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy joined the Fellowship. He was able

to convince Drs. McGregor and Warrick that Si29 NMRspectra had potential

for studies of silicon-containing materials. They agreed that this

technique might add to the knowledge of silicone technology and encouraged

Dow Corning to support the purchase of the NMR equipment. Lauterbur

not only studied silicon-containing compounds, but also investigated

the newly developing field of C13 and P 31WR spectroscopy. It should

be pointed out that during the course of his studies Lauterbur, through

the Institute policy of encouraging personnel to obtain advanced degrees

at the neighboring University of Pittsburgh, was able to complete the

work for his doctor of philosophy degree. (The same is true of Warrick

and Speier who obtained their Ph.D.'s at Carnegie Institute of Technology

and the University of Pittsburgh, respectively, while working at

Mellon Institute. Warrick and Speier both mentioned several times

during the course of conversations that this educational opportunity

was one of the important values of the fellowship system at Mellon

Institute.)

Sub-Case IV. Biomedical Applications (Dow Corning). A notable

offshoot from the development of high strength silicone rubber has

been the interest of the medical community. Late in the 1950's, after

the high strength rubber had been commercialized for some time, Dow

Corning began to receive inquiries and requests from surgeons for samples

of the material molded in specific shapes and forms. It had been

observed in several instances that, when introduced into the human

body, silicone rubber did not cause adverse reactions observed with

many other materials. Specifically, in several applications, silicone
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rubber did not cause the severe blood clotting that has generally been

seen with foreign materials used in various prosthetic devices.

Mr. B,'aley, who transferred from the Mellon Fellowship to the

Dow-Corning product engineering group in Midland, took an interest

in these applications and tried to satisfy each individual request.

As experimnental prosthetic devices were disseminated throughout the

medical circles , publications began to appear lauding the use of

silicone rubber. Soon Dow Corning was overwhelmed with requests for

the material -- not for large amounts, but for very small quantities

molded in specific shapes. The company decided that, even though

potential sales of large volumes of silicone rubber for these applica-

tions could be not be anticipated, the prospect of practical benefits

coming from the research warranted the forming of a group specifically

for the study and dissemination of information relating to the use of

silicone rubber in medical applications. In 1958, Dow Corning formed

its Center for Aid to Medical Research under the direction of Dr. McGregor,

the long-time Administrative Fellow in charge of the Mellon Fellowship. Mr.

Braley, whose original interest in this work added impetus to the

development of these devices, served as McGregor's assistant at the

Center. Upon the death of McGregor in 1965, Braley assumed the duties

of Director. The Center has continued to grow as new and important

medical applications have been found. Silicone rubber has found

use in artificial blood vessels, in a drain tube for hydrocephalic

children, in heart valves, and in many other substitutes for parts of vital

organs. Today the Center publishes a brochure which describes new

uses of silicon rubber as they are developed in medical practice.

Retrospect

The names McGregor, Speier, and Warrick figure prominently in this

account of the initial work leading directly to the development of

organosilocons as useful commercial materials. It is therefore of
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interest to record born, of their -thoughts in retrospect concerning

the nature of some of theevents which prducced the successful result.

Dr. McGregor's views are recorded in many places including especially

his book on "Silicones and Their Uses" published in 1954. We reproduce

as Appendix B his section on the "Cormercial Dvelopment of Silicones".

Here we quote from the latter part (pp. 24-26) of the introductory

chapter on early studies in Oranosilicon Chemistry:

"The stage was at last sec for the appearance of

silicones. And it Is only right that we should recognize
who was responsible for the setting. Long years of
earnest work by scientists who were curious about natural
phenomena had been rewarded by a wide knowledge of the
peculiarities of silicon chemistry. Others who were
curious about large molecules, how they were formed
naturally and how they could be produced synthetically,
had learned fundamental tr,,ths about thein and had shown
principles governing thei" iormation. It was not too
much to expect that these two li is of activity should be
brought togthcr, that the knowledge of silicon-con-
taining compounds and the knowledge of the principles
governing the formation of large molecules should
result in the synthesis of large molecules containing
silicon. What the properties of such compounds would
be one could only guess, but the fact that the two
necessary lines of inforrAtion had been developed assured
the appearance of the joint product. Now it was simply
a matter of time.

"But it should not be assumed that the beginning
of 'applied' research marked the end of 'pure' research.
Although the importance of the commercial applications
of silicones had become recognized by industry the
intriguing nature of their chemistry was being attested
by numerous academic publications. Work that had been
started as a result of scientific curiosity a century
earlier was now bearing fruit that had not been foreseen.
It had been assumed originally that results would show
silicon to be simply an analogue of carbon. While this
proved to be the case in a limited sense, the differences
weie much motu evilent than Gmt similarities. What had
been started es a search for further knowledge proved
to be the groundwork for technological advance that has
proved helpful to industry and in so doing has contribu-
ted its part to improving our standard of living.
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"It would be a mistake'to consider this the end of
Lite story from the standpoint of either pure or applied
science. While industry is naturally doing a great deal
to further its knowledge of these compounds and to develop

more economical methods of preparing them, the centers
of pure research are doing their share to clarify points
in organosilicon chemistry that are still obscure. The
number of papers of this latter type appearing between
the years 1945 and 1950 have been about 100 times as
great as in the century preceding. Industry has recog-
nized the fact that it has eaten up in 10 years the pure
research of 100 years. Without this type of research,
technology would wither. Thus we see a greater and
greater overlapping of the fields of pure and applied
research, the only point of distinction between the two
being the motivation of the individual who does the work.
And who shall say that the mental satisfaction of the
one is any less real than the material satisfaction of
the other?"

The recollections of Dr. Speier are of special interest:

"In 1943 I came to M.1. with a M.Sc. degree from
the University of Florida where I worked on terpenes and
other natural products. These I liked. They are highly
reactive complex molecules that are forever rearranging
and reacting with all kinds of things. The silicones
struck me as, in Kipping's term, 'uninviting.' The
silicones we were settling down to, all had methyl'or
phenyl groups attached to silicon. The intermediates
all reacted with water and sooner or later ended up as
polymers with nothing but methyl or phenyl groups attached
to ai SiOSi chain or network. These may have been, end
are great dielectrics, etc. butchemically they are
nearly inert and they are useful chiefly for this reason.
I couldn't get real excited about making hundreds more
like these. Further, rubbers and fluids were never
very intriguing to me for some unknowable reason. I
wanted to put organically reactive groups on silicon
in place of the methyls and phenyls. These I wanted
to attach to the Si-C bond to come up with families
of silicon-substituted organically functional moleculesi
which would give the opportunity to study the effect of
an atom like sti:on upon the chemical properties of
organic functional groups.
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"The trouble with this idea was that such molecules
were practically unknown. Friedel and Crafts had made
Et 3 SiCHCH3 , Et3SiCICH and Et..SiCHCF. Kipping had made

31 3 Y CH3 1 3*
CI OAc CH O SO H

a few sulfonic acids having groups like Si-CH2  3H,

and a few nitro compounds such as Si(Ct1i4NO),. That was
about all there was, and these were no[ wha? I wanted.
I wanted structures that were functional at the silicon
atom, i.e., with groups like -SiCl 3, -Si(C•e) 3 , -Si~eCI 2 ,
SiMe 2OH, etc., and also functional on the organic group.
I had some ideas of how these might be tAde in systematic
series to given an idea of 'silicon' effect on organic
molecules and the effect of other atoms and groups on
silicon upon the effect of that silicon.

"I talked to Dr. Bernard Daubert at Pitt about how
such molecules might be incorporated into fats, proteins,
and other natural products (which hasn't been done yet!)
and he agreed to be my faculty advisor on such a project
and accept work like this for my Ph.D.

"I talked to Dr. McGregor, and in his usual manner
he encouraged the whole thing and said go ahead. I talked
to Warrick, he was much interested in making silicone
fluids with at least a few organically functional sites
in them to serve as means for vulcanization to make
rubbers. Also such groups might have led to stronger
rubbers which he greatly desired.

"So the three of us talked to Shailer L. Bass, who
was Dow Corning's director of research (now president).
He said okay; we could try if we wanted to. Daubert
insisted that anything we did for a degree had to be
published. Bass and the legal department at Dow Corning
and at Corning agreed to this with only a few days of
discussion (six months would be needed today) and we took
off.

"The results of this line of research have been
for the most part gratifying. Dow Corning has many
patents on such compounds now. I have about 45 myself
and the people working with or around me must have about
as many more. There has been much unexpected fallout
in every area of Dow Corning's present business. The com-
mercial use of such functional silicones is now a new thing.
They are now appearing on the market and no one knows
really where they will end up. The story may be more,
or les2 interesting in 1975."



Today he Dow Corning Corp.oration is the largest company in the

field of organosilicon products And holds approximately 60% of the totol

market. Although much of the early work in this area was performed at

Mellon Institute, a good deal of the subsequent engineering and funda-

mental work on silicones was performed at the Dow Corning

laborat-ries. In estimating the value of Mellon Institute to

organosilicon chemistry, Dr. Warrick states, "The value of the Institute

was pretty high; but, of course, the same Lnformation would have been

found eventually without the Institute. However, the Fellowship cer-

tainly accelerated the science of organosilicon chemistry." When

asked what at Mellon Institute contributed to the acceleration, Warrick

stated, "The freedom to work on subjects of interest and the proximity

and existence of people in other fields wer.ý the major contributing

factors. Also, the general relaxed climate and pace of work contributed

a great deal." Dr. Warrick felt that the single motivating factor for

the studies at Mellon Institute was the accumulation of fundamental

knowledge in the field of organosilicon chemistry. He added that the

very informal channels of communication with the sponsor organization

contributed to the general atmosphere of this research effort.

Concerning "the relaxed climate and pace" Dr. Speir addedl

"In a way Warrick is right, if he means unregi-
mented. We came and went pretty freely with little
supervision or comwent by anyone. If we took two hours
for lunch, no one objected.

"On the other hand, if we worked till midnight and we
did many, many times -- no one said anything either. The
pace of work was self-imposed but very fast. Very few
of us worked a 40 hour week, and those that did usually
left after a bit (by their own choice).

"McGregor could usually be found working on Sundays,
Saturdays, anytime at night, even if he might disappear in the
middle of the morning when a good organization manu would
be at his greatest prominence, The same for Warrick. I
was trying to work full time and get a Ph.D. as fast as
I could. So during 1944-1947 1 practically lived in the
Institute. After I got the degree, I don't think I slowed
down very much except I did quit working on Sunday.
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"If there is a moral ip all this I guess it has to
do with the freedom we enjcyed at Mellon Institute to
depart front urgent, obvious needs of a struggling young
company, to attack problems that seemed important to a
struggling young student. It is not possible that every-
one can enjoy this kind of freedom; but somehow it is
imperative that some must enjoy it. How any manager can
select who should have it and who should Pot, and when,
is a mystery to me. Fellowship 222 at M.I. was a good
and profitable one. Was this an accident of history or
can similar things be brought about repeatedly by careful
design?"
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APPENDIX A

Mellon Institute: Organization and Character

"Mellon Institute is an endotved nonprofit corporate body for

conducting comprehensive investigations in the natural sciences, for

training research workers, and for providing technical information for

the benefit of the profession, the publicý and industry."

The above brief descriptive paragraph appearing on Mellon Institute

literature expresses the purpoces motivating all activities at the Institute.

Research activities and the scientists who perform them fall into two

categories, the Fellowships and the Independent Research Groups.

A Fellowship is a group of scientists (one or more) working on

fundamental or applied problems of interest to a particular sponsor,

either a single firm or an association of companies , which bears all

costs, including overhead charges, for the activities of it* Fellowship,

Although support for Fellowship activities is usually on A year-to-year

contract basis, most of the Fellowships have been stable with regard

to personnel and sponsor for many years. Three t-undred

investigators are engaged in Fellowship activities.

As compared to other research institutes, Mellon Institute is

unique in several ways.

-- Foinded over fifty years ago as part of the University of

Pittsburgh, it was the first of the institutes,to undertake

research aimed at the utilization of science for the develop-

oent of industrial technology. During its early years, it

served as a prototype for other institutes and a training

ground for industrial research departments that have come to

constitute much of 'the strength of the chemical and pet-

roleum industrim. Companies like Union Carbide and Dow

Corning trace their early successes, or even origin, to

work done under contract at Mellon Institute.
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-- Heeding the lessons of academic experience, Nellon Institute,

alone among the institutes, requires that contracts involve

the effort of at least one research worker for one year, and that

the individual researcher normally engages during any given

period in work exclusively for a single sponsor. Indeed,

in the university tradition, he is designated as a "Fellow"

and his project as a "Fellowship" for a given sponsor.

There is a requirement that significant results be published,

when the sponsor's interests have been protected, and that

projects shall have social merit.

-- Thus, Mellon Institute personnel have long been engaged in

pioneering applied research based on research competence

in chemistry and related areas of physics, much of it for

materials producing companies and in continued close con-

tact with their personnel. Advanced development work,

better done in industrial plants or requiring more

advanced engineering, has not generally been undertaken.

Mellon Institute evolved co provide a transitional stage between the

scientific community in the university and the industrial-research

community; it has some of the features of each and is closely allied

with both.

Wihile evolving from the University, Mellon Institute has retained

informal semiautonomous positions for the 'Iesearch Director", the

"Fellowship Read," and the "Research Fellow", who are somewhat akin

to a Department Head, Professor and senior postdoctoral student,

respectively, in a university. Research tends to be deeply rooted

in chemical, physical, and biological science, and such that one or two

problems occupy an investigator Lull time for a year or more. The sponsor

is, in a sense, in the position of supplying "fellowship support"

for progress in a new area. Further, the Research Fellows regard them-

selves as temporary, though loyal) members of the Institute, destined

to go on to industry or academic posts elsewhere. Freedom of
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inquiry, lack of administrative detail, and informality, lend the

Institute something of the atmosphere of the university instead of the

stringently managed atmosphere sometimes necessary in industrial

development work.

On the other hand, members of the Fellowships, unlike their

university cousins, are generally highly motivated towards pioneering

applied research, i.e., to using their creative talents to pioneer

new technology. They are aided in this task generally by close

contact with personnel from industry, including especially the sponsor

but also other members of the institute, visitors from other sponsors,

alumni of the Institute and members of industry locally. In addition,

travel to the sponsor laboratory or plant, and to scientific and

engineering meetings is encouraged. Thus the Fellow at Mellon Institute

generally is exposed to a number of sources of knowledge of new science,

of new technology and of some of the "open problems" or "needs" in

each.

It is pertinent to mention the "alumni" of Mellon Institute. Perhaps

uniquely among "mission-oriented" laboratories, the Institute regards it

as a basic goal to train personnel and to encourage recruiting of its

personnel by the outside world. A great number of the Institute's 3000

aluwjni today.'hold responsible positions in the industrial and academic

research-oriented csaunity.

The disciplines represented at Mellon Institute over the years

include chemistry, and materials especially, together with biochemistry

and certain areas of physics and mathematics.

The Independent Research within the Institute is supported by income

from a Fundamental Research Trust established in 1957 and by grants

and contracts from government agencies. The twin goals are new fundamental

scientific knowledge and the development of promising young scientists.

Publication of significant findings is mandatory. A total of nearly
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one hundred and filfty investigators are i-nvolved in these fundamental

Studies -- a permanent staff of about twenty Senior Fellows and about

fifty Fellows on two or three yearjtenure appointments. Althougn the

Institute has always supported basic science studies, the program of the

present scope emerged since 1957 subsequent to most events in this case

history. Consequently the Independent Research is not emphasized here.
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APPENDIX B

"Commercial Development of Silicones," excerpt from Silicones and Their

Uses, R. R. McGregor, (McGraw Hill, 1954)*

"'In view of the wide background of knowledge just described the ques-

tion may be asked: Why was the commercial development of silicones so

long delayed? The previous history provides some of the antwers. The

classical. chemists had long been schooled in investigation methods that

called for the separation, by distillation or cristallization, of pure com-

pounds. Large, poorly definabl]e polymeric bodies did not lend themselves

to this method of approach. No doubt Kipping expressed the sentiments

of many other chemists of his day when he described such products as
"uninviting glues.' There was little commercial background at the time

to suggest that these 'glues' had any practical significance. Further,

those interested in chemical research had few, if any, connections with

industry. Without the backing which industry could furnish there was

great difficulty and little incentive in embarking on a study of such

indefinable products.

"The word 'polymer' had been in common use for years, but it was

not. until Staudinger voiced his concept of 'macromolecules' in the

i920s that there was a major interest in the study of them. The

recognition that these undistillable and non-crystallizable bodies were

built up by known chemical reactions and could be considered simply

as very large molecules opened up the enormous field of polymer research.

This heralded the beginning of the 'plastic age', and high polymers of

many types began to appear as coumerciaI products. Some of these

products were transparent and could be used, with more or less success,

in the place of glass.

"The possibility of a hybrid polymer -- a cross between the organic

polymers (plastics) and the inorganic polymers (glasses) -- appealed to

some glass manufacturers as a desirable possibility. Dr• .. C. Sullivan,

then Director of Research for the Corning Glass Works of Corning, N.Y.,

engaged Dr. J. F. Hyde, an organic chemist, to investigate this matter.

Permission for this quotation granted by McGraw-Hill look Company
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"Hyde was acquainted with the literature describing organosilicon

research, and he had the advantage of the rapidly accumulating knowledge

of large polymers. By using knowledge from both these fields he was

able to prepare large polymers containing both organic and inorganic

constituents.

"At this point there arose one of thos coincidences that often

direct a course of action. The Corning Glass Works had just begun the

development of glass fibers and was on the lookout for appropriate market:

One of the most promising outlets for this product appeared to be as

a woven tape for use in electrical insulation. Cotton, impregnated

with a resinous dielectric, had bean used but it would char at elevated

temperature. This difficulty could be overcome by the use of glass

tape in place of the cotton, but it was found that the resin impregnant

would stand only slightly more heat than the cotton would. Thus there

was but little advantage in using the glass. To realize the full value

of the glass tape there was needed a resinous dielectric that was con-

siderably more heat stable than the organic materials in common use.

"Hyde was able to point out that the organosilicon polymers he had

been developing could be made in resinous form and that certain types

were unusually heat stable. The work then turned toward resinous

compounds that would be of use as a heat-stable dielectric in tapes made

of glass fiber.

'Studies and experimental work were then conducted along these lines.

When sufficient progress had been made to justify a demonstration, the

products were shown to officials of the General Electric Company in the

hope that glas-fiber tapes would be recognized as the basis of high-

temperature insulation. This approach to high-temperature electrical

insulation was recognized as fundamentally correct, and the study of

these organosilicon insulating resins was then taken up in the General

Electric laboratories as well, under the capable guidance of Dr. E. G.

Rochow and Dr. W. I. Pataode. About this time the Corning Glasa Works
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author, undertook similar work, aimed not only at the production of

insulating resins buc also at a general survey of the chemistry of the

materials and the engineering required for their production.

"Thb knowledge of this work catalyzed similar investigations by other

industrial laboratories, and soon the technical literature showed that

ever-increasing attention was being given to organosilicon compounds.

"By 1942 work had progressed with the Corning group to the point

where commercial production could be considered. As the manufacture

of these materials was in the nature of an organic synthesis rather than

a glassmaking operation, the Corning Glass Works approached the Dow

Chemical Company with a view to obtaining engineering and research

assistance. The result was that in 1943 the formation of the Dow

Corning Corporation, financed jointly by the Dow Chemical Company and

the Corning Glass Works, was announced. The fury of World War II was

then at its peak and high priority was granted to Dow Corning for the

erection of a factory and procurement of equipment, as Dow Corning was

the only source of severEl organosilicon products demanded by the military

forces. While these materials were being produced in commercial

quantities, research on their improvement continued and it was inevitable

that new and valuable products would be found. With the close of the war

it was therefore possibic to offer to industry coanercial quantities of

a wide range of products with properties that bad not been known

previously.

"Meanwhile other companies, though not actually producing, had been

conducting vigorous research, In 1946 the Ceneral Electric Company

announced the opening of its ?lant for the production of silicones.

In 1949 the Plaskon Division ')f the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company

advertised silicone products for sale, directing attention largely to

materials useful with alkyd coatings. About this time the Linde Air

Products Company, a division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation,

commenced pilot-plant work in Tonawanda, N.Y. At this writing they

are planning for full-scale production of a broad line of silicone products.
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"tAlthough the diriginal ai% of she investigations; c•a'r.vd out ha& bee

to develop electrical insulating resins, the first materials to ŽNe made

cmtamehciltly were the *ilicotw fluids.

"'The limited ar.6unts of fluids that were f:Lrst available restri4ted

their use to ao.lications such as damping fluids in seisitive inart&.

ments used by the Air Force. The stability of the fluids and tbiE small

change of viscoutky with temperature were the properties that proved tbe

most valu4 here, As production increased the fluids Were formulated

into a greasel&ke material that proved to be of great value as an ignitic

sealing compound ftow se in the spAk%-plug wells of military aircraft

engines. The redvatk had by this time reached the point of d*Velopment

wbh..re it was possible to ae them, in conjunction with glass-fiber tapesx

as the insulating medium in Motors. Cooperative work iith the armed

forces helped in their development and appraisal.

"The usefulness of the fluide as antifoam agents in petroleum oils

had been demonstrated and some military specifications demanded their

addition to many types of oils.

I' In 1945 both the Dow Corning Corporation and the General Electric

Company announced the development of a silicone rubber that was useful

ar temperatures too high for the functioning of organic rubber.

"All these products were so necessary for military requirements that

little or none of them was available for civilian use. When hostilities

concluded in the summer of 1945 the military demands ceased and siliconae

were left without a market. But the versatility of these materials

was such that energy and ingenuity soon showed how they could be

adapted to a peacetime economy.

"The flu.ds were found to be excellent mold-release agents in the

molding of rubber tires and other rubber 6 oods, as well as of many

types of plastics. Polishes and lubricants were developed, and the

damping fluids were adapted to peacetime requirements. The resins were

improved and developed into high-temperature coatings and laminating
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materials. The silicrone rubber was given improved physical properties

and was formulated to maintain its properties at extremely low temperatures

while still retaining its high-temperature stability. Afplication to

the waterproofing of textiles was developed.

"Evidence accumulated that the silicones in one form or another

could be profitably applied in almost any industry one could name.

Demand for peacetime applications soon surpassed the requirements for

early military use, and expansion of facilities became necessary for

all producers.

"The pattern of growth is familiar, for as production has been

increased prices have dropped. This allows application to a greater

variety of industries and products; more production is then required

and the cycle is repeated. The conclusion of the matter appears to be

still far distant, and nobody short of a professional soothsayer is

willing to hazard a guess as to the position oZ silicones in the

industries of the future."
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ANALYSIS FOR A CASE IIISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SILICONES

For the purpose of analysis, this case history has been divided

into sub-cases as shown below.

Sub-Case Title

I Silicone polymers for heat resistant resins

(Corning Glass Works)

II High Temperature Lubricants and Dielectrics

(Mellon Institute and Dow Corning Corporation)

III Polysilicon Elastomers

(Mellon Institute and Dow Corning Corporation)

IV Biomedical Applications

(Dow Corning Corporation)
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DESCRIPTION OF REIs

Stage* REI Description

Sub-case I. Silicone Polymers for Heat Resistant

Resins (Corning Glass Works)

0 a Development of silicone chemistry and polymer science

1 b Recognition of possibility of new class of polymers

with silicon as part of chains (Sullivan-Hyde)

2 c Recognition of need for high temperature resin for

dielectrics (with glass fiber) and that new silicon

resins could do the Job (Hyde)

3,4 d Corning takes result to General Electric

2 e Recognition at GE of a new class of polymers and

assignment of Rochow and Patnode

Sub-case II. High Temperature Lubricants and

Dielectrics (Mellon Institute and Dow Coming)

3 f Recognition that ethyl silicate may be useful adhesive

for glass blocks (McGregor-Warrick)

1 £ Recognition of treasure of literature on organosilicon

chemistry and possibility of making useful new materials

(McGregor-Warrick-Kipping)

3 h Recognition of viscosity-temperature properties and oxidati(

resistance of new aliphatic silicone fluid as possible

high-temperature, stable lubricants for oxygen pumping

systems (McGregor-Warrick)

5 i Establishment, in 1940, of a pilot plant at Mellon

Institute for the manufacture of small quantities

of silicone fluids

See Page 49,for identification of the stages of development considered hel
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0 Decision to look at the fundamentals of oxidation

stability of silicone fluids (McGregor)

1 k Recognition that resinous rubbery materials with good

dielectric properties could be made by oxidation of

silicone fluids (McGregor-Warrick-Speier)

5 1 1940 pilot plant at Mellon Institute for production

of dielectric resins

6 m Formation of Dow Corning with a Government contract

for production of dielectric materials for submarines

(and lubricants for aircraft)

Sub-case III. Polysilicon Elastomers (Mellon

Institute and Dow Corning)

I n Recognition that silicone polymers were elastomeric

(McGregor-Warrick-Speier)

2 o Vulcanization to useful rubber (Warrick)

0 p Decision to investigate fundamentals of organosilicon

chemistry with view to synthesis of polyimers of varied

structure (various side groups) (McGregor-Warrick-Speier)

o q Chance exploratory work on radiation of silicone resins

showed possible vulcanization route

I r Decision to investigate fundamentals of radiation effects

on silicone rubbers led to development of r6diation

resistant silicone rubbers

1 a Chance ex:ploratory work on vulcanized silicone resins

with SiO2 filler (as gas preferential diffusion membrane)

showed extremely high strength.
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2 t Intensive studies at Mellon Institute and later at

Dow Corning led to the development of superior polymer-

filler combination

0 u Recognition by Dr. Alexander, Warrick, et al., that

silicones are less prone to crystallize than normal

rubber, and acceptance of crystallizable structure as

a goal

1,2 v Development by Merker et al at Mellon Institute of

crystallizable block copolymers which behave as high

modulus crystallizable rubber. (1958-1965)

Sub-case IV. Bio-Medical Applications (Dow Corning)

I w Recognition by medical community that silicone rubber

had unusual nonthrombogenic tendencies when implanted

in the body (prosthetic devices)

2 x Decision to form a research group for the study and

dissemination of information relating to the use of

silicone rubbt in medical applications (1958).

Center for Aid o Medical Research at Dow Corning

3 y Tests and demonstrations by surgeons of utility in

artificial blood vessels, heart valves, etc.
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STAGES AT WRICH REIs OCCURRED

Sub-case Sub-case Sub-case Sub-Case
Stage No.* I II III IV

0 a j pqu

I be g,k nr~stv v

2 c ottv x

3 d fn y

4

5 il

6 m

* Stages were defined by the Committee for purposes of this study,

as follows:

STAGES

No.

0 Scientific finding (knowledge)

I Recognition of new material (proceso) possibility

2 Creation of useful material (procens) form

3 Feasibility of using the material (process) in hardware

4 Possibility of using the hardware containing the

material in a system

5 Production of the system (product)

6 Operation of the system (product)
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FREQUENCY OF FACTORS FOR REis

(Summary)

Total
Factor Frequency

4 Importance of recognized need 20/25

5 Requirement of flexibility to change direction during
work and local control of funds (easily available
resources) 20/25

8 Comunications across organizations 18/25

11 Freedom for individuals 17/25

1 High educational level (advanced degree) of principal

Investigator 14/25

7 Basic research in the laboratory (or institution or
organization) 14/25

12 Broad spectrum of types of laboratories 14/25

15 Organizational structure (barriers and bonds) 13/25

2 Importance of management 12/25

6 Industrial laboratory involvement 12/25

10 Importance of a "champion" 11/25

14 Prior experience with innovation 10/25

13 Geographic proximity 9/25

9 Technical problem as the principal obstacle 2/25

3 Importance of Government-sponsored research 1/25

S• , •. •___ J•• • .. 3 -;.= : % • - •_ -
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Smmary Analysis

In the editing of this report, nearly a year after the narrative

of the case history was completed, limitations of our treatment became

apparent:

(1) The developments under review are generally twenty to thirty

years old; and, therefore, the participants in the discussions are

often unable to recall specific details which are of crucial importance

in this kind of analysis.

(2) The participants at Mellon Institute were more immediately

involved in stages 0, 1, and 2, and consequently these receive the

greatest emphasis. Interactions influencing stages 3, 4, 5, and 6

are generally given little attention. Thus, inadequrae attention is

given to the contribution and interaction in the research and engineering

departments at the Dow Corning Corporation.

(3) The treatment of the four subcases is very uneven, though

none is treated'in its entirety. For example, the treatment of sub-

case I is obviously inadequate. Similarly, the role of the Dow Chemical

Company and the government in the formation of Dow Corning is not made

explicit.

(4) Some of the happenings reported here occurred in a different

era, before research in industry (generally),was highly organized) and they

involved a now company with research-oriented management at a time

before the development of divisional lines, Latc. Thus, contact between

top-level management and the research chemist was close and the many

communication barriers that can exist in a larger and older organization

had not appeared.

Any strength in this review lies, perhaps, in the picture it gives

of the ways in which highly motivated scientists use basic scientific

knowledge, observed behavior, awareness of needs, and tricks of existing

technology in various adjoining fields, to find their way to novel

applications. To a degree there is little that is systematic in this.



Implicit in the present case was faith on the part of the investigators

and their sponsors that there were opportunities to take advantage of

the growing understanding of organosilicon chemistry in making new

materials with unusual combinations of properties and finding profitable

new applications for them.. The "formula" for success amounted to this:

alert, perceptive, intellectually flexible menmotivated by curiosity

and the will to succeed, working in art atmosphere that exposed them,

perhaps haphazardly, to ideas and needs from many directions. To a

degree, this exemplifies the advance of basic science, unpredictable

and unprogrammed, yet often swift. The emphasis is necessarily on

the in-ividual scientist, on his training and environment. The tre-

mendous importance of the contribution of a few individuals is impres-

sive. The function of communication to management, fulfilled by the

champion or "salesman", is illustrated here by instances showing how

well it can work when the conditions -- and the men -- are right.

The thesis that new science and new materials will lead to new,

perhaps unforeseen, applications has been the guiding philosophy,

more often than nob in the development of the organic polymer industry.

Perhaps this was the natural result of the circumstance that the

synthetic arts were more advanced than the physics of materials. Today,

with more severe demands on materials and better physics to guide us,

explicit definition of needs and goals becomes commonplace and taken

for granted. This may represent, in part, a limitation -- a danger to

innovation through hardentrS of attitudes as to what is and what is not

feasible.
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DIRTRODUCr IMN

This case history* describes the events and surroumding circumstances

leading to the development of a new class of polymers (the polybensimidasoles)

which are currently entering several areas of use. These polymers were dis-

covered by Professor C. S. Marvel and Dr. H. Vogel of the University of

flhinois under a contractual proeram sponsored by the Polymer Branch, Non-

metallic Materials Division, Air Force Materials laboratory. The discovery

and subsequent exploitation of these polymers is important technolopically

because these polymers possess outstanding resistance to high temperatures.

As such, they are being actively pursued for us3 as fibers and plastics in

aeronautic and astronautic applications and other applications where resic-

tance to high temperature is of major importance. The discovery of these

polymers is important scientifically because the principles learned from the

discovery have a broad and important impact on the field of not only thermally

stable polymers, but other types of polymers as well. From the historical

point of view, this case history envnerates a method by which a presumably

successful research and development program can be conducted within the gen-

eral framework of federally sponsored research and development. Further, the

overall program involved a nwuber of individuals in organisations of quite

different perspectives (e*. university, industry and govertment laboratories)

who were widely separated gsographloally and each of whom had, or has, an

tiwortant role to play in the outoom of the overall program.

*APPEMDIX gives a briof chronology of events.
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BACKORDOtD

Polymers are a broad category of organic, Inorganic and selliorganic Ma

terials which find general application as plastics, fibers, elastomers, coatinors

films, fluids, adhesives, etc. Polymers are chemical compounds of very high
molecular weight composed of large nu~ers of chemically similar recurring units

117usd together to form long, essentially linear, molecules by primary chemical
valence bonds. For example, the polymer polystyrene is composed of a large
numer of roecunlg styrene residues:

Mhereas the parent styrene has a molecular weight of about 100 molecular meight

units, polystyrenes amy have molecular weights, dmpending upon the method of

preparation,, ranging up to several million. Therefore, a single polystyrene

molecule amy contain over 1W.000O styrene residues in a single chain.

Depending upon the chemical composition of the recurring unit,, the asoe

of the molecule and the temperature of observation polymers may be strong, hard

plastics., extensible rubbers, or liquids..

Prior to the early part of this century, the chemist, physicist and engineer
had only the naturally occurring or slightly modified naturally occurring poly-

mere to work with. However, an the scientist began to understand how to prepare
synthetic polymer and to modify the pipris of both natural and synthetic

polymers the versatility of polymers Increased mmuifold. An ultimate goal of

polymer science is to uindertand the relationshipe between the properties of
polyIL.re and their physicl and chemical oonstitution. and to learn how to pre-
pare polymers of desired chemical and physial constitution to yield an opti-

mu balance of chemical and physical properties. In the past few dencades con-

siderable progrss. has been made In these directions. However, much Is still
yet to be revealed and wursbt~ood.
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HIGH TDKMPLTURE POLYMKRS

Improvements in the properties of polyme•..s are continually sought. New

polymers are constantly being prepared with improved resistance to solvents,

better abrasion resistance, better strength, etc. Progress in aviation,

missiles, and space exploration have led to pressing needs for polymers which

can withstand high temperatures, low pressures, high radiation fluxes, etc.,

and have useful properties. These applications include structural materials,

such as reinforced plastic laminates for radomes, missile cases, etc., for

electrical purposes such as insulation, thin film dielectrics, etc., elasto-

mers for fluid transport, seals, sealants, tires, etc., plastics for thermal

protection such as ablative nose cones, rocket engine throats, etc., fibrous

materials for reinforcement in ducting and tires, for high speed recovery

systems such as decelerators, etc. Nearly all functions which norma|,y are

required for polymeric materials in ordinary use under ordinary conditions

are found in aeronautic and astronautic applications, but with more aevere

condition of operation.

Faced with these needs, and other needs which preceded the aeronautic

and astronautic applications, a number of organizations became interested

in polymers with improved high temperature properties. A few organisatLons.

have been sufficiently interested to conduct or sponsor polymer research

with improved thermal stability as a major goal. The United' States Air

Force, through the Air Force Materials Laboratory (AVL)* has been pursuing

such polymer research and development since the early 1950's. This program

had evolved from applied work on modifying and reformulating available

polymers, to a broad based fundamental and applied research program of some

few million dollars effort, involving both internally and contractually

conducted program.

*The titles of organizations appearing here are current as of this writLng,

rather than the title at the time.
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Toward the.,end of the 1950's, in the Nonmetallic Materialts Division of

AFML, headed by Mr. R. T. Schwartz, and particularly in the Polymer Branch

headed by Dr. A. M. Lovelace, this effort had been devoted to the preparation

of a variety of new polymers. An effort conducted internally and with the

M. W. Kellog Company, Peninsular ChemResearch Incorporated, the Dow-CornLng

Chemical Company and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company had success-

fully synthesized a variety of new high temperature, solvent resistant fluori-

nated rubbers. These polymers solved certain critical needs in jet aircraft

and received very general acceptance. Several other programs in the Division

had as successful, although perhaps not as dramatic, an impact.

Within the Division exploratory research on new polymers on a rather

broad base was encouraged and stimulated. Pressing and well-recognized needs
existed which supported this interest. Management of the internal and con-

tractual research program was in the hands of people who understood these
needs, the general problem of research and how to fit the conduct of pro-

ductive research into regulations and customs best equipped to support line

organLiatio's. Hzxarience gained during the past several years had led to an
ability to select and originate technical programs which generally were

productive.

The major influence which set the pattern of research end development

in the Division, was the attitude of Schwarts. He provided the overall

orientation of research and development, yet depended upon his personnel to

recommend and exploit fruitful areas. He strongly supported exploratory

polymer synthesis. However,, the derivation of the technical approaches to

new polymers, and the conduct of the research rested with the bench scientist

and first-line supervisors.

The staff of the Polymer Branch in Schwarts's Division, consisted of

some twenty professionals, 2/3 of which held the Ph.D. La chemistry. They

represented a cross-section of backgrounds in chemstry from classical org.

anic, semiorganic and inorganic synthesis to specialists in polymer chemistry
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and physics. These personnel devoted a majority of their time to internal

research, but in addition conducted a contractual research program of some

150 man-yeares/year effort. The Branch Chief, Dr. A. M, Lovelace, in par-

ticular, had been closely associated with the discovery and development of

the high temperature and solvent resistant fluorinated rubber program. His

training was in the synthesis of fluorine containing monomers and polymers,

and he was a recognized authority in this area.

The development of fluorLnated elastommire appeared to solve, for a

time, the most pressing problems in the elastomer area a,&d effort was

directed more toward other critical areas: high temperature plastics, ad-

hesives and fibers. The state-of-the-art materials in the high temperature

plastics field were the phenolics and modified phenolics. However, these

materials fell considerably short of current and projected requirements

mainly in respect to resistance to high temperatures. In the fibrous mat-

erials area, the state-of-the-art materials were the aliphatic polyamLdes

(commonly referred to as nylons) and a new fiber recently provided by the

duPont Company. The proprietary material, originally referrad to as HT-I

and later as Nomex* was significantly better than the nylons in thermal

resistance, but requirements still existed which were beyond the capability

of this material.

The general problem in the high termprature plastic and fibrous materials

area was two-fold. First, the basic polymer must resist chemical attack and

degradation at higher temperature. Secondly, the polymer mnst wt -aoften

or flow at these temperatures. These two characteristics might be related,

is., the polymer might chemically degrade due to oxidation and the degraded

polymer might soften and flow. However, it was also possible that the poly-

mer might be chemically stable, yet of too low a softening temperature to be

useful. It appeared that the best approach would be to look for polymers of

high softening temperatures which would be chemLcally stable. This was the

basic approach which had been attached by a mAmber of mwrkers, but with a

notable lack of significant uaccess.

*Registered trade-mark, the duPont Company.
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The major problem encountered were that when one attempted to symp-

thes-ie polymers which were expected to have enhanceod stability the p, 7mer-

forming reactions (polymerization reactions) proceeded sluggLshly and yielded

products of too low molocular weight. In those few cases where products of

apparently high enough molecular weight were obtained, they completely resist-

ed all attempt. to do something with them. They ware insoluble in all

solvent. tried. When heated in an attempt to sold them, these polymers did

not soften or flow at any point short of decomposition temperatures. Thes

materials came to be known as "brick dusts". They were typical products of

many high temperature polymer synthesis programs.

Another basic problem which faced this field was termed the "leak link"

problem. Some of the most chemically stable compounds known in organic

chemistry are the aromatic hydrocarbons, such as benuene and its homologs,

biphenyl, terphenyl, quaterphenyl, etc.

benzene biphenyl p-terphenyl p-quaterphenyl

At this time, no good proedsure existed for the preparation of polyphemyls

of even moderate molecular weight. Therefore, a commn approach was to

react chemically substituted bensene with other aromatic, co-reatLve com-

pounds to fore polymers which contained a high proportion of aromatic macle"

in the recurring structures

0 0 0 0
Cl-C~~ [O&Cj) 34 HLON2nHCI

terephthalyl resorcinol Iroiatic polyester

chloride

While the aromatic units in then type polmers were still quite stable, the

"Nter group (-CO0) was of considerably lses Stability. Tbeftore, the

stability of the polymer was limited not by the aromatLe goup, but by the



ester .rroup. in reneral. the conventional polymer korming condensation

reactions alI left such '".e3k links" in the chain. Therefore. if one allows

soxe oversinplification, the tzast serious problems at this point in time

could be represented:

(1) Those polymerization reactions which could yield pol%ners of pre-

ferred ,tAbilitVy ,enerally proceeded slu.,y'ishly and gave products of too low

,olecular weight to be useful materials.

(2) In some cases, polymers of possibly hirh enough molecular weight

cocld be prepared but they resisted all efforts to dissolve, mold or otherwise

shape them into useful forms.

(3) Those conventional reactions which could yield high molecular weight

polvmers which were fabricable generally left residual '"eak links" in the

atrLCture which seriously limited the polymer mtability.

Professor Carl S. ,.Marvel of the University of Illinois Chemistry and

Chemical Engineering Department for a number of years had been recognized as

a leading authority in the field of polymer synthesis. Duri'ng the Second

World War, he was very active in the government sponsored synthetic rubber

research and development program. During the middle 1950's, he became a con-

tractor of the Polymer Branch, Nonmetallic materials Division, Air Force

Materials Laboratory, in the area of thermally stable polymers. Shortly

after this, the University of Illinois program was expanded to include inves-

tigations by Professor John C. Bailar on coordination polymers and Professor

Ludwig AudrLeth on inorganic polymers. Marvel, Bailar and Audrieth worked

independently, although Marvel was the administrative head of the total

pcogram. Marvel, a very aggressive and talented scientist, had become very

highly interested in the preparation of thermally stable organic polymers.

lie was strongly affiliated with the interests of the Air Force in pursuing

such materials. Due to his high motivation in this direction and to his

obvious talents, he was given rather broad license to conduct research in

this area.

Marvel's association with the Polymer Branch by the late 1950's had been

at..sfactorT-, £n gernral, both to Marvel and to the Air Force personnel. 'No

lack of co mnunication appeared to exist between these two groups.



Discussions were candid and informal. Marvel had little patience with tan-

gential effort, which although interesting, did not contribute toward the

objectives of his research. The research always appeared purposely directed.

The staff of Marvel's part of the program generally consisted of Ph.D. can-

didates, although occasionally a single post-doctoral would be taken on.

In addition to the Air Force sponsored program, Marvel was also supported

by funds from the 'Xpartmeut of Agriculture, the duPont Company and at times by

funds from other organizations such as the National Science Foundation. Thus,

a rather wide variety of work was underway concurrently having fairly dissim-

ilar objectives.

The research underway on the Air Force program at about the time of

discovery of thte polybenzimLdasoles (PBI) is summarized in Appendix II. It is

apparent from this summary that Marvel believed that the future of high temp-

erature polymers rested primarill with polymers having cyclic or ring struct-

ures in the main chain, and cKireover, with structures having large propor-

tions of aromatic nuclei. He was greatly impressed that "Black Orlon" (a poly-

acrylonitrile that had been pyrolyzed in a specific manner to give what was

believed to be a double-chain or ladder structure):

• CHj,, C• o CHa "CH" CH2.,.CH 1CH 2.,CH/

C N C Ic- N -C \\N C/ I'"N

Black Orlon

could be heated in a flm to red heat without visible change. Hie was

attsmpting to ptepare similar polymer structures by other methods. Hie had

also pursued the preparation of polyphenylenes.

In the latter part of 1958, Marvel became interested in an approach

which had been followed by Brlenmeyer in 194*4. Erlenmeyer 16had prepared a

type of aromatic-heterocycei polymer, a poly(phenylene thiasole), by a novel

V~ 7-



kind of reaction:

n OrHaC-G C-CH2 Br + nHSC SH

p-bis(bromacetyl) benzene p-phenylene bis(thionamide)

~Cý \c+2nHBr +2nHaO

poly(phenylene thiaole)

This reaction was novel because it was a condensation reaction which did not

leave a "weak link" in the polymer structure. The thiazole ring (a hetero-

cyclic unit) has a stability in the same range or higher than the phenylene

unit. This type of polymerization reaction, a ring closure reaction, it

appeared, could be used to circumvent the "weak link" problem mentioned earlier.

Marvel repeated the work ci Erlenmeyer, et. al., since in the original work the

reaction products wer not fully characterized. The polymers obtained by

Marvel and coworkers were of good stability but of low molecular weight and

very limited solubility.

In the latter part of 1958 and in 1959, Ruisgen and coworkers 79pub-

lishod procedures for the preparation of other types of heterocyclic compounds,

the oxadiaxoles and triasoless

R-CaII 0
I NH R~C~ '' R-C C-a

NlEW, /l ,,, R.II % "III

N N/

aryl tetrasole acyl ohloride substituted oudiasole

I " NH R--C--" R-C C-R
NEW' It II

N-N

acylimino ohloride substituted phenyener triazole

Marvel recognized that the oxadiasoles and triasoles were stable structures,

and immediately undertook the preparation of polymers via a ring Closure

reaction forming these unitst

,. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M .. . .ý"--,'• . . .- •J,.. ,. ... . .•. . . 17• .
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N-N

poly(plenylene oxad, azole)

n 9+7H n Clj

poly(phenylene triazoles)

The po'y(phenylene oudiasoles) were of very good stabllity; however, they

were insoluble in all solvents. The poly(phenylene triazoles) were of nearly
the same stability, and while soluble in organic acids such as formic acid,

the molecular weights were too low.

From the time that research had begun in the Polymer Branch directed

toward high teperature polymers, proravms had been conducted, internally and

contractually, to determine the thermal stability of various classes of orgini

eeai-organio and inoRganic ooqmounds. %%a research covered basic studies o!

the mechanims of decomposition and extended to screening studies of a large
number of different types of simple and coqplex compounds. The intention here
was (1) to provide basic information on general chemical reactions involvvd in
decomposition of model compounds, and (2) provide a general library of semi-
quantitative information on the roess thermal stability of organic model com-
pounds. This information was placed in the hands of the synthesis chemist to

help guide him seardh for more stable chenieal systemu.

In the period from 1958 to 1960, a program was in effect at Monsanto

Chemical Coqmany, led by Dr. J. W. Dale, direoted toward polymeric fluids

stable at temperatures in the order of 800 0 1OOOOF. A portion of this



effort was involved in screening model compounds for thermal stability by

mans of the isoteniecope method. A large number of compounds were screened

in this program, including aromatic ant heterocyclic structures. Since

repcrts generated by one Branch contractor were automatically distributed to

other contractors of the Branch, Marvel received the results of this work.

In January 1959, one report 1 0 issued from this work which listed, among many

other compounds, the isoteniscope results for imidazole. These results

indicated that imLdazole had a very good stability. Marvel read and noted

these results,, Wut recalli that no direct synthesis of polymeric imid;mswole

occurred to him at the time. At about that time, January to March 1959.

Harvel was the recipient of a National Science Foundation grant. An appli-

cant from Germany. Dr. Howard Vogel, was accepted to work on, this grant.

In the interval between March and June 1959, Marvel visited the Polymer

Branch to discuss progress under the research contract. Us met with Lovelace

(mentioned earlier) and Dr. W. R. Gibbs. Gibbs. who had joined the Branch

during the previous year, was the project scientist for Marvel's program. ,His

background was polymarizatLon kinetics, dilute solution properties, and diene

synthetic rubbers.

At the outset of the meeting, Marvel was quite despondent over the lack

of positive results from the current program. Further, he felt that he did

not have any better "doas on which tv work. Although progress toward stable

polymers on the present program was disappointing, Lovelace and Gibbs were

of the opinion that the present course of work waz good and *trongly encour-

aged Marvel to contimu. They encouraged Marvel to seek related systems

where the principle of ring-closure coadens,'.tion reactions cmold be employed.

About four hours were spent in a detailed review of the present approach and

results and discussing possible future effort. Although amories Acw of

those present are all sommeat vague about tM exact sitvation, lovelace

recalls (them conatiWd by Gibbs) that Nervel brought up the imidasole as

a potential polyner. This was eaplored further when Marvel recalle a

specific refietnce in the literature to the preparation of bens~oidasoles.

The three then went to the Bremob library and looked up the reference. It

appears that this reference was: N. A, Phillips, J. Chem. 1oc., 1415 (1930)

This reference gives the preparation of bensoiidasolea by condensation of

aromatic ortho diamines with an organic acid in an acidic meJLa.

~ ~ -
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sN H

o-phertyLene diamiiý' organic acid substituted benzimidazol

Hlarvel planxaed to try this approach.

Following this diecuselon, Marel was in an optimistic frame of mind and

visLbly encouraged about tho research.

'.2n I August 1959, Vogel reported for werk. Varvel outlined aome four

possi,*e research projects. Included in these was the symthesis of aromatic
benximidazole polymers based on the reoctiems el aummatic i-acids with aroma-
tic di-ortho diamines. This progrum wes seetad by Vogel.

Very shortly theorsatter, Vogel begp work along the Iinm suggested. It

was found that the reaction of aromatic adde mid mamatic dt-intho dLamines

did not go mell and poor yields were obtaimid. The, work was suemded to
cover vaa4ous solvent systems alon lines inggested in the hitorsture but

with lind.hed sucess. Following conventional approaches of reactions of

cerbonyl eeop*wu with mimn, they attempted the reaction of methyl esters

rather Am the free acids, but the sethyl esters proved too volatile at
tempeaftes iequimi for readtion. They then tried phenyl esters to saln-
miss Wilalklity.
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At once a dramatic change took place. The reactions proceeded smoothly

to yield soluble polymers of much higher molecular weight. This inherent

viscosity indicated that the molecular weight of the polymer was in the

range required for useful properties. Vogel recalls that the first high

molecular weight PB! was prepared just prior to Christmas recess in 1959.

It had an inherent viscosity of about 0.5 dl.i .

At once Marvel telephoned the results to Gibbs and recomended shifting

the work to the AF contract in order to expedite the work and to get it into

channels where the material would be used. This was approved and changed.

Further work was conducted on the AF program.

diaminobenzidine diphenyl isophthalate

N ~ N
+÷2n •-OH + 2n-HaO

pc1y(phmzl1.e bibenmidasole)

Samples of the polymers were forwarded to the Polymer Branch where

Dr. G, F. L. Wers oonducted thermograviintrio analysis. The results were
on the early polymers, but still, the weight loss characteristics wees quite

good.
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For several years, Marvel had been a consultant for the duPont Company.

Shortly after this time he visited duPort and for the first time becam aware

of the work of Brinker and Robinson12 there, who had synthesized polybensimiLd

azoles based on aliphatic dicarboxylic acids and aromatic diortho dLaMnLes.

These partially aromatic polymers, however, had much lower stability than

their aromatic cousins. Interestingly, the aliphatic free aiLds readily form

the Lmidazoles, whereas in the aromatt i series this reaction is unsatisfactor,

Either during this visit or another made rather soon after, duPont expressed

a willingness to conduct a six month program to determine the potential of tho

PBI's as fiber-forming materials. This offer was communicated to the AF who

agreed to the plan. Very shortly thereafter, duPont initiated this effort,

utilizing their well-known capabilities to prepare fiber and evaluate the

properties, particularly the high temperature properties.

Although the data were alow in arriving, and the lack of adequate

communication between the AF and duPont was felt to contribute to this,

Marvel relayed the tentative results to AFML. Fibers prepared from dimethyl

sulfoxide solution gave tenacities over 2-3 grams/denier at room temperature

and they retained very high percentages of that strength at temperatures up

to 350"C and perhaps higher. 1w 'her, the overall properties of the fiber

were such that it could undergo any conventional textile processing opera-

tions. These results were extremely encouraging.

Larger scale follow-on research directed particularly toward the pre-

paration of high temperature fibers was next of concern. The duPont Company'

was awarded a contract for this and related effort. In a matter of some 3-4

months, the work was underway under the direction of Dr. A. Fraser of the

Textile Fibers Department. During the program the polymerisation was more

fully investigated, larger quantities of PBI were prepared and the fiber

forming process at the laboratory level was investigated in some detail.

The first compmhensive data on the mechanical properties of the fibers and

yarns under a wide range of conditions were obtained. The fiber was found

to have an advantage of soe 200"F+ over the formerly used nylons, and a

significant but smaller advantage over other new polymers under development.
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As a result of the duPont program, it was clear that this now fiber

should be of considerable value for a variety of applications such as decel-

erators, reinforcement for high temperature ducting, high temperature tire cord,

etc. The strength at temperature was greater than any other available system.
In 196h a program was initiated by the Manufacturing Technology Division of the

Air Force Materials Laboratory at Celanese Chemical Corporation for the develop-

ment of a commercial process for the production of high grade PBI fiber. This

inc.luded process work on the starting materials, polymerization, isolation, fiber
spining and preparation of yarns and woven articles. This program was success-

fully completed in December 1965. The yarn and woven articles are now under eval-

uat ion.

With the success realized in the fiber preparation work during 1960 and

1961, the adaptation of this chemical system to other uses was planned. However,
the means of utilizing this new polymer in applications, such as high tempera-
ture plastics, laminates and adhesives, was not at all obvious.

Plastic, laminate, and adhesive uses require that the polymer, at some stage

in the process, must be capable of being molded or formed. For nonreinforced

plastics this is accomplished either by molding the conventional polymer at, or

slightly above, the softening temperature, or by the ue of a pre-polymer tech-

nique. The pre-polymer technique involves the use of a polymer that is only

partially polymerized. This partially poaMewrizsed polymer generally softens at

temperatures lower than the fully polymerised material and is easier to handle.

Alternatively, the pre-polymr in dissolved in a solvent which is then allowed

to volatise and deposit the pre-polymer in a desired form, e.g., sheets or films.

The partially polymerised material is then heated, usually under pressure. to
onutinue polymerisation to ooepletio to yield optimm proporties. Basically,

the smen approach is used for the plastics which are reinforced by fiber glass,
or other ftjamentar reinforcing materials. However, it in essential, in order

to realise reinforswnt, for the polymer to come into intimte contact with the
reinforcing media to form an adhesive bond. This is generally termed "wetting"
the reinforcing media. The same "wetting" phenomena is required for adhesive

applications. The partially polymerised material is then heated under pressure

to complete the polymerization. For plastic and adhesive applications
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it is vital, therefore, that the polymer be capable of significant softerdng

and flow to permit molding and formation of the adhesive bonds.

FBI, however, in high molecular weight form does not soften or flow sis.

nificantly, even uzi*ur pressure, below temperatures where the polymer decom-

poses. There was no asmn ance that enough softening and flow could be obtair

even from polymers of lower molecular weight (pre-polymers). Further, there

no assmrance that if the polymerization was stopped short of completion, that

the reaction could be made to continue in the mold or press in the presence c

other materials, eg., the reinforcing media or other substrates. Lastly, it
thought necessary to provide some means by which crosslinking between polymer

chains could be effected. Conventional reinforced plastics were crosslinked

polymers, and the additional strength provided by this was thought necessary

provide adequate high temperature strength properties.

Mr. R. T. Schwartz, Chief of the Nonmetallic Materials Division of AFML

was the prime moving force behind starting research on the development of

approaches for plastics, laminates and adhesives from FBI. A program was

initiated for research on plastics, laminates and adhesives from FBI and othe,

candidate systems with Narmco Pesearch and Development, a division of dhittaki

Corporation. The most active participants in this program were Mr. Sidney

Litvak, Plastics and Composites Branch, Nonmetallic Materials Division, AML

(see organization chart Appendix M) and Mr. Harold Levine, senior staff

chemist, of Warmoo R & D. Early approaches were concerned with conducting tht

polymerization with an imbalance of amine and ester to yield a lower molecular

weight polymer which, hopefully, would soften and flow. This was unsucossWfu

and stolhicmstric relations were attempted and interrupted shortly after reac

tion cosmenoad to yield very low moleoular weight pre-polymer averaging about

dinmr or trimar. This pre-polymer was found to soften and flow under pressue
Equally iogortant, it ums found that this pre-polymer would continue to poly-

m.rise in the presence of filamentary hioh temperature fiber glass to yield
mall scale lminates with very good strength. This demonstrated that a satia

factory adhei•ve bond was forming.

Initially this pre-polymer was dissolved in a solvent and cast onto fiber

glass which then would be plied into a laminate. The first two-ply laminates

were prepared and tested in about April 1962. The results were very encouragM

With this success, all other work in the program was halted and the entire eff(
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placed on PBI. In addition, the overall effort of the program was expanded.
This shift in emphasis was justified when the experim.,tal laminates were found
to possess exceptional strengths at temperatures of 800°F and higher. In addi-
tion, metal-to-metal adhesives formed from the PBI pre-polymer were fowmd to be
very exciting. The first samples yielded 2200 psi lap shear strength (stainless

steel) after aging one hour at 700WF.

An important by-product of this work was the demonstration that It is not

necessary to have crosslinked polymer structures to obtain good high temperature
properties, if the material has a high enough softeninF temperature. The inter-
chain forces in the glassy solid the physical state below the softening tempera-

ture for amorphous polymers,are sufficiently strong to Rive good strengths.

A continuing series of developments made the PBI resin work a source of

satisfaction. A melt process was found for the pre-preing operation which
avoided the use of solvents. Techniques were developed for the larver scale

purification of intermediates and polymerization which led to ample supplies of
polymer for the work. Successively lower cure temperatures and pressures came
out of further work. The dielectric constant and loss of the laminates were

found to be almost temperature insensitive. The use of mirmd esters of diphenyl-

isophthalate and diphenyl terephthalate gave improved high temperature strength
properties, a new polymerization reaction using the diamides rather than diesters

were foumd to give superior aging at high temperatwue as a result of the lowered
amount of volatile8 produced during reaction. This latter development led to the

first I e molded specimen of PBI. In addition the preparation of N-phenyl sub-
stitute, 'BI's h&as firthr isproved the long-teim aging qualities of laminates.

N- 
C N
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In the fall of 1962, at the request of the Air Force to define theJr

commercial position in this PBI area, W.ttaker decided to conduct the devel-
opment of certain FBI resins and adhesives as a corporate ventre. This

group was headed by a vice-president of the company. This has cul•iunated

in the Laidite*line of Narmco products. This satisfied an objective of AFFL

in that a source of these materials was nov available to the Air Forca, other

military agencies and to the aircraft industry.

Further devmlopment of the PBI resins and adhesives toward specialized

objectives has been continued within the Air Force. A variety of programs

to explore the utility of PBI in honeycomb, foam, sandui-h, and filawmnt

winding applications as well as other areas is nderway.

* Registered trade-mArk name, Whittaker Corporation,

S.... --- --Z "" • . .. . .• , ,. . . :.. . .T • --. . . .'mo M -
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APPENDIX I

OGneral Chronolo1y

Pt-ior to June 158 1 - C. S. Marvelt History of long participation to polye

field. Contractor closely affiliated

with objectives of AFML. Held opinion

that future of organic polymer for high

temperature lay mainly with aromatic

polymers.

2 . AFML History of productive research with

follow-on into development. Management

aware of research and objectives.

Control of the research program in hands

of working level personnel.

3 - Others: Very small amount of effort overall in

high temperature polymers. Some few

selected programs under industrial

supports, on aromatic or heterocyclic

polymers.

June-Dec '581 Marvel becomes interested in preparing

aromatic-heterocyclic polymers via ring

closure polymerization. Series of

papers by Erlenmeyer described polymer-

ization of p-bis-bromocetyl compounds

with bis-thioamides to Rive polythia-

soles. Th9 a is followed in late '58 by

a series o1 papers by Huasgen describing

preparations of manomeric oxadiasoles

via reaction with acid chlorides.

Jan-Feb '.591 Work on above systems continue, Marvel

becomes awre that simple imidlasoles
have good stability via Monsanto report.

So method of synthesis is at once appar-

ent. Marvel is awarded NSF grant. In-

vites Dr. Herward Vogel to come from

Germany for post-doctoral.



May '59 Marvel visits AF Materials Laboratory and in discussion with

Lovelace and Gibbs, the idea of preparing PBIs 'by ring

closure polymerization of aromatic tetraamines and aromatic

diacide comes out. Marvel plans to try.

Sep '59 Vogel reports. Marvel outlines four possible programs.
Vogel selects work on preparing PBI.

Dec '59 First high molecular weight PB.I's are synthesized. Work

transferred to AF contract.

Jan-Nov '60 DuPont becomes interested and initiates n six-month program

to do preliminary spinning and fiber evaluation. Results

come to AFML.

Mar '61 Contractual program with DuPont begins.

Jan '62 Program on PBI resins begins with Warmco.

June '62 First small scale preparations of prepolymers, laminates and

adhesives show promise.

Jan-Mar '63 First lI ply laminate.

Nov '62 Narmoo decides to take-on PBI resins and adhesives as

commercial venture.

Jun-Aug '63 Melt coat process fomd for laminates.

Oct '63 New route to PBI resins via di-emides instead of di-esters.

Dee '63 AMW, asnufacturing Teohnolog Division, process development

work on FBI fiber begins.

'64 Process development work begins on lsminates with Warmco.

Dee '65 Full scale evaluation of PBX, fibers, yains, tapes and
won fabric begins.



Research In Progress Under Direction of C. S. fkmwl Just Price' to mi at Ml,
Tini of Disoowwy of PSI

A. Poilyarcmatice

I - polypbhy~iews via polymsrisation of 1,,3--cyclohemdiems* aid aromixtis

tion.

2 - poljysre and copolymers of aromatic hydocron, g.,-j *thylmmtfifi
ceme, and pyre..

B. Polymers Baned on Inter-Intraaolecular Propagation

1 - psn, of 1,95; 1,96; 1,?7; diolefline

2 - pan, of diallyl aillan.
3 - trmneannular pin.

C. Polysobiff Barses

D. Polyplithalooyanines

S. Polyigric Basic Beryllium Carboxylates

F. Hetceocyclito Polymers
polypyridiies Yia oxisiation, of polyvii~l Intomms and ring-closure.

G. Ladder Polymers - via cyclic pm., of diaoa7..lmtlasins, oxlmtion and rii%
closure

R. AramtIo4leterocyalic Polymmr

1. htiu~Imuw1. thiabolest via, rift closure, polymombeusation of p-bis-
'blomaoetylbummens with phev~1ei ble tbimiauds

2. * & SM ?ouemeeOdianle*s mi TrIaas~s via polyoouiemation of an'
ustio Mes letrmus2a idt bbs addhloa'ids and bls inibr hio~rIdes
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STU". rO PSI 7133~ DEVBLONTf

0. 1* diocaission. bNwet Marvel, Iow]Melaf 40iObbs,; it is awggsted that

reactisn of dianmjabsm~tim- aw srointi aCI& ldll lead to use8u 1d4

uxpeatiw stable po2lymrw.F

1. warfti and Vogel find that tbe :p01psriwLsati ef vi(IKN=l 190ph0alte
~Ibeinidinze A,= at h~ghi molecular himght iftlYmsr. P!SIidil7 tot

sh-o'.' the piolyaw. bos very good th'ormal stabil-ty.

2. DuDont finu thet th PDI' a can be opum into btraig fibern with outstar

pr~epetias at eleeittd toiuperatw'es.

'*3. W1 n and trai~dsarticlO can be pr---ared from PBI foflowing work on 1,
cea vKhic provides qftntlties of fibe*r.

r'sDea-ntration that. ýwen and briadsd articles frowis the fibers have Dupe

prop~erties In applkcation vwh wt deowereatqrs,, expandable atructursi

rei'iAforcermiotta tire,, clucting, etc.

STAt 79 PSI WN2 BOVC)?PHWT

0. In discustcsio betin Mooervup, rovelaru and. Ghibbs, it in suggested that

roactiop of, d1ainowberisidin uAi arowtio. acids, will lead to a useful, h

1. ieYIda Vogel flu that the polymrisat~m of 4i*mwl Isopbthalate

Md±nobenudlu florm a bigk mi~ectiar mil~it polpuer,

2. IAvins et al.9 at A&iva fiynds that the p.JyIsaton can be stoppedt

to yield soluble, fWAihe polymer mbiah am to wad to Anre a laminate.

3. Dmonstratior. %W. laminates based upmn M3 have evtstandig strengtii ai

retention of strength~ st dsvat--j b.saus mi can be qWd. 1n large
sections.

itt. Lazminates of oonfl~iuation similar to that to be used in future systems
4av prepared and oqfaluated.

Ncuzrrently und~lermy
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FACTORS* CONSIDERED
IN ANALYZING EVENTS OF REIs

From the study of all the cases, thi Committee selected a number

of the more prominent factors which seemea to he operating with some

frequency in the identified REIs and listed them as follows:

List
of

Factors Considered in Analyzing Events of REIs

I. High educational level (advanced degree) of principal investigator

2. Importance of management

3. Importance of Government-sponsored research

4. Importance of recognized need

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction during work
and local control of funds (easily available resources)

6. Industrial laboratory involvement

7. Basic research in the laboratory (or institution or organization)

8. Commnications across organizations

9; Technical problem as the principal obstacle

10. importance of a "hbampion"

11. Freedom for individuals

12. Broad spectrum of types of laboratories

13. Geographic pro'5.mity

14. Prior experience with innovation

15. Organizational structure (barriers and bonds)

The discussion in the section on FINDINGS in the main body of the
report amplifies the meaning of these factors in the context of the
analysis of the cases.,
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SMART ANALYSIS

1. Fibers:t This case would appear to differ substantially from most other

cases due to the fact that a number of different organizations are actively
involved in the reseerch and development as wall as in the technical and admin-

istrative direction of the program. These include a government laboratory, a
university and two industrial concerns. All of these participants played a

major role. The case gives a good basis on which to examine particularly such

features as coummication across organizations, geographical proximity, the
importance of government sponoored research, the role of management and the

importance of a recognised need and the inter-relation of these factors in a

research and development program.

This case is primarily chaxacterized by the high incidence of Factors 1(515)
2(•/5), 3(5/5), (5/5), 8(4/5) and 9(5/5). The importance of management
comes up strongly in several waya: (a) nature in which the AF laboratory is
permitted to approach the problem, (b) a constant level of support available
for conducting the research over periods of much less fruitful activity, (a)
the dependence of at least laboratory management upon the advice and opinions

of the working level technical personnel and, (d) kmeping the research per-
sonnel informed of the kinds of v'eds that exist. As the research proceeds
the management assumes a greater role in determining where the areas of appli-

cation are and hence the direction of the applied research and development work.

The progr•• has been fully funded by the government, with the exeption
of the six-month phe faded by Deout. The use of governeent funds, there-
fore, ws vital to the Inception and progess of this work.

The need for the Isprved material In probably the wst important factor
in the cas. The need was reconised by personnel at every phase in the

Due to the fact that several organizations were involved at least adequate

conrmication between these groups at the working level or first echelon of

supervision us necessary. The m al means of couwnicattion utilized were

visits, telephono, and transmittal of reports. Due to the geographical non-
proximity of these groups the nuober of personal contacts was probably fewer
than desirable. However, no particular effect of this was noted in the program.
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Perhaps as significant as the Factors occurring in a high incidence

those of low incidences 10(0/5), 12(0/5), 13(0/5), 15(015), 5(2/5) and I
Some weighting should be done with Factor n1, since this Factor, believed

Important to the inception of the progra., became scshast less iportaeL

the program proceeded toward developmnt.

From. this analysis it would appear that certain of the Factors selecl,

for evaluation of the committee are more important toward the beginning o!

program or toward the middle to end phases and are not nearly representati

of the program as a whole. A likely next step would be to isolate all o,
2. 3, 4., 5 and 6 type stages in the several cases and cosqare the 01s6, V1'

2's, etu.

2. Resins: As may be noted from the frfqnenoy of Fctors indicated for i

sub-case, it is almost identical with the Fibers case above, and the col

me,de in the discussion there are valid here.
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A CASE ILISTORY

OF
ANTIOZONAiMMl* FOR SBR** RUBBER

NAMRATIVE

PROBIM4

Prievention of ozone cracklLng of diene-type rubbers.

BACKGROUND

Natural rubber as an engineering material was in use by natives of

the new world before Columbus discovered America. It wasn't until 1839

vwibh tue, discovery of sulfur vulcanization by Charles Goodyear that the

technology of rubber made a significant advance. Since then many im-

provements have been made in the characteristics of rubber and the

processes used in natural rubber technology. One of the difficulties

which has a historical background was the problem that stressed rubber

developed cracAs wilen exposed to the atmosphere. At first this was

attributed to the s=i or to light but was later shown to be due to a

relatively low (below 50 pphm) ozone concentration in the air. These

crac,'k in natural rubber were small but numerous and, although wisihtly,

they did not usually result in f'ailure of the item. Also it taie considered

that rubber had a relatively short li.Le and that a ready supply of new

items was always available.

* 'Antiozidant" is an occasional synonym for this term.
** 'WBR" is a common term for a class of Styrene Butadisne copolymer Rubbers.



0 ito Vhls scene ca•u tLie problems associated with World War IM:

sho-rtagc of 'atural rubber, the use of reclaimed rubber, and the short

sapply eof knowledge,, compoundiZu experience and long-term a~in3 data o

a new material variously called Buna S, OR-S, or SBR. This butadie'e-

styrene copolyr-er was very susceptible to ozone crackting and differed

natural rubber in t'vat the f'irst craclm formed did no6 relieve the sur

stiess anLl as a result, grew in size and depth so as to destroy the at

rubber. In contrast to this large volume, gereral purpose, nonozone-r

rubber, were the higher coot specialty rubbers such as Neoprene, Butyl

Silicone, and Thiohol that have inherent oz(one resistance. Since thes

specialty rubbers were much highee in price and unsuitable for many an

cations, SBR became the material of choice for all automotive tires ex

the largest sizes. Today it is still a major polymer in the tire indu

MIucii developrinw effort -,as undertaken to pro.ect it from ozone attach

such means as surface coatins, compotuding with waxes and antioxidant

and by designing to oliminate stress points. However, none of these e

was completely saacsfactory. At the same time, consmidorble ef ort %,Ma

expended by various Investi~ators to meuasure the ozone content of air

imay Uieraturo references are available on this subject.

AMMnOwr, D~VMMMM AT? MMC NZAW AMENAL (MA&)

The necessity for protection and storoge of the larg stoc); of

equipmont on hand at the eid of Wor2• War TI, incluing rubber goods,

-- -7 7



~.~~iptedihc A-nW Ot'-driarce Corpi O I.ct iýt ~rcii-aý In I.Dt.' iiwitil a

ri.)np!:orit institute for a "literItue Sutvey on AG&inZ am.d Storaige o0

Vulcanized Rubber Goods ., This survey served L. poi,• out teat there

was 1'2en no good way to preserve rubber iLemo and thma at..propriute ,metilods

needed to be developed. An a result, it was decided to probo tfur',her and

a second more de'initive contract was let to determine t';C factors respon-

sible for aginZ of rubbers. The prime contractor was one o± the Wa.jor

nationnnl rubber companies and it was supported by a subcontract with all

academic institution. 2 ,3 The purpose of this effort was to provide a well-

Grounded and rational basis -for a systematic attac': on t:ie problem. Al-

though much wort•kwhile work of good quality was done witi respect to oxy.;c7

and Its reaction kinetics with rubbers, ozone was not recognized as a s l-

ni2icant quantitative factor. However, the qualitative significance of its

prescnce was now- generrally recognized. At about tris time a paper 4 by

Crabtree and Kcnp of Dell Teloplaonm Laboratories cane to the attentioa of

R. F. Shaw, Chief of R• A Rtubber Laboiatoryo* Bell Telephone hld an in*e.c-•

in the subject associated with the vestar cr•cking of cable insulatior.

Durin3 this era, 8hoi's early vorlk at RZA eqlphasized va-ious ,eai.n o'

defostiint osota attack In aa eqIrici Ve: devolopmnt of coati.,,j usiu

* A brief discussion oa the "'limte" of' the KA Rubber Laboratory (alco
referred to as the •nt •mr Unit) ts given on paes F214-23. A ahtt state-
ment of Its history, resourees and capabilities in given on pa6es 7I7-719.

Oro4 
-.



o~oac-resistant rubbers,,' 6 compounding with waxes -a, conventional

antioxidanLs, and studies of various polymers to detercine their intrinsic

ozone resistance (using Crabtree-Kemp type cabinets for accelerated

testing).

Li 1y•9 ar event occurred that sharply emphasized tive criticality

of the problem. To crosscheck Shaw's concern for the Ar•W's stake in

the problem, a research marnaer respo.-ible for nonmetallic materials

in the Office of the Chief ot Ordnance arranjed to use old, but unused,

tires on trucls involved in a lubricants field wear test being conducted

at Benicia Arsenal. During this test these tiro.s failed in lar;M, numbers

after a very small fraction o.A their expected normal life. This con-

firmed Shjw's concern and 6avo additional impctus to his efforts. It

also smoothed the way at higher headquarters for acceleration of his pro-

Grata to solve the problem.

In response to this new sti•wlus Shaw did two thinas: (1) he

initiated a study to detormine tVe service life of old but unused Ord-

nance rubber item, and (2) he acelerated vork at RIA concentrating on

mthodso to reproduce, masure, and compare ozone cracking to obtain rel•al

data with which to study the problem systematically. In nonnection wiLh h:

of.ra laboratory program he dispatched chemists to the BeU Telephone Labora.

torles to learn more detalls about their oone cabinet constzmtiono Durn.!



this visiL Bell vorl.ers also discucssed uses to wiic,, L:;.eir cabinets were

p•LL aad thc co•jwxutdi:cg v'rk, tiihat .atsc vfaluatcd i, ct hem. A few mantflC

1zaLcý: L.,ese Hock Islad Amsenal chaciszs also c•,,t to the University of

lleN: Mexico to observe aip':o,' for 'r n mosphertc ozone corten'

because it was antlcip•Med that it rairht bcorxxc "'eaiy to ascertain,

ozone c•oncentration ah a'c-.iou Anmy otoraie sies. Uith t1,.s iafor;!Aat-on

added to bach:round dcvelbryed during the contract s tudy of aging factors,

1hmaw placed further cori•racts in 1952 wit¾ the i£ational Bureau ol? Standards 9

3nd tL±e Mst Dcvelopaent Company for developr.jnt ot reliable ozonc test

apparatus. Ile Intended this apparatus to be used init-ially o obtain data

meani••gful for laboratorj studies and ultirmately to be suitable for use

in veL'rina specification tests. In both t:ese efforts Shaw was project

oftieer. The Mast cabinet subsequently ,ras deemed suitable for its purpose

and a signuficant nunbor were marketed.

AlthouGh much empirical engineering-type compoundin- was generaI24

underway (IncludinG at Rock Island), Shaw finall decided that the problem

varinted concentrated fundamental study. Accordingly, In June 1951 he let

a contract with the Auautana Researeh Foundation to study the kinetics

of he oaone/diene rubber Interaction vith tVe aim of understanding *.he

mel'ilens wel enough to control it. This Fomdatiou was an arm of Augus-

tan& Colieae, eonvenlentl Awoated in Fock Iea2id, Mllinois.



Mre,.wAile york cotinud in the RWk Wand Arseral LAbor4t,7

,ii tae sereenliC o.: compounding Ingredlen~a that, vere 'elt to have the

si~ghtest promise. &.thouii pzrctically none of t1ese proved useful,

in-,luding the antiao.vdants, hati and hid ztarf aoticod that 1*1*esM

II, am aatisludre additive for fuel oil,, did &*w symcifc ntioions

activ'ity in rubbers.10 This conflied infortion previco•uol aaquired

by Rock Island cheaists during their visit to Dull Telephone Lmboiatorie

for te purpose of diseussir ozone 74binets. At tVt tim, m4Lhough thW4

m terial seemed to be effective, the mea is by vwir"' it worked wore not

understood. Further, it imas aemral.y ,orsIdervd too tmio for *alf use

in rikor.

Based on his earlier recourse to researc,, in t1*e ptogri A ýiio

dovelolr.14 progress o: t)e Atýustana contiract, Shaw concluded that this

U:insta Innvstiation,, lLiough of good quality would not produss e-

fAnitive Wnousmlon soon enough to provide a theoretical basic for early'

devolpmern of a practical, solution. Furtbt'more, e was acutely aware

that prooduction of unprotected tires coetinued and that the Aiq we bW-

inc a slgnpficanL proportion of Ahm.

After appmimmntely six months' work on t!e purely basic scope of

the Aug.utew invstlition, Shaw decided to split his erfort. He votld



contitnue the systenilvic study of tie ozone/diene reaction meclianism in

I.,pe ot. u~ltiiiatcJky uaderstandling the fundamn~rtal aspects. Hoviever,. he

woLIC-as ýzue "portion oL' the Foundation's ei'Vort to follow up tic

'Anumane nl clue. iervas sz"~o~ntiroYng tha~t did work even iAhough J4

conzidev-vd -to. uyina2C to use.

B'tclx7 in.zi 3a o:i the phzurmacolorist 's approach., Shaw reasoned

t~hat hip~ier x*U-vc'A - wel-i, andi bulkier hmoilaWo of this caiemical comn-

jx-und would p.,6bab3ytv v ar.-Lonx, peticy.c Als o they would haive

L.ower ýaý- presever, vwxoV !* rettined in the rubber lonaer-, and at the

sai'v time~ be less toxic. Arecatg~ir, bi =*ified the contract scope to

.wL^ude synthesJis of _av , L __b$zg b#AW (ýn phony]3*ne d4±wjw

derivt4iven azA~ similar cappodo. Ihk 'AA U4~ cbzs to vhich Tenamne

U balomgod. Whmr t1Ie oprofift e- "jW@ Xv to Irickso chem~ists of

VWg POURWU&M qaMWi~ M--41s to Sbkw-6 OXCIcg. ph.arm-

C0I104ca OM , -b sood -9- rwiAM.V 4"fmt '4 Vie RIA

UmbeWr tebwautS fu t~v offbsW of eavu 1abI4f' in rmbbero * This

)sboretoqrfA 84 ej O b@Mg Sam - ~ &U sapet de rubber corn-

X)owUa1U OW4 VMOA&S pMW* If Mot was* taIa OUt in experimental

tIMO# 3'tAMWAV the aavivun WM~ b1OSOCa14 e3vtl~ sad mwprowd

vi Ai rvaott to tZrheaS tr bolo IWM.4, %W & eab~. of lvhe Ari Surgeon
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As the resul, of close personal communication with Rock Island P-4i

rengular receipt of* iLs reports, Detroit Arsenal ena-ineors responsible

for rubber automo'ive comuponents became fully aware of the ozone crucc!-

in3 proulcia. They decided to supplement Shaw's wori& with a contractIl

of their own and Shaw furnished all available data from hir ovin and Iiis

contractors-' laboratories.

This resu.lted i, a contract between DetroiL Arsenml and Burke Re-

search and thIe subsequent acquisition, in Septer.mer 1953, of experimental

samples of phenylene diamine compounds from the Universal Oil Products Co.

These samples had been prepared originally for entirely different purposes,

i.e., as a:protective agent in the processilng of alfalfc. for Vita•ain K, an,

as an oil sludge inhibitor.

As the certainty oi a practical antiozonaut grew Shaw contacted

several chemical suppliers in 1953 to insure a poLenaLial commiercial source

of su"pl, which wou34 be necessary if specificatiors wnre eventually to

require osone-resistant tires. At that time the cIlemical suppliers prooved

reluctant to comitt themeelves unbess their proprietary rights cculd be

protected. This was not fea sile became the un.lque application of these

compounds resulted fra, AroW-f'uded effort.* Eventually mny rubber

*Milltary lvention lecord filed by R. F. Shaw, 29 June 19.
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chemical companies did enter tile field, includlnZ at least one that had

oL':!:;hU.3y demur-red. .Meir ultimate judýrpnt to produce these materials

appeai-r vall fou Aled since the present market is estimated at rell over

14 million dollars per year.

Ao R hedge against its possible failure, al.ernate in-house and

coW r-act~ work continued throeetout the AuGuztana/RIA effort. Shaw con-

tiaucd to explore coatings13 and other moans of tire protection, suca as

covers. Eventually, as the Augustana compounds became available, the

RIA Laboratorj tried them in paint-on soluLions and coatings for stock

tires. Although solvent applications of experimental antiozonants were

Of meurable benefit, it becam appareat that tLlir optimum employment

was with waxes as part of" the rubber compound and this is how they are

used today.

The successful developmrnt of practiral nontouic antiosonanta was

documinted In subceqent teahica repoats •a • and 19.25

Other apncies 1 9 began to confirm these rmeultap ad in AWgwt 1954 a

dofinitive technical articO e & p~shed by 5Lw,, Osefort, and Touhay.2 0

An part 0: this prqjr4 Work oe test wthods~l ad usesuring d~evices 2

continued-a•d an eztenalve biblio h an orsov wsssued.23

The official t•tton of thiA deveoynt in behalf of the

ArmW was spotsored by Detroit Arsenal through the Tire and Rim Association24
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and'by the issue, in Janury 1955. of an iEnineering ChanGe Order25 to

the mjlitary tire specification. It required ozone reisztance in tires

7oi t'e first tim . Further implementation follued later vitA establIsh.

Ment o0f MILr.TD-417T, Ozone Resistanec, Tests, in Sertember 1957. 2hrough-

out this period o.? the mid and late fifties a substantial number of open

literature publications. internal reports, tud patents were issued as a

direct result of the program.2 6 "41

After a long delay in Category 35 tSC 267, _aused by a shortae or

leCal personnel in Washington, a patent42 was issued to Shaw in 1962 based

on the Military InvenrLion Record he filed in 1953. 1he long-term storne

protection of these antiozonants in rubber was concllveVl proven after

ten years of mxtdoor ezocu•e•4 3 at Rock Island Arsenal.

Idustrial interest Is now clear= evident because there are fifteen

soppliers who provide forty chemicals of tdS kind to the marlet at the

present tm, The nt rsMt irnAlation of the value of this development

was *hoem in a pAhs .giwn at the Awrican Chemical Society Rubber Divi-

sion .mting in INuh &Me. t stated: 'Zt Is conervatively estimated

that the an• 64 pa of - a t in tie tM4ted States in pssengsr

tire uws j,• V ." To this sat be added the maso" other It(

in tV machanlal rubber pooi f•e2d.
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APPENDIX A
TO

CASE HISTORY
OF

ANTIOZNAMNTS FOR SBR RUBBER

The Eiastoner Unit - RIA Laboratory*

I. Historical Background

The Ordnance Research Program at Ro,-k Island Arsenal in the area

of s, nthetic rubber was first funded in FY 47. Rubber development work,

however, began on artillery and tank end items in 1935 on a specific

problem basis. This background assisted Rock Island Arsenal in becominz

established in the rubber field. It was recognized that the Ordnance

Corps was the largest user of rubber products within military agencies

and that a continuing effort should be made to keep "in house" capabilities

in the forefront in this rapidly changing field. All areas including basic

research, applied research, end item development, testing and standardiza-

tion were included in the assignment and scope of effort.

Specific Acco ismats Inclde:

Antiosonants: The class of dIal)kl-p-phenylene dimmine antiozonants

was discovered. These are now widely used in rubber products to the extent

of several million dollars worth per year.

Seat seistant Inhbitors, A ffdý of Inhibitors for improving

therml stability of elmstomere in the 2%-3OCF rang was developed. These

are useful In heavy duty military hardvare applications.

• These data were prepared for another purpose in 1963. Kowevere, the elements
of information are essentially valid for the period of this case.



Low Tempe. Iture Performnce Measurement: Tests for low tempera-

turc flexibility aad brittleness of elastomers devised and described by

this laboratory and accepted by AS23 and 50 as standard.

Machine Gun Components: Most recently clastomeric coverings havirZ

outstandinZ properties were developed for use in the M60 machine gun.

The laboratory also acts as general consultant for elastomer

hardware problems encountered in other former Ordnance installations, i .e.,

Picatinny Arsenal, Redstone Arsenal, ATAC, etc.

II. Personnel

By Degree

1 - Ph.D.
2 - M.A.
9 - B.A.
2 - Technicians

III. Facilities

13,000 sq. ft. of space Is available for experimental work.

IV. Specialized tugxMnt

A coemplte line of rubber compounding processing and testing

equipment is available. Specialized equipment includen cryogenic test

chamber, and a hiCh intensity cobalt 60 source. Also available are the

necessary laboratory facilities and equipment for monomer synthesis and

polymerization. A rubber proesseing and fabrication pilot plant is avail-

able for small production and semi-york studies.



V. Type of Work

A. Test & Evaluation c' New Elastomers & Compounding Inaredieats

B. Development & Iiaorovemnunt of Rubber Formulations for Army
Ap1ilications

C. Liuid Butyl Rubber Systems for Radiological Shieldind

D. High Bulkc Modulus Cellular Rubber for Auwy Alrlications

E. New & Improved Elastomers Resulting from Grafting and Cross-
linkin1 ;

F. Polymer Physical Properties & Structure

G. Dynamic Low Temperature Test for Elastomers

I. Development of Improved Rocket Motor Case Insulation Liners

I. Improved Thermal-Oxidative Stability of Fluoroelastomr &
Silicones

J. Silicon-Nitrogen Polymers (Midwest Contract)

K. Low merature_,. Oil 5lIs-tant Polyyurethaes (Waza.tte -Co-n..-
tract)

L. Polyphenyl Ether-Siloxane Copolymexs (Au~atuck Contract)

M. Developmant & Evaluation of Polyurethane- Track PFa

N. D'..,Plopient of an All Purpose Brake Cup

,• - .' ' - ... . . . . .,w • ' -•'• • 'I - - ' :- "• • - .. . . •- ' -. - -
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During,; the period of this case, the RUA Laboratory was charged witb

a dual mission: a. direct support of Arsenal manufacturing, i.e., process

control, product testing and trouble shooting, and b. national responsi-

bility in rubber research for the entire Army Ordnance Corps. Although non-

metallic materials were a mrinor concern within the Arsenal itself, the rubber

wnrk had national significance. ArnV truck tire inventories exceeded

Y75,000,000 and mechanical rubber parts were often critical components in

military weapons and vehicles.

At the beginning of this case the Laboratory Director was a metallurgist

whose interest in nonmetals was minimal. Subordinate to him and woring.

with a fair degree of autonoq was a chemist i: charge of Nonmetallic Mate-

rials Research. This individual had taken his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry

at Uniiersity of Iowa in the 1930's and later had specialized in rubber

chemistry. During World War I he served as a technical staff officer in

Washington dealing with rubber matters. In 1946 R. F. Shav was hired to

head up RIA Laboratory pcLing work. Howver, his previous background

(detailr, in another section) and inclinations caused him to be put in charqe

of a newly established las2tmr Units Sawmhat later the mtallurgist

retred as Laboratory Director and the then Chief of Nonnmtallic Materials
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zu'•ceded hii.n. A. about. the same time Shaw ctepred up a= Chief o" Non-

.,alic 14ate-riaLz Rusearcii. T:iuj, throu-hout Llhis cace the principals

;-c .iind in tie snat relation to cach ot.her.

The n-w o•'t Director was a cortpetent cuAn conscientious person

convInced or the merits of frudamental research. Shaw, then in his late

twenties, was enterprising, pru• tic and on the lookout for major Army

proble,= for hiz ne' Elazoocter Unit. to solve. In a short timo he built

an informal neLwor:; of contacts linking his national Ordnnnce customers.

These included rubber tcclinical serolice people at lnro Odnance instalia

ti-s ant! key ntaff people at tne WazhinGton level.

Soon the hiaher staCf was sold on the importance of his pro,-ram ant:

they promoted it vith persorna encouragement and proaram funds. Similorl

close liaison grey between his own laboratory staff and engincers elzevhe

in the Army responsible for using rubber items, e .g., Ordnance T=an:-Autoin.

Center, Detroit Atoenia. This was achieved by personal visits, notes and

toleophone calls as well as by the more formal exchai•e of reports. Withi

the Elastomer Unit Shaw provided stronZ motivation. leadership and techni,

di-ection. Haiever, he Judiciously balanced the•s with broad delegation

responsibilities to the more competent investigators. AccordinGcy, the

group had the sense or being a team on which all played with enthusiacm a
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c~::pcc z).'i 3. uccc:;. Si;-.u.tanwousIy,, cloce worilini; relUon= were ct~ti-

,/a~ed wj~t.v, ~acalec.ic am Industeiz~a ccxmiuniAtie in u& climiate of' mutual

7ad- war 8 orn no'. only by funded reseairch contracts bul, also by

c::e. i:evuluwiLar-ry pnr'tlcipation in cooperatkie technical activities of

Thus c~fcctl-vc co unications existed1 vithin tite wor~int Groups that

p:.x-odu~d results. vit~a ldewir echelons that chaped policy an~d controlled

.;u~vl; aod with the cuctrom Co.- vhooe benefit roliciea were proimilgted

.a.-i~ proarcw fCuided.
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PERSONAL 1APOWOITION

Sbaw, Robert F.

1940 - AB (Chemistry) Augustana College, Rock Island, flhinois

1940-42 - Chief Chemist, American Container Corp. (battery cases)

1912-16 - ErgineerinG Officer, USE v/station at UEI. Engineering
Experiment Station and later aboard ship

1946 to date - Chief, Elastomers Unit, RIA Laboratory
Chief., Nonmetallic Mateitals Research

Member - American Chemical Society and iLs Rubber Division;
American Society for Testing Materials and Society
of Automotive Engineers. Active in rubber committees
and working groups of t.he latter two.
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ANALrj M
OF

CASE HISTORY
OF

AI'T'1ZOMNIfM FOl SBR ".UBEBF

DESCRIPrI1O1 OF
R.FARCI{ EITG10uEMI•}G ITEWACTIONS (12EI's)

REI D.ascripgion

a Deteinination of the nature and extent of tic rubber aging prob-

lem. (a nonprofit research institute)

Interaction beLvreen an Eiginceriir Requirement and Applied

Research.

b Atte~nt to: (1) identify and meuoure all factors (i.e. light,

o•y•en, ozone, stress, etc.) respomible £for rubber aginG, and

(2) deteraine their significance alone and in cc;,binatlon.

(research staff of a national rubber company supplemented by an

academic Institution.)

Interaction between an Iniineering R1squirement and Applied

Mescarch .

c Decision that the problam varranted fundamental study of tVe

ozone-dione interaction In order to understand the mechaniAsm

vell enough to control it. (Pba.e I - Augustana Research

Founation)

Interaction of .nainedrins Requiremnt with Fundamental Research.
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d Shaw 's decision based on results of research to date that:

(1) the fundcamental study of the ozone-diene interaction would

not produce theoretical understarding soon enou&l to provide

an early solution, and (2) that he would divert part of the

effort to following the Tenamene clue to an early engirneering

solation.

Interaction between Fundamental Research and an Engineering Re-

quirement.

e 3Synthesis of hi&her molecular weight phernlene diamines by Prof.

E. R. Erickson et al coupled with proof of their antiozone potency

In elastomers and development of optimum engineering application by

RZA Labocstory. (Phase II - Augustana Research Foundation)

Interaction between Applied Research and Engineering Applications.
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STAGES AT WIHICHI REI's OCCUMMD

- Stages* ,EI

0 a, b, c Knowledge

1 d Recognition of pos-
sibility of new
material product

2 e Creation of ujeful
material form

3

5

6

* Stages were defined by the Committee for purposes of this study, as follows:

STAOM

No. Definition

0 Scientific findimi (kn}waiw)

1 Recognition of new wterial (process) possibilty

2 Creation of usaful material (process) form

3 Feasibility of seth4 the mteri.&X (ProOe0s) In mbardvare

4 Poosiblity of using the hardware oontaining the intertal
in a Sys tem

5 Production of the system (prodvict)

6 Operation of the system (product)
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FACTORS CONSIUZID IN
ANALYZIN IVhS OF RRIs

Fromx its study of all the cases, the Cormmittee sceected a number o?

the miore prominent factors which seemed to be opcrating with some fre-

quency in the identified 10I I's The statis tical analysis of the frequency

of these factors in this care is shown below.

FRE;1ENY OF FACTORS IN IEI's

(Statistical Analysis)

Factor HEI Tot&
11o. a c d e

1. Hig educational level (advanced degree) of x 1/5

principal investigator

2. Importance of management 0

3. Importance of Government-sponsored research x x x x 11/.

4. Importance of recognized need x x x x x 5/1

5. Requiremnt of r1oxibility to chanae direction x x 2/,
during work and local control of funds (easily
avai•able resources)

6. Industrial laboratory Involved x

7. Buic resarcii in the laboratory (or inst. or 0
org.)

8. Coiunicalouu across organizations was x x 2/c

important

9. Technical problem was the principal obstacle x x 21r

10. Importance of a "champion" x x x 3/5



RE 1 Total

Ii. [,vecdora for ind•ividuals . x 2/5

r-. Broad sjn,-ctru;i of' ty.)cs o± laboratories x x 2/5

1-'. Gcographic proximity x x 2/5

I'. Prior cx4jeriUcce witA innovation 0

15. Ocga.izabloiil structure (barriers and bonds) 0

_ , , , , , m • ,
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This cast is not necessarily typlft-. nw is i; an exal of fbeameh

En-eAering, Interaction of the sane order of magniVtie as sOlicvne or

polysulfi4 rubbers. However, It did. produce signiicantly better =eM

properties In the malitary'a larpst class oC elasto • ta teri an& Its

iupct en cSifian rbber industry is evlenced by an annual consumptti• at

12.5 million p~Imds at eatiozonknts for pAssenoer tires alot*.

The sequence of ever** does not evo:4e dlrectly from pure Soience

into Engineering (rubber tchn y to treated &,; the equivalent of" en-

grneering in this case). htkr It Is narer to an lngLneertV,/cience/

Engineering cycle. First therm vo tecognition of the need for a better

engineering mterial. Next ce the reoourse to science to: (a) define

•'"the problem, (b) isolate pertinent p••maters, (c) understand the major

uncontrolled parameter (ozone attack). Finally cAe the synthesis of a

new mterial effective for safe egineering application.

Throughout all stages, Factor 4, the "1portance of Recognized Need,"

i a mijor driving force. ThIs-is not surprising in the case of a military

laboratory assigned to supporting retearch for ordnance sybtem. It is

interesting to notep howeverp that the emphasis on this need was highlighted

by Factor 10, the "Champion"- wvI promoted the program, mintaihed its

impetus and produced results.
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Factoir 3, "Importaice o2 Goremrriint-Sponsored Research" is noted in

-ou: out ol' the five stages. Again this is to be expected in a case con-

ducted prilcipally by a military laboratory and its research contractors.

(Govcrnmnmt-sponrsored research in this instance is research directly

associated with this particular caze and not with research precursor to it.)

Ilowever, during wh~t is perhaps the most critical Int!ractidn d,

Factor 3 is not present. Rather Flactors 5 and 11, 'Flexibility" and

"Freedom," predominate. Shaw 's decision to use part of his resources

to synthesize a safe phenylene diand--e was possible only because he had

the personal freedom to control his own course and the flexibility to change

its direction.

In Interactions d and e many of the other identified factors are also

Ircsent. Of thes.e, Factors 68, 12, and 13, "Communications," "Broad Spectrum

of Laboratories," and "aeographic Proximity" are next in significance. They

allc.•ed Rock Island to work closeel with Erickson of Augustana as a com-

i]ornntary team to implement Shaw's key 6ccision with v.ximým ef'fectiveress.

As imed here "Geographic Pr'oxImity" refers to the nearness of the RIA

applied research and engineering laboratory to the basic research capability

of" AuGustanB Hasearch Institute. It doe,.r -r. refer to the distance between

the RIA LAboratory and Detroit Arsenalp thc. a• stems desianer, several hundred

miles away. It was good "Commuiucations" ttiulated and maintained by the

"Champion" that effected thic essential lirik.
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"he absence of Factors 2 and 15, "Imaportance or Management" and

"Organizational Structure," are primarily attributable to qualities of

the principea investigator who was the arch type of "Champion" cited in

Factor 1o, He .created his oini management support as needed, and by acting

as a good comnunicator and promoter, he eliminated whatever organizational

barriers may have existed. At the same time he made maximum use of organ-

izational bonds. (See "Climate.")

The absence of Factor 7, '!Basic Research in Laboratory," is partially

compensated by the nearnecs and close working relations with Augustana

during the crucial and productive Stages d and e.

Fortunately Factor 1, "High Educational Level of Principal Investi-

gator," is not the only criterion provided in this procedure to characterize

the Iwy individual. In this caso, rand several others, Factor 10, "Importance

of a Champion," is wo.-thy of special recognition. Shaw highlighted the need,

acted au the focus of coirvmuaica Lion, promoted the program, maintained its

impetus and produced jrs~1tr.c. In many ways this is very close to that

combination of qualities reforrnd to by Shepard: "A creative but pramtic

imnaination; psycholoyical z2urity and an autonomous nature; an ability

to trust others and earn t cL Le'wL u-;' others; Great energy and determination;

a sense of timing; skill ii o±kanizlan; and a willingness and ability to be.

Machiavellian where that is whaL the system requires."*

*Shepard, H. A., "Irinovation-RcsftLing and Innovation-Producing Organization
Paper presented to the Institute ol' Managerial Sciences at the Meeting of t;
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 30 Dec. 1901, Montreal
Canada, p. 8.
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CRITICAL POINIT

Departure from the idea of protective coatings as a suitable solution

to the problem.

Bock Island Arsenal's recognition that ozone deterioration was a

significant problem. Failure of truck tires during the Benicia

Jabricants test pointed up the Army's big stake in this problem area.

!Ihe switch from measuring ozone and development of measuring devices

and test apparatus to active measures aimed at solving the problem.

R;alization that Terlamene II was a real key and that similar compounds

more acceptable for rubber processing could probably be synthesized.

Prediction that increasing the bulk and weight of pherylene diamine

molecules would overcome defiliencies while retaining antiozone

specificity in diene rubbers.

Ex~pansion of the Augustana contract from a basic reaction mechanism

study to inclhde half its effort in synthesis of new taerials.

The break away from evaluation techniques for assessing ozone cracking

ard euphasizing prevention wad zero cracking criteria for acceptance

testing.
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*IGssuc of M141ilary Zp'lecii'ica'tion t4IL-T-1245) ENd.aiLcring Charve Orderi.

9. issue or' u. s. Patent 3032520 to R. F. Shawi.
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A CASE HISTGAY OF

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PYROCERAM BRAND GLASS-CERAMICS

NARRATIVE

In the period betv. een 1941 and 1953, Dr. S. D. Stooke•• had been investi-

gating the photosensitivity of glass. He had progressed to the point of

developing compositions in which colloidal metal crystals were precipitated

by ultraviolet light. Upon heat treatment, silicate crystals formed in the

glass on the metallic nucleation sites, thereby opacifying, or rendering the

material translucent. Work on composition, process, and product develop-

ment was under way to exploit this research.

In this research in photosensitive glass Stookey began to realize what

profound changes could be brought about by a trace quantity of an effective

nucleating agent. This realization was brought into sharp focus by an

accident, which turned out to be one of the most important factors in the

development of glass-ceramics. This accident was the fault- of a furnace

temperature controller, which allowed the furnace to heat a plate of ex-

posed photosensitive glass 3000 C hotter than the control setting. Ex-

pecting to find a pool of melted glass when'he opened the furnace, he

found instead a plate of opaque, predominantly crystalline material that

was much stronger and harder than the original glass. This was the first

ceramic-from-glass.*

This material, a valuable material in itself, still required -)hot.Inucle-

ation. It soon became obvious that controlled crystallization involving

thern-al nucleation in glass was both feasible and useful. The next stage,

the development of thermally nucleated materials, involved the expansion

of the knowledge gained in the photosensitive experiments described above

to a general theory of nucleation, the search for other nucleating agents,

and their use in a wide range of compositions.

In 1958, Dr. Stookey described the events in a paper presented at the

Industrial Research Institute.
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As soon as Stookey realized how broad the range of glass-ceramic

compositions might be, the nature of dte research was changed to a team

effort, directed toward two goals. Additional staff was assigned to compo-

sition research, and additional time in the experimental melting shop was

allocated. One objective was to explore the important composition fields

and obtain the necessary information for preparing patent applications. The

other was to select a few promising compositions and begin the development

of processes and products.

Pursuant to previous experimental work in the evaluation of glass as

a material for radomes, some samples of glass-ceramics from the first

crucible melts were subjected to tests including whirling-blade rain erosion.

The results indicated that the crystallized materials had greater strength

and remarkably high resistance to high-speed impact compared to glasses

and most ceramic materials. This immediately focused attention on ra-

domes for high-speed missiles as a possible application. Indeed, some of

the earliest thermally nucleated glass-ceramics were found to have still

higher strength and hardness, better thermal shock resistance, and better

dielectric properties at radar frequencies than the photo-nucleated material.

Tests by defense agencies verified that these glass-ceramics had good propel

ties for radomes; so. although production was still in the crucible stage, a

development contract to determine the feasibility of radome production and

to obtain radomes for evaluation by the defense agencies was undertaken and

successfully carried out. This involved pilot plant production of radomes

under Dr. Ben Allen. whose coordination of melting, forming, and finishing

development produced usablr ittesms within a very tight timetable.

The Research Director had by this time alerted the company's top

management to the radical nature of the discovery, and the President charged

line management with exploiting the discovery in every way possible.

From this point on, as other compositions having new and useful combi-

nations of properties were developed, it became necessary to establish

product-development groups. Other company divisions outside the Laboratori
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began to take part, and the rapidly mushrooming number of problems

became complex for all levels of management.

A wise decision was made to expand the fundamental research group

and not to yield to the temptation to concentrate entirely on product de-

velopment for immediate marketing. However, as interest in consumer

skillets developed, supporting services of R&D division were brought in by:

a. The Melting Research melt shop to speed up experimental melts.

b. The Technical Services group to measure electrical properties.

c. The Product Development group to evaluate proposed applications.

d. The Consumer Marketing groups for shape, design, decoration,

service test and market evaluation.

Also, backup by technicians and administrative services speeded up

experimental work.

The next episode in the story of PYROCERAM Brand materials was a

successful run of a genera--purpose glasýs-ceramiic` in a specially-rebuilt

full-scale production tank. This glass-ceramic was used for many kinds

of articles, e.g., ball-bearings, pipe, skillets, sheet, and large telescope

mirror blanks. This production represented a million-dollar gamble by

the Company, with a glass that had to be formed 100 C hotter than any

production glass made previously,in addition to posing many other new

problems for production.

A very difficult management problem was to decide when and how to

make public the new developments. It was known that an invention of such

complexity and broad scope would probably require years to perfect com-

pletely, so that immediate public announcement in some respects would be

premature. On the other hand, incomplete and distorted stories were

beginning to circulate through grapevines. The announcement was made at

the time of the dedication of the new Corning Laboratory, on May 23, 1957.
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The response to this announcement amazed everyone at Coruing. A

deluge of about 10,000 requests for information resulted. In order to cope

with these successfully and to tie together the activities of the various di-

visions of the Company in this field, a coordinator for glass-ceramic

materials was appointed by top management.

After this, under the urging of Mr. Waterman, and the product develop-

ment work under Mr. Voss, a major effort was made to produce consumer

cookware. First production runs were under a project engineer, Dr. George

Bair, and the need for meeting a favorable market date spurred the effort.
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APPEMIX A
TO

CAS HISTORY
ON

THE DEVE LWOT OF PYROC3•M$ StAND GIASS-C•wd[CS

The Corning Glass Works

A. GOALS AND STRATEGY OF THE OOMPANY

1. Competitive Situation of Company

The glass industry tends to distinguish itself from the ceramic industry
in that its fundamental processes, unlike its materials, are distinct. Further,

the processes are the basis of the classification of the industry into the flat
glass, container glass, pressed and blown glass, and glass specialty groups.
The 1958 sales volums were:(1)

Flat Glass $385 million

Containers 862
Pressed & Blown 445

Specialti~es.

2, 161

The Corning Glass Works had sales of $159 million in that year, with research

and development costing #7 million. Its product divisions reflect the kinds of

markets vhich the ccuvW served: electrical products, inclnding: light bulbs,

radio bulbs, television bulbs, fluorescent tubing; technical products, inc•lUdin:

laboratory glssvare, chemical Industry process were, optical glass; Consumer
products, Including housewame, tablevare, ovenwre, and new products, including
radoms, aircraft windshields, glass resistors and g•lss capacitors.

In regard to the sucessaful applications, radoms ad cooking vare,
there existed at the time no market In the ianae of Coaeting against materials
or products of similar properties. That is, the missile industry, previously
content with fiberglass reinforced plastic radomes va confronted for the first

tim with high velocity flight through a rainstorm. Brosive dstruction of such

radomes provoked a search for a strong,. bardj, dielectric material1. In the cook-
ing ware line, cometition cam priarily from uetall1c containers, ceramic

cookware never having been highly developed technically nor marketed aggressively.

() eramic AgeP, January 1965
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In this period, sales rose from $149 million in 1953 to $201 in 1959.
Net income per share rose frm $1.86 to $3.57.

2. Company Policy Influencing R&D Efforts

Company policy is best indicated by the establishment of a laboratory in
1908, one of the first industrial laboratories in the nation. Its first fil
time employee, Dr. B.C. adllvan, was active in the coupany's technical program

as an advisor in 1960. He bad in those years been Research Director, President
of the company, Research Director, and finally, honorary Board (bairmn. He
brought to Corning w. C. Taylor, J. T. Littleton, and H. P. Hood, all pioneers.

They spent their entire professional lives with Corning and became respectively

Vice President and Direct-or of Technology; Vice President and Director of Re-

search, and Read of Chemistry. The presp-t research director, Dr. V.H. Armisteadt
is a corporate Vice President. Attitude is reflected by a statement from the
1961 Annual Report "Corning has long believed that corporate growth can best
be achieved and accelerated by vigorous continuation of a large and expanding

program of research and development. Research and Developent expenditures
(for 1961) rose to a new peak of $10,1,482, or 4-.T percent of sales. This

ratio is considerably higher than the average for all mzuufacturing industry
in "he United States." The research effort has constantly been supported
with new buildings. In 1908 the laboratory occupied 1200 square feet. In

1939 a new buildng of 61,00 square feet was built, in 195T, a new comlex
of 18,000 square feet was Wbilt, and in 1965, a now complex of twice this

size was under conttructlon.

Growth of Sales an& Research bAdget in period 1952-1959:

1952 $16 million $3.29 mi1lion

1953 149 5.22

1954 1W4 4.49
1955 153 5.32
1956 62ft# 4.79
1957 159 5.,63
1958 159 6.90
1959 201. 8.13

All naterials research, nost product development, and most process develop-

n-nt d-rin;- the pt-rio& 1952-1959 was done in Corning, New York area within a
'•ographi, radius of 1/2 mile.
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3. L mitations Imposed by hnmagemnt
Limitations imposed by mnagement on the research program were t of the

Research Director. To a major degree, the consideration of the needs, caIablliltiess

and guidelines set by the product divisions wa influential.

4. Orientation of laboratory

The competitive situation vas primarily on the basis of costs rather than

technical competition, since Sew glass companies had a financial position to

justify large research programs. Those companies which were large were flat

glass and container producers, and did not at the time enjoy a major posltion

in "pressed and blown" glass such as consumer or technical glass. The 0orning

laboratory had been well knowvn, and in the industry's circles was reconized for

its orientation towards exploratory research in glass chemistry aod pb7sics.

However, at the time of the discovery of the glass-ceramic, only a wry smal

i'raction of the technical effort was allocated to basic research; a riul, exist-

ing product, television bulbs, was consuming prmctlcal all a•ailable people.

B. CLI•E3 FOR WRK

1. History

During the early fifties, the compay tended to shift its publishing

philosophy to greater freedom, particularly in the research on the chemlstry

and physics of the glassy state. bior to that, publication, particularly of

manufacturing details, vos qulte linited. Patents bad al.vWs been vigorously

sought for coqiositions or pro~esses which were to be i ,rketed. Other details

of technical knoUled were cosidered proprietary. lbrml reprting system

developed as mamranda until about 1945 when a syestm of laboratory records

was imposed, with a system of IMna•vIdIl progress reports being developed

about 1953.

2. Facilities and Pirsomml

The laboratory had operated as a forml group sine ,908 under

Dr. N.C. Sullivan. By 1938, the staff consisted of ].ýO chemists, physicists,
engineers, glass technologists atA assistants. Br 1956, the staff reached the

level of 350. In 1939 Dr. Sllivman, who had be4n Presi&nt of the Comany in

the tventies, was Director of Research. Be supervised Dr. IUttitonp in charge

of physics, and Yr. Taylorp in charge of chemistry. iu 194, 1.ttleton becam

Director of Research and Taylor became Director of Glaý, 1,- . O.iOgy a
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manufacturing advisory group. t~ttleton contimned until 1959, when Dr. E.U. Coaln

became Director. In 1954, Dr. W.H. Armistesd beceme Director of Research, and

latter becee a Vice President and Director of Technical Staffs. The position

of Research Director reported either to the President, or in recent years, to a

Vice President for staff groups. Also in recent years the comny had formaed

product divisions, i.e., Technical, Consumaer, Electrical, and Now Products which

also reported to the President through General )knaers, usually vice presidents.

3. Organizational Structure

The laboratory during the mid-fifties was organized into departments,

each with a Manager reporting to the Research Director. In addition, a process

research and development group headed by the late Dr. Ben Allen reported to the

Research Director, forming with other research groups a ")klting Research" group.

This team played a vital and multiple role in bringing new develoments into

production. Part of the group was housed in the Research laboratory and its

staff bad traditionally worked closely with the Research Staff. Other parts of

this group were housed In a pilot plant, and its staff bad worked closely with

,azfacturing -groups thro•• process developmnt and break-in stages.

The research groups, having been physically located prior to 1957 in a

laboratory surrounded by the manufacturing plants, had been accustomed to closely

watching miting and forming operations which were In a transition from laboratory

results. That is, since the pilot plant concept had been of recent Introduction,

much experimental work was acconlished in the manufacturing plants, and research

people took a personal interest in progress.

The laboratory prior to 1950 had little formal structure other thea the chief

physicis,. and chief chemist. Now personnel were assigned to "work with" senior

scientists in various areas, but there was no hierarchy of titles. The Seneral

philosophy in the fundamental field was that t*he individual best knev the areas of

interest in which he should work, and assiGIMent of research objectives yes rare.

4. aannels of COozication

In 'the late thirties, the staff reported daily its work, by dictating a

few notes which were typed and then read by the Research Director. later,

monthly reports were prepared. By 1951, a formal system of reporting research
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results was adopted, each report being in effect a s--try representing a sig-

nificant amount of work or * significant Ir-,ov-ition. Later, a system of monthly

technical staff division reports was initiate'%• and summaried were widely distri-

buted to executives and "new product" people in manufacturing divisions. Also

a semi-annual progress meeting was held in the Research Director's office, and

concerned persons from division sales, marketing, engineering and development

were welcomed. These commnication channels were actively promoted by an

Associate Research Director performing all staff functions.

Communications at research level were accomplished by:

a. Six-month project review meetings to which operating division people

are invited.

b. Divisional monthly meetings to which R&D administration is invited.

c. Circulation of monthly laboratory progress reports to research,

product, process and manufacturing division people.

5. Pressures and Controls

Problem definitions and new business opportunities were usually orally or,

occasionally by memo, comznicated by division managers to the research director,

who was in complete charge of allocation of the research budget. At the time of

the PYROCERAM@ brand glass-ceramics work, however, the extrmee pressure for work

on television products captured a major proportion of the staff's attention. This

pressure was very great in the early fifties, and then receded.

6. Motivation and Morals

One important feature of the quickness with which the technical and non-

technical people grasped the significance of the R0CZRAMO brand material was

the company's product history. Since 1912, when the low expansion borosilicste

glass had been invented to withstand beat shock, the company had recognised the

great importance of a low thermal expansion. This awareness permeated the

company. When the first glass-ceramic had such a property, better than most

glasses, coupled with higher useful strength, the coamercial application was

immediately appreciated. It may seam trite to say that "morale is high," but

reasons for this are strops. First, the laboratory was established in 1908 by

Dr. Sullivan, who for over 50 years continued to be the senior technical man
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in the ccompny. He shaped the philosophy or genera tons of executives to an

appreciation of the value of research investment. Thus, the scientific staff

has been given excellent facilities and a climate of patience to which the

creative person responds. Nevertheless, the staff was physically close to the

plant, and direct involvement was encouraged. In later years, a generous

attitude toward travel for technical meetings and for memberships in technical

societies, along with a good library and supporting staff, created an environment

that the staff appreciated.

7. Ieadership

The organization structure, as it developed in the fifties, followed such

more the line of fitting the structure to the skills of the people available,

than to fitting the people available to a structure. Thus, emerging leaders

could be suitabJl advanced, thus strengthening the whole team. This was

particularly valuable in the process development and pilot plant area, where

a leader was established who worked well with both research, engineering and

e4xecutive level people.

Fortunately.# forml and lnformal leadership seemed to be, coincident.

Armistead, who had become Research Director by the time the glass-ceramic started

to get fresh attention (due to the relief in pressure from television product

problems) had shared an office with Stookey, snd was quite familiar with his

ability In research. At the same times, Aamlsteed himself had always lived

close to the effort to get new compoeitions for wey products, and was therefore

quick to exploit what was obviously a basic invention. Furthermore, he had

worked on projects so vital to the cumny that top maosgament had known him

for a long time a& at first hwAa.
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C. BIOGRAPHIES OF KEY PESONEL

,Allen, Ben

Experience:

1950 - CGW Research Chemist

1955 - CGW Mlnager, ?Mlting Department

1958 - CGW Director of Melting Technology

1960 - CGW Director of Egineering

Educat ion:

Cornell University, Chemistry 1946 B.S.

Cornell University, Inorganic Chemistry - 1950 Ph.D.

Critical Period

1956 - CGW ftnager, Melting Department

1957 - CGW Manager, Melting Department

.Memberships in
Technical Organizations:

Amrican Chemical Society

American Ceramic Society
si• xi

Aristead, William I.

Rqsrience:

1911 to 1954 - 00W Research Cbemist

1954 - 00W Inaspr, Melting Dpartwent
1954 to 106 - COW Research & Devlopnt Director

1956 to 1961 - 00W Vice Presibnt & Director of
Research #A Dvelopont

1961 to Present - 00W Vice PAsident & Director of
Technical f8afts Division

Critical Priod

1956 - O0W Research & ve•lopnt Director

1957 - OoW Vce Aresident 6 Director of RAD

Educat ion:

%nerbi1t, Chemical BInearin 1937 D.|.

Vanderbilt. Chemistry 1941 Ph.D.
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Araistead, W.H. (Cont'd.)

*mberships in Technical

Organizations:

American Ceramic Society Director of Industrial Research

Anerican Chemical Society Society of Glass Technolqo

Aerican Institute of Chemists sigma Xi

American Nagement Association Industrial Research Institute

Bair, George J.

Experience:

1927 - 1931 - Pennsylvania State University, Instructor

1931 - 1936 - Pennsylvania State University, Asst. Profesbor
1934 - 1935 - M.I.T. Teaching Assistant

1936 - 1937 - Fellow, Mellon Inst. of Industrial Research

1937 - 1942 - Senior Fellow, Mellon Inst. of Ind. Research

1942 - 1944 - Research Chemist (COW)

1944 - 1946 - CGW habser of Jzltiftorm Pilot Plant

1946 - 1952 - COW Mmuger of Optical Glass Plant

1953 - 1961 - COW Manager Quality & Process ftineering

1961 - 1964 - COW Manager of Development ftineering

1964 to Present - COW Director of Technical Staff Services

Mducation:

IPensylvania State University, Ceramic fglneering 197 B.S.

M.I.T., Ceramics, 1936 Sc.D.

1956 & 195T - COW 1knamr Quality & Process ftiimering

ibmberships In Teoh~aloal
Orsganiat ions:

Follow, Amrican Ceramic Society

National Institute of Ceramic hIneers

Anerican Chemical Society

Society of Glass Technolog

International 0oaousiom on Glass

Sigma Xi
Tau Beta Pi
Sigoa Gam= IPsilon

PO ..-.,

-" /
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Stookey, S. Donald

Ecperience:

1940 to 1955 - COW laboratory - Research Chemist

1955 to 1963 - COW unager Fundamental Chemical Research Dept.

1963 to Present - COW Director of Fndmamental Chemical Research

Mucat ion:

Coe College, Cedar Rapids - Chemistry 1936 - B.A.

lafayette College, htston, Chemistry 1937 -M.S.

M.I.T. - Chemistry 1940 - Ph.D.

Critical Period

1956 - Jrnager of Fundamental Chemical Res. Department

1957 - Sam as above

Memberships in Technical

Organizations:

American Ceramic Society

American Chemical Society

Society of Glass Technology

sigm Xi Club

Voss, R.O.

Experience:

1942 - COW Cmist

194 to 1956 - COW R&D Research S4pervisor

1956 - CGW ikmpr of Ceramic Remarch

1957 - CIW &tpv. of COmma'r Product Devlopmnt

1958 to 1963 - COW I*r., Consumer Poduct Dovelopment
1963 to present - COW Director of Prodact Develoient

Mucat ion:

Stetson University, CIeMdtry 1941. 8..

Critical Period

1956 - OGW Nknapr of Ceramic Research

1957 - aipervisor of Consumer Product Developent

iWmbership in Technical
Organizations:

American Chemical Society
American Ceramic Society
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Vtermn, R. Iee

bperience:

1926 - 1933 - W.T. Grant Co. Mumor

1933 - 1940 - Montgomry Ward & Co., htional Retail
erchandise Inbamgr & Div. Xhnager

1941 - WT. Grant Co., Director of Sales Promtion and
then Vice President & Director of )erchandising

1951 - Sloane-Blabon Corp., President

1955 - OGW, General Manager of Consunr Products Division

1956 - COW, Vice President

1.62 - COW, Director

1964 - OGW, President

Education:

Bates College, 1l96 B.S.

Critical Period

1956 & 1957 - COW Vice President

He is also chairsan of the board of COW of Canada Ltd., and a director

of Corning, Nederlandse Fabrieken, N.V., and Corhart Refractories Co., and

a trustee of the COW Foundation.

Also, past president of the Nationa Housevares Minufacturers Association,

Vice President of the N)rket lo Division of the American Nnnaement Association,

and a member of the Avisory Board at the American Bdf•ve Manufacturers
Association.

Be is President of the Board of Trustees of the Wooster School, Danbury,

Conn., and a trustee of htes CoblUs, Zeviston, Ibm..

. •.. .. ... . • .. - . • -- _ • . . .. .. - • -• ,
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AAALYSIS
OF

CASE HISTORY
OF

CLASS-CRAMICS

For the purposes of analysis, this case history has been divided into

subcases as shown below.

Sub-case Title

I Glass-ceramic radomes

II Glass-ceramic cookware

DESCRIPTION OF REIs

RZI Deiscrlr,!on

Sub-case I. Glase-CLramic Radomes (Cornig Glass Works)

Militar', need proposed by '11avy; a glass rao e wav -urn-shed

for rain erosion test, but erosion vas very high.

b Com~osition research Chemists supplied glasses for evaluation

of materials to be used In glass melting furnaces; glass also

supplied for evaluating forming methods.

Sib-cass II. Glass-Ceramic Cooktware (Corni3 LJass wok1

c Properties adjusted to produce test item by normal glass

forming processes.

d Additional combosition research to eliminate micro-cracks

an& to develop decorations.

SDevelopment of special process controls for fu.U scale

manafacturing operations.
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3TAORS AT WHICE REs OCWRRW)

Sub-case Sub-caje
stWm* No. I Ix

0

2

2

3 c

4 a &b

5 d
6 e

*Stmgea m e.re deflrsed by the CoInitteo for pwu'oses Ol this study, as folloms:

No. Definition . ....

0 Scientific fiding (knovwsip).
Research on photosensitiw muceted glass, tb thermally
nucleated.

1 Moognition of ny material (proces) jssibilty.
Determination of physical proprtis.

2 Creation of useful iaterial (prooess) form.
IbIt shop made slabs.

3 lea4sibLUty of using the vaterial (process) in hardvare.
Pkessed and blovn ware from pots an day tank.

4 Pssibliy at using the hardvare containing the material in a system
Iooolttion of product usefulness.

btery =Ilts and pilot plant =Its forming.

6 owti of .t v (P'odaact).
Clarlaro.-iftn Oty melts.
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FACTORS CONSIDERED
IN ANALYZING EVENTS OF REIs

From the study of all the cases, the auziittee selected a nuwber of the

more prominent factors which seemed to be operating vith some frequency in

the identified REIs and listed them as follows:

List
of

Factors Considered in Analyzing Events of REIs

1. High educational level (advanced degree) of principal inwstigator

2. Importance of manaement

3. Importance of Government-sponsored research

4. Importance of recognized need

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction during work
and local control of fuads (easily available resources)

6. Industrial laboratory involved

7. Basic research in the laboratory (or institution or organization)

8. Comanications across organizations was important

9. Technical problem vas the principal obstacle

10. Importance of a "champion"

11. Freedom for individuals

22. Broad speetrm of types of 2.boratories

13. 09omahic proximity

l4. Prior experience vith Innovation

15. Orewliational stmrture (bart-ers and bonds)
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FPROWECY OF FACTORS IN REIa
(St~atistical An~alysial

Sub-case I Sub-case II Total

iEo. a b Totals c d e Totals Frequency

1 x 1/2 x 1/3 2/5

2 x 1/2 - 1/5l

3
4 x x 2/2 x x 2/3 4/5
5 x 1/2 X X 2/3 3/5

6 x 1/, x 1/3 2/5

7 x x 2/2 - 2/5

X X 2/2 X X X 303 5/5

X X 2/3 2/5
10 m -

11 x 1/3 1/5

12 x /2 X X X 3/3 4!5

13 X 1/2 - 1/5

14 x x 2/2 x X 2/3 4/5

23 x X 2/3 215
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS

COPWENTARY ON SIGNIFICANCE OF FACTORS IN CASE HISTORY

The analysis shows Factors 4, 8, 12, and 14 as those most frequently

occurring. Factor 4, the importance of a recognize4 need, permeates the case.

Research exploitation meves faster, as opposed to simply moving, if there is

an urgent need. In the case of the ceramic radome, composition research

quickly identified a dielectrically satisfactory material, and the frnace

people learned how to melt it. Furthermore, the need was more real than

simply a paper study. The Navy's missile was in existence, and operationally

limited, so that the Navy's response time was shorter than usual.

Factor 8, communications across organizations.was important. All the

engineering and research people involved in the interactions reported to the

same executive. Since he had complete authority to shift program emphasis,

the various departments involved could be committed as need be. Equally

important was the charge by the corporate president. He had been persuaded

that the new discovery was revolutionary, and directed all operating groups,

i.e., their process and product engineers, to exploit the new materials as

quickly as possible.

Factor 12, the broad spectrum of techilogy, reflects an ability to

summon in-house experts on each technical problem as it arises. Their

availability also is a result of the unification of the technical staff

under a single executive.

Factor 14, prior experience with innovation, is certainly valid for

the research-engineering interaction. However, a prime reason for the speed

of the process, vhich required the support of manufacturing groups, was the

drive of the new general manager for whom a new product us essential. An

innovation had not been a strong characteristic of that particular group,

as was the case for the research people.

The role of two factors is especially important: the Navy had asked

Corning for a glass radome. its rain erosion resistance was poor, end this

fact was known to the laboratory staff. The hardness of the glass-ceramic
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indicated it was an obvious candidate. The additional requirement for

dielectric constant stability and low loss provoked composition research.

Thus, the Navy, with its urgent requirement for defense, played a signifi-

cant catalytic role. The second factor was the low expansion of the lithia

glass-ceramics. Here, the gompany's long market orientation to consumer

products alerted the Division Manager to the opportunity for rapid exploita-

tion; and this opinion was shared in a meeting with the Research Director,

the Consumer Product Development Manager, and others.

As the project developed, the person-to-person contact of the Division

Manager, who needed the product,and the Development Manager, who was in this

case an informal leader more than the formal one, was very frequent. Summary

reports by the Development Manager were widely circulated.

In summary, I believe that the key points of a well-integrated technical

and marketing program reflected the importance of management in defining the

high priority, and therefore a massive effort on creating a product of

recogt~i1ed need.
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A CASE HISTORY OF MISSILE-ORAM GRAPHITE

BACKGROUND

This study reviews the development of a number of paphite ad-
vances as seen through their history and the actions of a major pro-
ducer of graphite materials and a number of organizations in the De-
partment of Defense (DDD). This case was selected as an example of
a DO attempt to transform scientific research findings into engin-
eering applications.

-- .. It was believed that the study of a case in which the DoD was
closely involved would provide valuable insight into the •rocess of
interaction that exists-or then existed-betveen the Federal Governmnt
and industry. The selection of one company for discussion in this
study was due partly to the availability of information and partly
to the fact that the DoD chose that couqpeny to scale up a number of
processes offering unusual potential for satisfying Defense needs with
respect to perfbrmance, uniformity and reliability.

All the information for this case study was provided by Mr. W.A.
Steiner, retired Vice-President (Technology) of the Union Carbide
Corporation, Mr. J.J. Kroebmal of the Air Force Materials Laboratory,
and Major I.K. Boldener, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force. Without their
contributions, the study would not have been possible.

A General Perspective of Graphite Technolo

Graphite is unique as a refractory structural material owing
to its great bindin energ which &sde it the highest-temp: rature-
stable elemental solid., The strength-we4ght ratio of graphite Is above,
that of any known material from 3100OF to more than 55000F. It has
no liquid phase below a pressure of 100 atmospheres and sublimes at
670001 at atmospheric pressure. Although in the class of brittle
refractories, it Is Inherently plastic at room temperature and limited
deformation at smll load relieves stress coa•centrations. Graphite
has a very hih depree of resistance to thermal stress and shock.

Ny materials bave Individual properties that far exceed those
of carbon. For exwle. coper's electrical conductivity is thousands
of times better than that of aqhite, but its strength drops to
practically zero at 0. ftsed qartz has lower thermal expansion
but no electrical co~nOtivity. lFr chemical inttaeass, only matls
like platima or teatals equal carbon. For h&h-tmperature stiength,
carbon is in a fleld all by itself s no other substaee (with the
exception of carbide. of tantalum and columblum) mn approach carbon.

Me =white busines s based on the material's unique Intrinsic
physical and chemical properties, such as the floloving:

77777-



Sublimation at 6TZ'1' ýDoes not msit at atmospheric pressure,)
Useful strength up to about 11300O7 (Steel malts at 250001.)
low coofficient of thermal expansion ( e-eslgth-tbat of steel)
Thermal conductivity (three time. that of steel)
Cbsaical inertness
Wautron characteristics

Tob wet specific service needs, other desirable characteristics
related to structure and composition can be built intoj the graphites
by suitable processing., for example:

~asistance to severe thermal stress and shock
IMpermeability to liquid* and gases
Hardness varying from unctuous and soft tc, very hard

Tephysical ps prties of liabricated graphite can be mde& to
vary over a wide range., because the highly anisotropic hexamonal plane
crystal alliow such control by the selection and processing of the raw
mterials; and further variations can be affected by an Increasing

number of basic fabrication processes for the tbroulation of grain
texture and structure.

Th properties of a graphite article are determined. by it. com-
position and structure as fr~lows:

Composition - ma~jor phase(s).,
minor distinct phase(s)
intergranular material or binder

Macrostructure - continuous phase(is)
discontinuous phases
disposition of' phases (i.e.,, within or among)
crystal. structure of phases

Macrostruacture - density or porosity
pore alse,, shape., distribution
grain esue,, shape,, distribution
grain orientation
structure of grain interfaces
cracks, flaws., inclusions

Mwe carbon atome meakin up soot, charcoal,, natural graphite
and aiand are Identical. Mwe wide differences in these materials'
properties wrise from the differing sAwApMsOnt of carbon atoms with
respect to each other.

Carbo materials (such as color, charcoals,. blacks) that have not
been heated to high tme atue possess an embryonic crystal. structure;
the carbon atoms are arsdIn layers which are wrinkled and warped..
Mhe hib telraue of graphitiuing simply flatten out the winkles
of crystal layers alread Wesent In the carbon at the Instant It was
formed by the diecomposition of carbon-containing compounds.

~ ~.- -77



The ultimate physical properties of a graphite article deprind
largely upon the nature and processing of the raw materials, vwhch
must also have the intrinsic crystalline structure required to pro-
duce the desired properties in the resulting article.

The graphite article's physical properties are also dependent
upon the nature and quantity of the bond carbon cementing the carbon
particles. The quality of the bond carbon, which governs strength
and conductivity, is affected by the processing temperature. Further,
the relative quantity of binder Is critical; for example, as quantity
is decreased, strength and conductivity fall off rapidly.

A key operation in carbon manufacture is carbonizing the binder
into an infusible solid, which occurs when the baking temperature goes
beyond about 90007. Because of binder lyro1ysis and physical and
dimensional changes, the baking process is very sensitive to way
factors, such as thermal gradients, supporting of the "green" shapes:
volatile venting, oxidation, etc. Baking mist be controlled within
the limits defined by the type of process; for instance, in bulk bak-
ing the total cycle my be 55 days, but it may be only minutes for
some shapes under suitable pressure.

Because of the need to balance many factors in both the processing
and the use of carbon products, there are intrinsic relationrhIps
between the size of an article and its physical properties. That is,
the properties and structure of small pieces nay be quiie different
from those of large pieces; or what can be mode in small sizes say not
be duplicated in larger sizes. Similarly, it Is not possible to test
mall samples and extrapolate results to performance of large pieces
without first developing adequate correlation date.

NisLtoý- of the -Carbon and Graphte Maaty

To understand the present status wd future Wroupects of the
carbon and gWalte industry, it my be of interest to look back to
its scientific and tecehical or1gins.

The Industrial uses of carboe emd sraphite products are based
on properties that enable uses as terminal ronductors for the conversion
of electrical em•rg to other hems of energy. Electrolytic anodes
of graphite are used in the eaersiom of enerf from electrical to
obmeial; &ad electrothusre elgetrodes of graphite are used in con-
verting electrical energ to Meat.

The nuclear and mronyme uens of graplte are based on unique
ombinations of nulear med p•iiel pperties, such as neutron
moeration atnd lai strength at high temperature.

Around .800, Cruickahuk discovered that a salt solution can be
electrolyzed to form soeMM MA chlorin. About the same time, DIvY
donnstrated the electric ac between tv carboa rods, forming a
concentrated soure of radation for light or heat. These early
experiments used primary batteries .fro Faraday' a discovery of the
principles of electrical dAMOtion In 1831# the dynamo was developed
in the 160s.



With the %dvent. of7 the dyuamuo, major indistrial uses of *ljctriL-
city ivere soon developed. In the early 3*10., arc 18WG Wre latra
for Ug hting. In 1878 ta 3.M,, Wie~s enid ihrroult investAN 01*CW:(

arc furnaces vhic.h were noon adapted to rtallurgical. procsgM ini
as production of ferrous ai3yes a& c*.1c1m Carbide. In i886 WUI
invented the elecvrolytic process for pre.Iuciag alminumn. In lop
laLica-l~or ine planit- vw-e -:tarteed, 1A ,.b.e late 1880s., streetcar

vote +%ye loped that use&ý elect~r, motors, for wU.clh earboam brud~s
v"e fEan to be necessary..

The. ftbricaticy. of~ cArbon arnd grtzphite shapes for industrild
uueet is a. compara~tively recent inventic~i because carbon bbts no die-
tiuct veltixbg point at. reascaable pressures,, -b usual. ustal-mv*i"
tedbalq~uestsuch as -c~iting or rolling, cannot be- used. 'I'he prq*ite
infustry uses processes c-imilax~ to thkose of tbe-,cerami~cs industry.,
but, differing. because of the the;moiilas'i~c binder and the need to
protect tt* artic les from s:lmping and cxidation while they are being
babod.

The briflibaL physical e.xPerimenf*'; used small rods. cut from char-
cod. or retort carton, Formed r~ds vere made later by pulverizing

sa Vixing it with ~.yrur, forming the rods, and baking then.
In 18k2 safe t~arban electrodes for 1'a~teriegi. DuInzig the
Years & to I1838, lavento -,,- deveiopeill proct"'ses for making carbon
plates,, usiag pcwdbre4 c,.4ke and bind,!rr such as sugar or tar. In
1018., Brn-sh first urA4 t,-o. proccss of' oAlciniag petroleum coke as a
pnliminary 3te* lIn t~f =anuract-Lrc o arc <arbas.

Acheuinm inventemi his procgsa for- griphitizing fozzued carbon
shape& Un lf9, Before this, the only graphite chapes, available were
clay-bombd iatuwal grephite,, whose propertiew were only adapted to
suck uases an czeeibl-a L.4d wIiting.-pencil leeds. The oswilability
ef Azbeeoa grehlte bameabled a major expasion of electric steel
wd chlorine o&&c44.om, &a well as mw uss -if graphite in the
metallurgical., chobtael,, e-lectricel sadl mechmica3. industries.

Mail-I~Afrl War 1 (oo4 am ferearber), the higher volume of
defft-s. -eoyr-ms zuflacted qrInarIlj a great~er demand flor industri
carbon end Sr@W*,. products used. in producing alloys., steels,, chmeict
mad e lec4triCitY f14 vr Vsq'utIo.. $pdt new -*eds ifre gamerally
met with otesuard- "r~Ing nthoda,, but uissig fpecially selected
raw materials sind additlmaml t:-rification or impregnation. A case
in point vas the levalopunt of higle-yurity graphite for reactors In
102. Another was th ause of AMJ graphite in missiles.. although this
was developed primarily for tie applications in the metall~ar~lcal and
melal- *frkiag frilustry.
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The emphasis o± the industry was mainly on the comercial markets.
Coamrcial objectives were more tasily defined,, and the economics Snd
timing of these markets permitted adjustable trade-offs. Wartime ad
subsequent defense requirements were not as easily or as well detfined
nor as Iflexible with respect to time. Defense work represented less
than 2 percent of the industry' s bus~.nessB, &M this provided little
incentive for the industry to invest heavily in scaled-u~p programs
aimed solely at satisfying the DOD'sa needs Flortunately, research
activities aimed at improving camiorcial psziduats and processes were
equally applicable to defense uses.

Special Emrging Defense Needs

The first major use of graphite for missiles was for rudder
vanes., which guide a missile during the firP-4 period by direct action
in the let blast. The German V-2 rocket (at its stage of develCO~ft
in ikjused rudder Yanes of high-density graphite (1.8 grams per cubic
centimeter).

Graphite nozzles w-re first used in l9AI2-J 5 for aircraft JATLO
(jet--assisted takeoff) ro-ckets. Available industrial graphites per-
formed satisfactorily in this application. The JATO nozzles were
relatively small, about 2 inches in outside diameter. By about 1952,
the outside diameter of nozzles had grown to 5 inchesp and erosion
conditions had reached the performance lUmits of industrial grinphites.

A major problem facing both the users and the industry was their
inability to write realistic, meaningful specifications which related
measurable properties to performance characteristics. In a nmaber of
Defense progrmn,, this had resulted in unnecessarily high scrap rates
and a general lack of confidence in this class of mateftals., which
offered so wany unique possibilities for use in very high-tepeatr
applIcations.

Between 1955 and 1957, several situations developed which Vear
to have a long-rw4- effect on graphite utilization for military
missi.e applications In the ensuing decade. M e development Of MOSThe
energy solid Umpl2ats I-adicated the potential of solid systems for
Intercontinental balllstiý missiles (IC216). Wes led to the establish-
ment of two missleo propinw, the Navy's Polaris and the Air Force's
Minuteman. harly develoment testing of the new prpllants shoved
that available ccinrcial gralftites were only margInall acceptable.
This Jeopardlized the iabeA'et reliability and growth potential of
both sysrtems. During the seme period,, the Army, in developing the
Faedstne missile, vas experie,%Ift gnpat difficulty In obtaining
producible lots of gmaphte mate: ials for jet warns *'tie reason USI
that strict acceptemice standards ware being iloosed on c~omrc isal
graphite msterftls not developed for missile uses. About that time,
the DOD transferred prime responsibility for land-based long-rMang
uiseilge to 14he Air Yam.. so the development of adequate xaterIlsI
for the associated missile systems became the direct, concern Of that
military dspartunt.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INVOLVEMENT

By virtue of its responsibilities in connection with work for
the DoD, the Materials Advisory Board (NAB) sensed the impending
emergence of new materials problems and opportunities. In 1956, Dr. J.
R. Lane, an NAB staff scientist, recognized % potential problem in
the graphite area and suggested to Mr. Verne Schnee, Ebeecutive Dir-
ector of the MAB, that an NAB study of the graphite problems mould
be appropriate and potentially helpful to the DoD. Approached on
this matter by Mr. Schnee, Mr. John Garrett, Staff Specialist, Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering)l,
recognized the importance of such a study. Mr. Garrett then secured
the approval of Mr. William Holaday, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Research and Engineering), for the study to proceed on 7
January 1957. Dr. Lane completed the MAE staff study and published
a report on 9 May 1957. The report's conclusions are as follows:

"1. Better graphite than is now available will be re-
quired as components of missiles now being designed.

"2. While the uniformity of graphite now commercially
available is considered satisfactory ifor power reactor
applications and most civilian uses, a much higher level
of uniformity is needed to satisfy certain reactor and
missile structu-ral applicatiorL'a. 71* adopti-0m -of ieal
istic, meaningful specificatious (including such as
strength, density, grain size, etc.) for critical
applications would mark a logical advance in its
application. Improvements in nondestructive testing
are needed to enable the routine protuction of grades
to specification.

"3. Manufacturers have significantly improved their
product over the years, and it is to be assumed that
such effort will continue. It may not be reasonable to
expect that the present commercial process is capable
of yielding a product of adequate unifoixity and re..
producibility for some. future critical military appli-
cat-ions. Other approaches to making graphite are known,
but apparently are not being actively pursued. Com-
mercial incentives for this work are small, and the
govern ant support would be required to achieve the
ra'ze of p3rogres which weapon designs call for.

Lfhe office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research
and Engincering) -OASD(R&E) - was the predecessor of the
present Ofricte of the Director of Defens PResearch and
Engineerign4 D -ODDi•E.



"4. The development of superior grades of graphite for
use in high temperature applications in such weapons an
missiles will lag until performance requirements have
been spelled out. This itemizing is clearly wviLtn the
province of the military and weapon contractors. Involved
are not only the accuiAulation of numerical data, but the
determination of the special physical and mechanical
properties which control performance.

"5. Specifications for pertinent grades of graphite
need to be evolved by the concerted action of producers
and users. Designers will be encouraged to specify
graphite rather than possible alternate materials, if
it can be produced to guaranteed narrow variations in
limits on properties. It should be recognized÷ that
such practice would raise the cc,!t.

"6. The ability to detect flaws and other undesirable
characteristics in graphi-e is not highly developed.
Sponsorship by appropriate egencies of rescarch on
nondestructive testing methods would enable the
selection, with much more certainty than is now
possible, of sound, strong specimens.

"7. By far the gro-ater production of graphite is for
grades (electrodes, anodes) inappropriate for use at
high temperatures in weapons. Since the commercial
incentive for the development -if gi-ades which might
at some time be of interest *,a the N.fense Department
is small, it appears highly desirable to increase the
support for research on ý;asir studies and unique manu-
facturing methods. This ehcruld be done, if necessM'--
at the expense of sponsored research on modi 4

of the standard production procedure.
such as on oxidation - and erosion-
seems to be nef.ed. Because o:' its
characteristics, the use of grtphite
couraged to the fullest extent comer.
capabilities.

"8. In viev of the extensive AEC I-
graphite for special reactor applic.
military programs on high temperat.
require coordination with those of'.
Conmi s sion."

C).. The DoD Coordinating Comiittee on '¶,
0 study at its eleventh meeting, 26 July ',.

study to producers in the grapibte field t..
also set up an informal working group ritl

O ~DoD staff to reviev the present government

prograits in graphite, in order that an a"k. .
Cl• commuents might be made.

009
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The Working Group' a review of gvernment vork and its study of
replies from graphite companies led to the conclusion that lack of
proiress In obtaining graphite of proper quality for military appli-
cation was due mainly to the inability of users to specify the properties
n.aded. It also became clear that university-type research did not
fulfill all requirements because properties of the relatively mell
pieces of graphite involved could not be ertrapolated to larger pieces;
and that there was a large source of know-hov within the graphite
industry-heretofore untapped by the DoD-that should be brought to
bear on the general problem of obtaining better and more uniform
graphite for Defense purposes.

Accordingly, the Working Group proposed to the Coordinating
Comittee on Materials that a trn-service program in graphite research
and development be established, consisting of contracts with the
companies manufacturing graphite. It vas suwgested that the program
be managed by a single military department and that, if desired, an
KA3 technical panel could assist. The Working Group stood ready to
establish the objectives of the program., to distuss with the gr&9hite
industry the feasibillty of a cooperative effort, and to make rec-
conendations to the Committee on the amount olf effort required, in-
cluding funding. The Working Group, in particular, proposed the
establisabent of an experimental facility for the pilot production
of "zissile grade graphite". The full report of the Working roap
is included in Appendix A.

The Co-mittee considered and approved this proposal at its
thirteenth neeting, 6 December 1957, establishing, in place of the
Working Group, a Steering Group for Tri-Service Program in Graphite
Research and Deve3opment.

At a meting on 12 December 1957, the Steering Group agreed
with the suggestion of the Army member that an Army technologst
make a survey of the user field in all three military services and
report his findings to the group. Mr. E.J. Dunn, of the Orduance
Mterials Resoeal Office, ves appointed by the Army member for this
task. CO 7 January 195, )r. Dunn outlined to the Steering Group
his proosoed action, which Included submitting a questionnaire to
graphite usoers. U* proposal was approved by the Group. Subsequently,
1W. Dunn visited my 'plants In the user field and al.so, vith members
of the Steering Group, companies In the graphite indw try.

Mbership in the Steering Group shifted from time to time,
but It was esucAtially as follovs:

Mr. J.C. o (arrettM (AD()
Mr. X.L. Hollady Army Ordnance Corps
1r. T.B. Nemill Bureau of Naval Ordnance
Capt. I.K. Holdener Air Torce Mabterials laboratory
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Mr. Dunn's report, and recommendations arising from It, were
discussed by the Steering Group at meetings in June and July 1958, at
which time the report was accepted.

As a result of this policy decision and certain interservice
decisions as well, the Air Force turned out to be the only military
department with a direct interest in the recommended graphite pro-
gram. In the Polaris program, the Navy selected refractory metal
nozzles and laid primary develppmnutl emphasis on pyrolytic graphite.
Since its requirements for rocket nozzles were not severe owing to
the shorter duration of their firing, the Army was more interested in
the technology of solid-rocket-mutor cases and devoted its resources
to tiat area.

Already the Air Force Materials laboratory had independently
started to support 3everal small programs related to many aspects
of the recommended program. Subsequently, the Air Force continued
to analyze the recomendations of the Steering Group to get a better
understanding of the problems involved and the level of fundi' that
would be required to carry out the progran successfully. During
routine management activities, a number of studies were completed.
Among them were the following:

(1) the reassessment of DoD requirements and their relation-

ship to Air Force needs,

(2) the solicitation of outside expert opinions,

(3) a reanalysis of industrial capabillties,

(4i) an analysis of the effect of the graphite Industry's
proprietary attitudes on program goals,

(5) the determination of the goals' feasibility,9

(6) the plannn of a program approach, and

(7) an investigation of the availability of funds.

These studies were made during the Year September 1958-1959.
Final D*D aproval ad authority to proceed with negotiations for a
nminally $12-mllion, 3-year program were granted early in October
1959. Coneurrently, the need for such a program was reconfirmed by
the Air Force's hardware. component and other laboratories.

in the September 1958-1959 period, there was considerable inter-
play within normal Air Forcs channels to DoD for program and funding
approval. It involved the Air Force Materials laboratory at Wright
Air Development Center and the Nmnufacturing Methods Division of the
Air Materiel Comnd (AMC), both of which had a technical desire to
initiate the program. To sell the program as a candidate to start in
FP 1960 required the support of three DoD orpnizations - the Air
-Research and Development Command (Major KruM) in Baltimore; Bead-
quarters, U.S. Air Force (Colonel J. Beamn and Lt. Colonel J. Shipp);

- . ~~7- s -- Tr- * ,*~J~*



and the OASD(R&E) (Mr. J. Barrett), both in Washington, D. C This
necessitated that Mr. Barrett secure the assignment of $2 million from
the OSD (Office of the Secretary of Defense) Ebergency Fund to the
Air Force for use in the program.

As evidenced by the fact that the anticipated program cost was
more than 10 times the total annual budget of the Air Force for
exploratory development in ceramics and graphite, funding was a
problem. It should be said here that the technical salesmanship of
two highly interested Air Force Officers, Lieutenant Giancola and
Captain Holdener, was fundamental to the DoD's acceptance of this
propr.. Both were members of the Technical staff of the Air Force
Materials laboratory, Dayton, Ohio.

Funds were also obtained from a number of organizations in the
Wright-Patterson Complex that recognized the need and unstintingly
provide"i resources. The program was started with $3.5 million from
the Air Materiel Comand facilities people, $2 million from the OSD
Emergency Fund $500 thousand from the AMC's Mwufacturing Methods
Division, and $275 thousand from the Air Force Materials Laboratory.
Further, because of the manufacturing technology aspects of the
experimental facility, the AMC committed itself to an additional $1
million of support during the program. While the Materials Laborato:
prepared to furnish from its normal budget the required balance, $4.6
million, to carry the 3-year program to its conclusion, this i•as done
at the expense of other materials programs in the Laboratory.

After October 1959, the activities of primary irterest involved
negotiations concerning work areas, program costs, rights to data,
special facility requirements, and the securing of deviations from
normal Air Force contracting practice, particularly with respect to
proprietary information and balance between government and company
capital investments-all culminating in the DoD's award of a contract
(effective 1 .-gy 1960) to the National Carbon Company, Union Carbide
Corporationp for the development of advanced graphite materials and
the operation of an experimental facility foc the Pilot Plant Pro-
duction of Missile-Grade Graphite.

In suamry, there was a recognition of need and opportunity by
the Department of Defense; a decision to go ahead; funds and resourcet
were obtained fron a variety of sources; a contract was negotiated
and a contractor selected to push alead toward the development of
h1&h perfbrmnce missile grade materials.



it should be pointed out that the use of National Carbon Company
Trade Names such as ATJ, ZTA, etc., to identify the products mntioned
In this case history results simply from the role of National Carbon
Company as the contractor under this particular development program.
Use of these designations is not intended to Imply that National Carbon
Company products are the only graphitc products suitable for missile or
other DOD or nuclear applications. Other products of other producers
have been tested successfully and are available.



HIGH-DENSITY GRAPHITES

Nature of the Problem:

Comercial graphites are manufactured by graphitizing carbon
shapes made by baking the green ghapes formed from mixtures of coke
particles and pitch binder. Because coke particles are porous and
about one-third of the binder Is distilled off in the baking, in-
dustrial grqphites generally have a porosity of 30 to 20 percent, with
apparent densities of 1.6 to 1.75 gas per. cubic centimeter (S per cc),
as compared with the real density of single crystals-2.26 g per cc.

In characterizing graphites, apparent density is the simplest of
properties to measure, but it is significant in itself only as a measure
of carbon packing. For example, it is easy to mold blocks of 2.0 to
2.1 density vith natural graphite or graphite precipitated from de-
composition of carbides, but such graphite is so weak and soft as to
be almost totally unsuitable as an engineering material. Thus, the
achievement of high-density graphite is not significant unless ac-
companied by the improvement of other properties-strength, erosion
resistance, thermal conductivity, permeability, etc.-needed for specific
performance requirements.

Fbr a graphite grade of given basic composition and processing,
density may ba associated to some -degree with other properties that
determine performance in specific applications. Therefore, it has
been a long-standing objective of the industry to p-roduce gmphitep
of the highest practicable density. For example, in 1944 a basic
objective of the National Carbon Company's research program on special
applications was defined as "Study of manufacture of graphite of
flawless, dense structure as near real density as possible". This
objective was put into Its simplest term by settIng as a target the
development of graphite with a density over 2.0 g per cc.

Previous Alternatives:

During World War fl, the stvar build-up and the Korean War
i.e.., fnm about 1941 to 1953, graphite research and development

(lMD) had to be focused priarily on specific needs for nuclear
reactors, electrodes and aniodes. Graqite-density requirements were
met with available process tech1ogo the t-o principal alternatives
beola pitch aqriagntion or the use of superflne. in the mix.

In 1909 Acheson had deeloped the pitch-Iqrenpaton process to
increase the density of graphite by filling the pores of the carbon
blank wvith a carbonizable Mterial, subsequently graphitized. obr
spec -al nedep this pro"eas could be repeated to reach a graphite
density of around 1.75 g per cc. Another method of making graphite
of Improved density is to incoporate superfines or furnace black in
the mix to fill the voids between coke particles. With a combination
of this mix and Miltiplq pitch treatmaents it Is possible to make
graphite with a density of about 1.85 g per cc.

- - - *, - $.49 .-- ~- C. - -.... ... - '. - .--- 't



The R&D program maintained by National Carbon since 1900 to
Improve and expand industrial uses of graphite has built an organisation
of people with interdiscipliuary scientific and technical skills,
equipped with the most modern scientific and special experimental
facilities. Related to the management decision to adapt graphite to
new uses, one of the general R&D objectives was higher density.

During 1944-47 and 1950-52 experimental studies were made on
hot and cold pressing of purified natural graphite powders. This hot
pr."sing used graphite tube furnaces for 41500F to 5°4000F, with carbon
equipment for pressures to about 6000 pounds per square inch (psi).
Though graphites up to about 2.0 density were produced, their engi-
neering properties were not attractive.

In National Carbon'sn study of the triple point of carbon, small
graphite boules of 2.0 density were made by recrystallization from the
liquid phase of carbon in an arc furnace under 2000- to 3000-psi gas
pressure. These boules had high strength as compared with natural
graphite, and their electrical conductivity was about three times
higher than that of good artificial graphite. This process, however,
would not be practicable for producing engineering sizes of graphite.

The intensive development of the pressure molding-baking process
that stmrted in 1955, as a result of licensing the Cuban inventor's
patent disussed previously,, provided a fund of engineering know-
how and sti lmte4 technical awareness of the pcssibilities in a high-
temperature pressure process Iior carbon and graphite.

Recognition of the Need:

Entirely new levels of technical and econorie considerations in
the area of graphite were introduced in the early 1950Ot "..- aajor
developmnts in missiles and aerospace vehicles. In tUL.• field, the
technical requirements are much more critical than for industrial
graphites, and the economic factors enable much wider latitude to
achieve the technical goals.

During this initial period, about 3.952-57, the National Carbon
Company's specialists in engineering service to missile and aerospw.e
builders improved the understanding of special technical requiremenras
for graphite in these fields. It was evident that no available graphite
vould answer all needs; but, because its properties may be varied
over such a wide spectrum, graphite -epresents a, family of unique
materials for space uses.

In 1957, National Carbon men visited the technical people of
major contractors to get their thoughts about graphite-performance
needs for current and future designs. This survey revealed great

--------. M



intere it in graphite idith ingproved and more reliable high-teQ.erature
properties for services involving high degrees of strength, resistance
to severe erosion, oxidation and thermal shock. There w, also con-
siderable interest in higher density, as possibly related to improve-
ments in properties affecting performance of nozzles, cones, edges
and reactors.

In viev of this interest in higher density graphite, C.E. larson,
Vice-President for Research of National Carbon, asked V.C. Banister,
Associate Director and Senior Scientist, to study available technoo

and ideas arx to carry out research-type o-perixiental work to establish
a principle suitable for development scale-up.

Banister assigned this project to hir enginee*ing assistant, E.L.
Piper. After consideration of the principles previously evaluated and
the subsequent advances in pressure technology, Banister recalled
observations that he anA his colleague, J.W. Gartland., had made in
1937 concerning the plastic fliw of carbon beginrdng at 31000F and of
graphite at 40000F. Be suggested that Piper study the hot pressing of
carbon preform .

Key Findins:

Piper first made graphite of 2.06 density by hot pressing a piece
of 1.56-density carbor (3/8 inch in diameter by 1 inch) at about 8500
psi at 4700"F in a tube furnace. This key experiment in 19 demon-
strated that hot pressing vas a feasible method for producing high-
density graphite.

The smalI size of the researmh piece dd, wt allow t* -measure-
ment of engineering properties, and it vas realizel that it vould re-
main a lab curiosity until scaled up by a major development effort.

Develoaant Scale-up of Nov Material:

The possibility of scaling up Piper's research finding vas ex-
piored at National Carbon's ibstoria (Ohio) Developoent laboratory,
vhich had facilities and kIov-how for the moldlng-baking process tc
around 18007F by resistance hesting of the work piece. Nev tooling
had to be developed to reach graphitizing teaperatures in the ex-
perimental hot pressing of carbon or gaphite preformas. It vas
found, however, that this process vas not as practicable as an al-
ternative developed at the Nagaa (Nov York) Developwnt laboratory
which had facilities and kow-hov for inductlou-beated processes.
The devloMmut ea4gneer e to h= this study was Pigned,
K.J. Zeltsch, bUilt a smal experimental unit to enable hot pressing
to 540001F.

National Carbon aoubinusd through 1959 with develoyent vork
to establish en eri data on the hot-pressing processes for
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producing high-density ramhite. The first seale-uP wo tO .9-th.
diaeter binks for subsclu MAN +est nosulooo whiCh were 4r
delivered to Aerojet-auearal Cororattion In march 1960. The mt
scale-ups more to dla±term of 14 ihes in September 1961 (on
contract -AY33(616)-6915) an(, to 30 inhar, in July 1963.,

Although the princik)le o.f the process to mal. hdgh-dcn*ity
graphite is quite simyleý the engineering aspects are ,a r fran
simple because oZ the extrtws of temperatia-e ad pressure inivul4.
Tbhs, major probl-s bavh been t1a d4elomnt of materIal 60a
construction to enable practical and safe operation.

Testin_ and Uses of New Material:

Along with its effect on depsiftcation, the hot working of
graphites results in a highly orientel rerystallized gphite with 6,
crystal structure intermdiate to premium and prolytic lSnphites eA
with characteristics that cannot Otherw•se sbe obtairned, TMW p] eS
allows the use of a wide variety oZ nase Oxterialt to make grophite
with a IVoad spectrum of properties.

ZTA gray!ilte is only oie r*AO ef tLas high-deWity type of
material; its properties vare zevon far mmnet %oer, Nde s.o0_
With this hot-forming process, 2 it w-1 be possible to develop other
high-density graphites with optiwm qwobinations of properties to
mot specific needs of raw wapon dtigsi. Amon the Ofeicatio@ of
ZZ pmakite are the following.

(1) Aroved by Atrojet-General Corporation for nozzles of bo•t
stages of the. Skbolt missile.

(2) Anra~d by AtJantic Research Corporation for nozzle of the
fadleep missile.

(3) Tested by AeroJet-General and ferculeS Powder Coupay for
zond.sta4p nzle os'! the POlaw'is A-3 missile. In the tests, its
sevsion rate van al.ot as lw as that of pyrolytic graphite, but
ZR dmeloped Ow that va due to design factors. For the stacked
wafter dssiaio p~'oymInc Srqhte ms adopt~ed. ZTA was not fully

•embmsed in the washer-tywe design.

(4) .,tivmved and. used ly W•.#ighoune Astronuclear Division for
st.-uctural co monvats of !.VA nuclear prop•dasio reactors. Its pro-
pertieo aza vni2ormity meet these particular service needs better thae
tbos of Wiy other avralable [7aphites.

"" Wright Air Development Division, Technical Documentary Report
No, WADD TR 61-72, Vol. VIt and Supplemtnt, "Righ Density Re-
crystallized Graphite by Hot Forming."
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CASE HISTORY

ANIALYSIS

This case study has selected thret advances in graphite teCbnolou,
Although their research origins were quite unrelated., they zerged,
during t-he exploitation stages. They were carried forward to use
through a single Air Force contract which was established in 1960.
The plwpose of the contract was to start a broad program aimed, at
advancing graphite technology and to reduce the time from'developmont
to uae-. All three advanlces pafssed through similar stages and were
inter-related. Only ont evolved into commercial development. In ali
caaes,, the .pinciple product was developed,, evaluated or applied to
a Detease "Aplcation. T2he analysis of the REI stages, in this suinry7
was limited to "*owion resistant., high density graphite". It is
grnerally applicablf tc all twree advances, This analysis includes
both Reseerck/bglneering Interactfons and BagineeringJ/Ra.elering
x.%4psctions.

BrosiAl )eoitam&t Hf5h Density Graphite

Resez~ h-Enai~(S 4~eu ing-Engineeting

0, StIodiew by 98atsmar sad Garla~mi *m 1037 ware performed to
gain a bettor I~smigt low plantic flow of erbf mid graphit.. This
was foadmdaieal *Saftra atme& at Iqnr.vUsg ie Vrfesn of carbon
mad Stool$* tr.&eto,

b. 1W. J. L1~0 A N"Otridls Advtory le"41 Staft Scietist,
P41towe a r*.rt, &MIN my, 19S?, V46h revt*W4 ^am stae-ofi-the-
art to oFpkie Mterat4. Osd 10DOW006 Pat tus %Pjines of
atg~n imlutae. 0 biree ~~ metoh so thts clew at interisl*.

4's It Ust be"i a loSssefteMa. ebJ~t"Vr #A40 *Aeapkite
fadmotry to develop orayb$N asciw~o to thae~rtioai Abasity as
possibleon .timus' offtort in skis &re seemd to be the lout* efr
IOU potOde Of tift b7 041"o CeeboM 090any As a we.14t of Me
l~wAss qt *W iadq~sd~t assesamtits of D.s.n~ Mroapaco neads w

0 maftesswe de~ift. me OiN& to iste4eif7 044srt to 1%0 high
4Aftity Srs9~tos. C. to La1A.4 Vice Ureal4fte bit aoserch a.d
V. $1, %mistoter Assecifte firestse sedmaor Sc.*mtist of the lave&
Laborawiri, to estysd x1ogin toshmmelp mE Ids". for pVodsc1aig
hLgher deasity graphLOe; daelop & reInr-1 progrom to *e followed
by develeposist soale-e.

d, 9. L. Piper carried memt asperheaa&. batd" upoa the 1937
observatim, Af Reasister mE E~t1&a*, Viper fiet aide 2'.06 graphite
by hot pressing 1. 56 doofty iarben vith abot 8300 peZ at 47000F.
This was the key experideat is. 1957 %hi-Ch 4eionatcated that hot
pressing was a feasible method for pr.*#Aiug high density graphite.
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e. Development scale-up of the process was first attempted in
the Fostoria Development Laboratory, which had facilities and knov-
bow for the noldilg-baking process using resistance heating. The pro.
ject was later shifted by innagement to the Niagra Development Lab-
oratory vhich had facilities and know-hov for induction heated procesi
K. J. Zeitsch, the Niagara laboratory Development Engineer, built an
experimental smell unit to enable hot pressing. Process development
work and property characterization was carried on until 1959.

f. Stroop and O'Denning of National Carbon arranged for a con-
tract with Aerojet General Corporation for evaluation of the high
density product in HM test nozzles.

g. Overlapping the actions in f. above were a number of study
groups established by OSD to examine weapon requirements for graphite
materials and producer potentialities. During October 1959, the Air
Force was given the authority to proceed with negotiations for a $32
million, three year program in Graphite Technologyr Captain I.K.
Holdner and Lt. J. Gianceola of the Air Force Materials Laboratory
were the project officers. A contract was signed with National Carboi
Compny during May 1960. This resulted in the transfer of most of
the process development, scale-up, and evaluation to the Lavrenceburg
(Tenn.) Graphite Fsality.

h. During and after further develioieelt- aad perforwauce eau -
tion of these products close contact was maintained with the Aerospace
Industry by both John Brannon, Manager of Applications and the Air
Force project officers. The high density graphite was selected for
(1) the Skyoolt, second stage nozzle (weapon pro s subsequently
cancelled), (2) 11edeye Missile Nozzle, and (3) structural components
of the NERVA nuclear propulsion reactors. It was also a candidate foi
the Polaris A-3 second stage nozzle but was subsequently replaced by
pyrolytic graphite.
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STAGES AT WHICH IMI'S OCCRRE

Definition RhI

0 Scientific finding (knowvledge) a, d

1 Recognition of new material (process)
possibility b, c, g

2 Creation of useful material (process)
form e

3 Feasibility of using the material (process)
in hardware f

Possibility of using the hardware contain-

ing the material in a system

5 Production of the system (product) h*

6 Operation of the syste (product)

* Fi RM h, it i sllst in"ossib2a to distingish between sta.ps k

** Staps were defined by the OaNttee 9br the PWun-ses of this studY,
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APP22DX A
CHT 235/1

OFFICE OF TEE ASSISTANT SCTARY OF DEFSE (MU)
Washington 25, D.C.

5 September 1958

Report of Steering Group on Graphite
Research and Devejoment

Otn January 7, 1957, the OASD(R&), recognizing the potential of
graphite for high tenperature applications but aware of its limita-
tions, gave an assignment to the Materials Advisory Board to prepare
a staff study on this material, considering the mechanical properties
of graphite needed in weapons thei being designed, and outlining any
areas in which additional research would be necessary to achieve the
desired properties.

This staff study (NAB-43-3) was issued on May 9, 1957; some of
the more pertinent conclusions, in brief, are:

Better and more uniform graphite is needed for high
temperature structural applications.

Performance requirements need to be spelled out by
weapons people; this would lead to the evolution of
&peoifications for pertinent 07pdes of graphite.

Since the ccmercial incentive for the development
of grades for military use Is mall, it appears
desirable to increase Government suport for re-
search on basic studies, unique manufacturing
methods, coatings, sed ron-destructive testing
methods.

o staff study vas reviewed by the Coordinating Comittee on
Materials at its 11th meeting on July 26, 1957; It was decided to send
the study to producers in the graphite field for coments Wad to set
up ean informal vorkIng gr with the Services =An DOD staff to review
the present Govezrmt research sad developest progri• In graphite,
in order that an adequate study could be made of immiacturer's cop-
ments.

Activities of the Group

The Working Group's review of Goverment vork and of replies from
the graphite co€panies led to the conclusion that lack of progress in
obtaining graphite of proper quality for allitary application laY
mainly in the inability of users to specify the proerties needed.

C 235/1



It also becaue clear that university type research, v1ich involved
relatl 6 meall pieces of graphite, did not fulfill all requfrean
bect je properties could not be extrapolated to larger pieces; and
th t" ere vas a Large untapped source of "know-hov" vithin the
graphite industry that should be brought to bear on the general pro
blem of obtaining better and more uniform graphite.

Accordingly the Working Group proposed to the Coordinating
Co-uittee on Materials that a trn-service program in research and
development of graphite be established, consisting of contracts vit]
the companies manufacturing graphite. It vas suggested that the
progra might be managed by a single Service and if desired an XAB
technical panel could assist, as is presently done in the Titanium
Sheet Bolling Program. The Working Group stood ready to establish
the objectives of the program, to discuss vith the graphite industr7
the feasibility of a cooperative effort, and to make recomendation-
to the Comittee on the amount of effbrt required, including fundini

The Coordinating Comittee on Materials considered this propost
at its 13th meeting on December 6, 1957, and approved it, establish.
in place of the Working Group, a Steering Group for Tri-Service Pr.-
gram in Graphite Research and Development.

At a meeting on December 12, 1957, the Steering Group agreed w
the suggestion of the Army member that an Army technologist make a
swuvey of the uftr field in. si, three s•er•ices and report his find-
las to the group. Mr. E. J. Dunn, of Ordnance Materials Research
office was appointed by the Ary member for this task. On January
19 5 M, Xr. NI nn gave to the group an outline of his proposed act:(
which included a questionnaire to be submitted to users. The pro-
posed action vas approved by the Group, and subsequently Mr. Dunn
visited may plants in the user field, and also, together with memb
of the Group, visited coepanies in the graphite industry.

Mimbership in the group shifted from time to time; the present
membership is as follovs:

W. J. C. Barrett OASD(R&B)
. . L.U1llady Army (Ord)

M . T. X. Z U Navy (3aOrd)
ftpt. I. IK. bldener Air Fbrce (Materials Lab.)

Mr. Dua's report, and recoinndations arising therdftom, were
discussed by the group at meetings held in June and July, 1958 at wl
time the report was accepted. Folloving is a sumary based on ansvw
to the questionnaire and comnts of the group:

CHT 235/1
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Question 1. Is there a pressing need for greater uniformity
and standardization of properties and product? If so,. bear
this in mind in answering the subsequent questions.

a. There is a definite need for greater uniformity,
as there are presently a large numaber of grades
of graphite, and property variations are so
great even with any one grade that successive
samples of a grade often vary more than the
average difference between grades.

Question 2. Considering those areas in which you currently
have responsibility or in Vhich you have knovledge and might
plausibli expect to have responsibility in the foreseeable
future, please describe the various defense applications with
perticular reference to structural, thermal and other high
temperature uses wherein you feel graphite (if impregnated,
coated, etc. state details), is or migt be profitably em-
ployed, designating which, but omitting those for integral
atomic reactor or nuclear use, or electrical uses. Please
list the grade (and manufacturer), and salient properties
required in each application emphasizing realistic minimum
numerical values where poseible.

a. Uses for paphi"s in the missile field include
nozzles, jet van.4s,. jetavators, liners, nose
cones, an injectors.

Question 3. Considering (2): (a) where a practical or
pbable increase In some property mould greatly enhance
We -use, please state the use and the improvements
(numerical values vhere possible) desired. (b) Please
list any additional uses vhich might become profitable
with a vostble moderate Improvement in properties of
gprapite i include snoe quantitative estimate of the
property (Lee) aid Imirovemsnt required.

a. Noszle users are interested in higher strength,
hiher t mal, shock resistamne, and higher
erosion resistance. Erosion resistance Is
particularly Important because of the inreas-
Ing specific Impulse of solid rocket fuels,
and the scouring action of metal additives.
Jet ins users also need erosion resistance
without a lessening of thermal shock re-
sistance; also uniformity is very important,
as the loss of part of a vane mean loss of
a missile. Coatings and impregnnts have
been used in attempts to impove oxidation
resistance and erosion resistance with

CMa 235/1
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limited success. Estimates of strength are
given, but these vary vith the application; it
is the consensus. however., that higher strengths
are needed.

Question 4. Do you have research or developent work in progress
or presently contemplated to develop material of the properties
required in Par. 3, and if so, please give a sufficient des-
cription of the work so that its value to an over-all graphite
?AD program might be determined, vhen it vill be completed, vhere
it Is being done, and your cmment as the adequacy of the effort
considering the importance of the application.

a. While the Services are carrying out some work
on graphite., the users in general are testing
the comercial types of graphite, sometimes on
pieces especially selected by the producers.
Because no criteria for specifications exist,
selection of pieces an grades by the producers
Is somevhat haphazard.

Question 5. Is the property Informtion currently available
sufficiently complete for design use for each grade for each
specific application? If not please indicate specifically
vhat is needed (include simple or direct property measurements
if any listed in Par. 4 above and indicate vhether that effort
is sufficient).

a. Mechanical and physical property information is
not adequate and available in all cases, in part
due to the nature of graphite and to variations
in graphite. Needed are more reliable property
data, particularly at temperatures above 30000P,
and criteria for evaluating and comparing thermal
shock resistance, mechanical shock resistance
and erosion resistance. It is noted that National
Carbon Is vorklng on a covmbensive handbook on
graphite, vhIch should be of some help, even though
it deals only wvith present commercial grade gmraphites.

"sti.m 6. ConIsidering (2) and (3), as a measure of Industry
Importawplease estimate the foreseeable poundage per year
probably require. for each item (list for item 2, 3&a and 3b
separtely) under mobilization condi*" 'ns. In many cases ob-
viously the pondae figure bears no relation to the importance
of the itm to the D~ nse effort; there'/ore, additionally please

C14T 2355/1
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include any other parameter you care to for such items, i.e. If
the proper or desirable functioning of som large missile, Missile
system, or other important item is prevented or limited by soem
specific property of a small piece of graphite, poundage figures
have no meaning as to the effort worthwhile to effect 1,provemen
but consider alternative design or materials when indicating this
importance.

a. Poundage figures were not forthcoming, but it was
the consensus that graphite is important to missiles
and that it should take a priority ahead of ceramics
and cermets. This is so because graphite is the
only material known to increase in strength as the
temperatures is raised (with a peak at about 45000 F).

Question 7. If you believe there is a need for increased effort
other than as indicated above, please state specifically what is
needed and vhy; please give any general coients pertinent to this
questionnaire and its subject.

a. It is agreed that need for increased effort exists,
and sugpestions for the direction of this effort
follov:

Properties obtained from destructive and non-destructive tests
should be correlated with end use results. DOD control through a
consulting comittee with personnel from the missile and graphite
industries should be maintained.

A new manufacturing process or processes are needed to produce
uniform missile grade graphites, with the manufacturing facilities set
apart from existing plants.

Better starting rawaterials re needed. Specifications should
be established to control unifbaomity Of raw eerial charecter in
order to achieve processing control asd unifotm end product.

Work should be carried out on pressure beking controlled porosity
(for thermal shock resistance), paphite "-hisks", a prolytic graphite,
mlting of graphite, crystal structure, end the control of ,anisotrop.

Sae general commnts In Mfr. b 's report are also suminrized:

MWs three gmrphite comqp.ies which wre visited - Great Lakes
Carbon Corporstion, National Carbon COMWpy, and Speer Carbon CoMany -
wre very cooperative in stating their problems and offering suggestions
to improve graphite. All have research facilities; National Carbo,
whieh is the largest coqpany, has a well established and well staffed
facility involved in a surprising amunt of basic research on carbon
and graphite.

CU 235/1
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Unrealistic factors of safety must be used iu desiua1nl for
graphite because of the 1ac1: of available design Iuformation.

This reiates primarily to the fact 'that at. present no graphite
specimen is preciiely like ayt, other graphite spe."men, no successive
lots are identical ever. in average properties, and that each grap'ite
is influenced by a large num'ber of independent and interdependent
ftctors associated with its composition. fabrication and thermal
history. It is felt that efforts to obtain precise numerical values
for physical properties will largely be ineffective until a better
understanding of the relation between these properties and 'the factors
Influencing them is obtained. It is felt that more work should be
sponsored by the defense agencies, and ;hat. a careful effort be amde
to coordinate and disseminate the results. This effort will largely
be wasted unless it is accompanied by an opportunity for close and
effective cOoperation among the contra.tors, the carbon companies,
those presently responsible for space vehicle design, and the military
agencies.

It is noted that there apparently will be no one grade of graphite
capable of haadling the gamut of missile uses. Increasing density (by
reducing porosity) or increasing st3:n.gth vhich, at present, invari-
ably results in a reduction of thermal sbhWF resistance, is not the
panacea first thought; thiii is proven by a study of the Cbrysler-AH(A
vane work -Aerein a relatively poor extruded graphite is successful
whereas a premium higher strength one flails by therme.1 shock.

There is a definite "size factor" in l raphite technology. Pro-
perties of small size pieces cannot be translated to larger sizes, so
that what proves to be successful in laboratory investigations might be
wholly inadequate when ACI. size components are involved. Because of
this differential, tests must ger,erally• be conducted on pieces of
somewhat the same size as the end item in question.

It is pointed out that the starting matcrials in the usnufacture
of graphite are oil refinery coke end coal tar pitch. These are com-
plex organic compounds vhich vary in chemical composition and physical
properties from one batch to another, Processing variables such as
baking temperature, graphitizing temperature and section size all
influence the character of the graphite and the resulting properties.
Because of this complexity, it is not surprising that reliable pro-
perty vulues as related to end uses are practically unknown.

7he report was accepted, and agreed recommendations were evolved,
based on suggestions in the report.

CW 235/1



Rec.mmndatf-ne of the Staerlng Group fbr RD ProM,sa oan Graphite

short P~nge Toa Betimmted.Padn
-- ~('tho~u,,ý o0 Uwe-.)

2. That a contract be created to 1500
develop experi~antally end to pro- (over 3 years) (exaluding
duce in required sizes for typical new facilities vhich eventuaLly
applications, suitable miesile may be necessary, and vhich will
grade graphites, and to measure all cost about $3 million).
of tbeir pertinent properties. The
contractor should be in a position
to exercise control over the quall-
ties and properties of the raw
msteri.al, and must have adequate
facilities and experience with re-
search, development and production
of special types of graphl.te. The
mev process of "pressure baking",
which results in a more uniforu
A-roduct and which cuts lead time drasti-
cally, should be included in this
prograu.

2. That a coordinated propum of 1500
end item evaluation by the users (over 3 years)
bhe established, to tie in with
lPecomendation #1, and to ccre
Anto being after Recam••ta-tlon #1
:16 implemented. Uaers should in-
clude Goverment laboratories and
missile developmnt contractors.
lbsting of both full elum com-
ments and smller stadasdized
spectaen6 shouMl be undertA*Am.

1, That the prent laboratory 15
-*,efrt5s sponsored by the Services
-*n v~i-h attemts are bein moe
to aomqplhsh on a mu scals
geterolUy what Is proposed In Fi-
cow'ndatioa #1, be continueC, and
"th•-i these efforts be coordinated
with, provide auxiliary Iaput to,
and act partially as an unblsed
check on the effort in Recomamattlon
j42. These efforts m4iht also be
directly applijable to small sore
]pieces. Sponsorship of contracts
or new processes, mad opisltion

of Information frm private sou-ces
on such processes, sou]ld be en-

CW 23r./1
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Short Me~e (continued) Total Patlasted Aundi

). That a contract be given to an 50
In dent research orpaization
flor the purpose of surveying the
current wrk In the fields of csat-
10inI, gaseous deposits, and Lu-
PrmSgnans. The end product of the
survey should be an evaluation of
the adequacy of the presmt effort
and recomidations for forther
lork.

5. That a progam to evaluate the 100
advmtages of extrudng and nolO!-
In to shape be created; coqiarison
of the undisturbed surface vith that
of a mshined surface could be mue,
as it Is suspected that uchining
may be detrimutal. This effort
should be correlated with, or ut
fboa part of the priamu cited in
flsccmmendations #and /2.
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Recomendations of the Steering Group fbr M•D Program on Graphite

Long aw Ttal Estlmated Punding
(thousands of dollars)

(Note: the following ro datIons refer only to missiUe-
grade graphitea such as v1w2 be fbrthco.Iag from the program outlined
in Recoeendation #1; comsercial grade puphites are not oonsidered.)

6. That the present program on im- 200
provement of erosion and oxidation
resistance through additives to the
graphite mix be expanded ,o consider
aA. avenues of approach.

7. That research wirk on high 200
strength graphite "whiskers" be
expanded to determine their po-
tentialities; an investigtion
should also be made to determine
whether these vhiskers can be form-
ed into aggregates.

8. That a contract be estabiisbed 50
for further research in difter-
enlial heat flov gaphites and
determination of their properties.

9. That a fninsa ntal study of the 50
crystal structure of graybite be
mde, Indludi al lotroe foes
(other than dimamd) IhIch my
exist at high tasates.

.0. That an Investiaption be mmde IM0
of pousible methods for coatro l-
ing the e alms e and -mut of
WTosity iu gn•raite, and to detea-

•-~ if sawh cwbrol leads to p h-
tts of better theaim -took re-

1.. That wthods of ucutrol of am- 200
iwtr op in Zrhites cast from a
nl)ten condition be invsti ,ed
,nO. doveloped., to dsteumine if
uiebble products vill tersw; bat
v srk of such •p•qhtes and also
acovntional graphite oould be an
adjunct to this vork.
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astablishemnt of an Ncieritental Plant for Missile Grade Graphite.

The survey report leads one to conclude that imediate considera-
tion should be given to the establishment of a facility to produce
missile grade graphite, as opposed to present commercial grades. The
non-uniformity of the present grades, the reluctance of the industry
to put Its ovn money into developing a small tonnage product vith little
or no profit, and the problem of predicting properties of large pieces
of graphite frm results on small pieces are all obstacles to the develop-
ment of the high quality graphites needed for missile applications. Be-
commendation #1 is designed to fill this need, and if it is not filled
many of the other recommended steps might not be vorthwhile.

Recognizing that this concept is of highest priority, the Steering
Group took preliminary action in this area prior to fall consideration of
the other recoimendatIons, and instructed the OASD(R&E) staff member to
prepare a letter to the graphite producers, asking them to coment on
the feasibility of setting up a pilot or experimental plant, vhich vould
be divorced from their other facilities, and vhich would be run on an
FAD rather than production basis. A copy of this letter, and copies of
the replies from five of the graphite producers, are attached to this
report. Perusal of the replibs tnfcates that the graphite companies,
on the whole ,are In full accord with the eaacept, and vouad' lke to enter
into a program of this type.

The Steering Group foels that this props. should be implemented as
soon as possible. It is felt, moreover, that National Carbon Compa
should be aearded the contract, because of its preeminent position in
research and deve t within the industry (corrobor d by comittee
visits to the pr•moers) because of its more positive proprsa as out.
"lined in its reply to our query, and because it recently has developed
a "pressure baking" process which should aid In the development of
gphltes with reproducible properties. It Is probable that the work
can be Initiated with the oompany's present facilities; if the demand
is reat enou&h *ad there. Is need for further refinements in process-
iog, now faellitles my have to be built. In that event and particularly
if prodwtion of roi'mably =iV quiLties Is Involved, coordimtion
can be effected vith facilities and produatian paeonnel In the Services..

OfM 235/1.
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Previous Alternatives: The low- and medium -priced specialty
graphites were developed from the electrode type., with gradual in-
provements in quality from general advances in graphite technolog.
These graphite. are satisfactory flor the majority of industrial uses.

The premium-priced ATJ specialty graphite vas developed to meet
the need for highest quality and finest grain in critical uses such
as dies for continuous casting of metals and nuclear-reactor parts.
Ons ATJ process could not be practicably extended to pieces beyond
about 17 inches :in diatmetew.

Ilor larger sizes of specialty graphite 30 to 50 inches in dia-
meter., It vas necessary to use the. ATL typa of mwdivA-grain structutrej,
which has a lower strength.

Bac~rond:As pert of the management decision to adapt graphite
to new usesj, a general B&D objective-vas to develop graphite of maxi-
mum. hoogeneity and uniformity of pr~operties. In 1950-51& studi(,-s of
thermosetting binder systems were extended to new resins and culphur-
modiftied pitches. The expanding developeent of the pressure molding-
baking process (started in 1955) stimulated thinking toward the
possibility of using pressure processes in the production of graphiter
with greater structural homogeneity.

PAPyi~on f.theNee-:New 'evels of technical and -econcatc
factors associated vith graiphite were introduced in the early 1950.

'by missile uses,, which emphasized the need for graphites of improved
reliability with properties of the highest possible level. About 1955
similar needs vere indicated for nuclear reactors that called for larg
pieces of graphite Impermeable to molten metals.

During mid-1955, in view of these produ~ct needs and the already
promising developmnt of the pressure mJ~ling-baking process,, C.A.

eNaing., Director of Ievelopwnt,, ltior~al Carbon Company, authorized
a group of doveopkent, engineers., led by, R .C. Stroup., to experiment v1
pressure curing of the tbarmosetting resin binder systems studied In
the early 195s.

ZLISW Thofirst experiments with pressure curing used a
resin b.udr for. test pieces 3 Inches in diameter. Although theme
pieces sould be curedI they could not be baked. In 1956 the vork
shifted to pitch bInps vith sufficient sulphur to effect therme-
setting at aroud 600"? to 70007. After successful trials with 4-I~-ne
pieces,, equipmnt vas improvise4 to make graphite pieces 261 inches
In diameter by 13 iw'hes.

This experiment shoved that the principle of pressure curing
could be used for developing a process to make a homogeneous carbon
article at ariound 70007, which then could be baked end graphitized.
The advantage Indicated vas the ability to process relatively larg
pieces of fine-grain structure with bond, levels optimiuJ. for pb~u-
cal properties of the graphite.



APPDDIX B

Related Graphite Advances

Improved Large-Dismter, Fine-Grain Graphite.,

Nature of the Problem: Fleuibilities; in graphite fabrication enable
to a considerable degree the optimization of properties to meet specific
perfbrmnce needs. P br e-3pe, graphite frr furnace electrodes Is
designed lbr maxiima resistance to extreme thermal shock., high-tempera-
ture strength and electrical conductivity. SWiilarly., graphite ftr
chlorine anodes is dMi~iied fbr maxdnuim resi~stance to chemical-reaction
conditions and electrical conductivity. Tb. numrous other specialty
applications of graphite require a wide rane of characteri sties in
structure and properties; frr many of these uses,. the technical. require-
mets allow the use of relatively normal grades, whereas other appli-
cations are sufficiently critical to justify the use of premium types
of graphite.

Graphite processing becomes more difficult as the size of the
product increases. Thus the size of the piece needed ftr an appli-
cation is a critical factor in the production of a graphite article
whose structure and properties meet pesfurmance requirements.

Commrcial grqbites for specialty uses have bde~i developaed in
three general types:

low-priced Medium-grain structure to 12 inches in dia-
(e.g.,. AG, AMB) mater; coarsud-Vain In l1i-to 35-inch diameters.

Mhy have mino Internal voids and lawinatious.
fias @Dod theimail and electr~ical ]properties. As
alse increases,, grain Iecomes carser,, with a
redmaction in strength.

madium-priced. 11sam-pain structure In 30- to 50- Inch dia-
(egCS, AL) meters. ash better structural quality and

stenthIn larZrsizes.

Prmum-priced Exty mly fine-grain structure to 17 Inches In
(e. g.,, AW3) diameter. Structure Is essentially free of

flaws. Has high strength. Can be machined
to very close Uinits and sharp detail.

In adapting graphite frr the moet critical applications, the real
need is fbr structural hampgneity and the absence of fissures or
localized areas of lover density, strength. eftc. Thus, it Is a per-
ennial objective of the FAD program to faid smaam for inoving
structural bomasneity aind texture for a larger size reape and at a
cost consistent with the economics of the material's end use.
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Previous Alternatives: The low- and medium -priced specialty
graphite$ were developed from the electrode type,, with gradual in-
provreents in quality from general advances in graphite technology.
These gr~iphites are satisfactory for the majority of industrial uses.

The premium-priced ATJ specialty graphite was developed to met
the need for hidghest quality end finest grain in eritical uses such
"a dies for continuous casting of metals and nucle.ar-reactor parts.
Th ATJ process could not be practicably extended to pieces beyond
about 17 Inches In diamnter'.

1br larger sizes of specialty graphite 30 to 50 inches In dia-
meter., it was necessary to use the ATL ty3p3 of medius-grain structure,
which has a lover strength.

Backgupl:As part. of the management decision to adept graphite
to new uses., a general R&D objective,,ieas to develop graphite of uwd-
mum homogsneity and uniformity of pr~operties. In 1950-514 studics of
thozwsetting binder systems were extendted to new resins sad culphur.-
modified pitches. The expanding develoiaent. of the pressure volding-
baking process (started in 1955) stimulated. thinking toward the
possibility of using pressure processes in the production of graphiter
vith greater structural homo~gmneity.

BeggoIgtion of the Need: New 3evels of technical and econCj4'rC
factors associated with graphite were introduced In the early 1950.
'by missile uses, which emphasized the need fo~r graphites of improved
reliability with properties of the highest possible level. About 1955
similar needs were indicated fbr nuclear reactors that called for larg
pieces of graphite Impermeable to molten metals.

Durwing mid-1955, in view of these product needs and the already
promising developmnt of the pressure molding-baking process,, C.A.
Oftmiag, Director of Development,, Niatioral Carbon Company, authorized
a group of Uvevloymnt eogineers,, led by R.C. Stroup, to experiment vI
preassur curing of the thermosetting resin binder systems studied in
the early 19505.

Ke lals The first experimients with pressure curing used a
resin SIMMUtest plecess 3 Inches In diameter. Although thene
pieces could be cured,, they could not be baked. In 1956 the work
shifted to pitch bidW awith sufficient sulphur to effect thermo-
setting at around WO0OF to 7000?. After successfual trials with 14-inch
pieces,, equlpwnt mas improvIsaid to mke graphite pieces 26J inches
Ina disamter by 13 an~hes.

This experiment sboved that the principle of pressure curing
could be used for developing a process to make a homogeneous carbon
article at awound 70007,, which then could be baked and graphitised.
Mwe adviantogs Indicated vas the ability to process re lfively large
pieces of flue-grain structure with bond levels optifized for pihys-
cal properties of the graphite.
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Deeomn Scale-up of Nov £aterial:As an i1ftal step toward
scaling up the pr. usure-curing process, National Carbon Not up an
experimntal facility at Its plant In Colubiabi. Zenmsm, to do
trial work on 17- and 140-inch-dianter teot Pieces for the h~bcck
& Wlcox UM~ program. Daring 1957-1959j, this work shoved that the
process had a potential capability of producing graphite of excellent
structure and lqroved unifbzwity-if coptumn control of the process
could be developed,, particularly to avoid gradients that caused cracking.

Thus,, the National Carbon-supported development of pressure
curing., together with precursor ;or/k on pressure 1,aking end thermc-
setting-binder system., made it possIble to undertake a specific
developmnt project aiame at the goal established by contract
A? 33(616) -6915,, ". . .fabrication of large size pieces of graphite which
are equal or superior to AU grade and. have m;pprcximately one-third
the standard deviation of the p~roperties of strength and bulk density
of M!J."

For this contract., the developmt vork on Improved process
equipinntj, materials and techniques produced RVA graphite In sizes up
to 30 Inches in diameter by 110 Inches in length that had (1) averaep
phy~ical properties close to those of hT3 and (2) standard deviations in
strength and density not mom. than one-third those of hAD. War
contract AF 33(657)-11301&, RVA has been scaled up to a dsmater of
58 inches.

This process vas also used to develop on even finer grained
graphite,, grade flV, for improved resistance to erosion.

Another graphite d~eveloped with this process is grdaf RNW, vbo
thermal expansion characteristics closeily match. those of silicon car-
bide to around 20000P. %us, RYC is anseumellt sdubtrate for silloon-
carbide coatings to protect spinet ozidatiom.

TQgtin and Uses of Nov IbteraLe3 :

(1) EVA vas qpprved by Ano.et-Osera1 to be used luý momsts
for A34el actors used on the U~ttle Jbe sed Socut programs.

(2) CFl(RVA with lpe aio) 1 s rojet-Gsneral's leadingf
canddate waterial for the first-stage noule of Poseidon.

"3D1U., Vol. XU! and wtV9msmet. "Develop.mat of an Improved,
!~-BDmater, Fine-'anin Oraghite for Aerspace Anlications"

(EVA) j Vol. EMl and &Mwlownt, "Dmlop.Snt of a Flun-Ocala
Isotropic arqbhIte for Structural and SUstrate AplioationsO

I);Vol. EMVIn and BSmDpSMmnto "Dve2Mppnt of an !mpvved
Lags-DIsmater M~trafine-Mri Grsphte"TftYDT.
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(3) EVD, an all-flour RVA,, was tried once unsuccessfal3.y by
,Thiokol Corporation and Picatinny Aroenal for MIUnuteumn' a first-
stags nozzle. The failure was due to a misunderstanding in the
Initial production of RYD,, which was not representative of present
RID graphite.

(ii) RVC, a high-thermal-expansion form of EVA, was develePed as
as wheining substrate flor silicon-carbide coatings. It was used
successfulW. for the Dynasoar nose by Li~ng ¶bwo Vought.

The flY series now makes available large monolithic articles of
graphites with fine-grain structure and much more uniform phkysical
properties than Wayvioas graphite. had. The process is flexible and
enables the developmont of graphite grades with nev combinations of
physical properties as required to meet nev service needs.

Oaddation-Resistant Graphite-Base ]Ca~s1.tes

Nature of the Problem;' Graphite has excellent properties for
uses requiring high-tesperaure strengthj, thermsal-shock resistance.,
electrical or thermal conductivity,, machinability,, etc. These pro-
pertia~s amc particularly valuable for applications such as furnace
electrodes, metallurgical process equipment., nuclear reactor* and
rocket components.

A characteristic restrict~ing sowe uses of graphite is oxidation,
beginning at em ratue over about 70007. In many uses., such as
electrodes., the rate of oxidation even up to 300007 is not prohibitive,,
oomsidzing All other factors of use. Rovever., there are applications
for which oxidation and erosion conditions are extram, e.g.,, Jbr
rockat nozzles or other bIgh-tomperature uses In which structural
Integrity and strength mAst be maintained within critical limits.
Urn developmt of Increased resistance to oxidation., therefore, Is
a natural consideration in the R&D program for expending the uses o:ý
graphite.

Ptevious Alternatives: Many approaches have been studied for the
developmnt of oxIdation-Tprotective barriers on the surface of graphitj.

rsw first sttemts,, from about the 1930s to 19514 investigated mainly
coatings, such as boric oxide and other ceramic materials.

Bsginnin in th2 early 1950s, the need flor rocket-nozzle materials
gretly Intensified the search for protective coatkngs. During 1953-
1957, mach work vas done on. many types of coatings,, ipregnating or
Infiltrating graphite with. metals to for. coatings such as carbides.,
oxides., nitrides or silicides. The major difficulty with coatings Is
in getting en adherent and oxygen-impermsable coating which Is really
effective and mechanically practical. Onaly a few of these coatings
showed a limited usefulness, for examiple,. silicon carbide and silicon
nitride.

Bacropund: In it. general PAD program, National Carbon has
studied the mechanisma of carbon oxidation and possible controls.
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For exzples, in 19214 protective oxide coatings for arc carbons mere
studied; In 1935 metal coatings for electrodes; and in 19143 boric-
oxide coating for metallurgical molds - In 19W.8, coatings 'Mrs classi-
fied with respect to their end-use requirements and whether they Vmre
solid,, plastic or liquid In the operating temperature range. This
recognized the value of self-healing for the coating. Studies vers
made of the o~xidation rates of graphite. as affected by composition
and processing. Fire-prooflng impregnationsj, such as the phosphoric-
acid type, 'mre investigated. A"i 1951., under contract,, Armour Re-
search Pboundation developed a techLaique fbor spraying fused oxides on
the surface of graphite., but the oxtde filois vere too permeable. In
1952, a carbon brick composite with boric oxide and silica was develop-
ed w'dch formed a self-healing glaze vhen rhe brick oxidized. In
1955., under contract, Stanford Research i;'etitute studies zirconium/
zirconium-oxide coatings for graphite.

Since the late 1950 a, an extensive R&D program has been maintain-
ed for the study of prprties and the fabrication of high-temperature
refractory compounds such as boron nitride, titanium diboride and
zirconium diboride. In 1957-58., as the result of progress vith the
pressure molding-baking process, and the jet torch nozzle teat, con-
ventionally processed coumposites of graphite with titanium carbide,
zirconium carbide and borou cairbide vers studied for possible use
as rocket-nozzle materials. Silicon-carbide and silicon-nitride coat-
ings vers developed..

Recogntono he fea~: The key action leading to the recogni-
tion ofthei poseility.o mle oping the new graphite-base composites
vas the 195 decision to study 1Agb-density graphite, which led to
development of "the hot-forming Irocess.

By 1959,, the hot-pressing process mes making high-density gra,ýAite
blanks 2 inches in dismiter for MWnozzle tests.

Ky1Jnd w: In 1W-', 1(4. Seitach, the development engineer
vorkingvi~th the hot-pressing process, vas trying to make 2-inch-
dismter grsafhte over 2.0 g per cc in density, starting with coke
flour. He ws ableto makepieces ofaboxt 2.0 density, but most of
them had a conchoiatl fracture. lb strengthen the graphite, he added
metal compounds,, which melted during the bot pressing and 'mrs squeezed
into the pores of the pl,*stIoalily coagwessed carbon matrix to produce
a seiniafloyed xraphite-b:a as cmposite.,

Zeitsch first tried ooncarbide as an 6-Aditive. Physical-
proprty testing dhomd ý,he first pieces of this cmposiate to have
remarkably loy peimeability. Previous tests with the National Carbon
jet torch and nozzle tests with Aerojest-Osneral had indicated
sowe correlation between permeability of the graphite nozzle throat
and resistance to flom erosion. In view of the low permeability of
the composites,, Zeit sob tested them, for oxidation and f~ound outstand-
ing resistance to oxidation in terms of 'might loss. With this
promising finding, further investigation was undertaken as part of
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oeof the Srals ofT co~ntract Ar 33(62L6)-6915, describc-d es".in
vest~gatil'r. of irwgnnti coatlngs.- carbides, r.'Obeze, unlqte pro-
Leaves anrd unusufa1 carbou bwu- cowposite s.

Devel~annt Sca~le-up of Ne4J *terials. Working vi th 2-inct-
ciamelter pieees. 2.eitsch carried out tests w'ith n wide va'urlety of
additive mater~als.. propoxt~ions, and processing cv!adit'onB U, estabUi,
general gn±-Un~g principleis for selectirg materials to g~ve Wtm.k
propertie~s for various operating te per*ift'tre ranges. Int geineral., the
addItives can be borldes, carbides and ailicides of refractoary P~tals
The car'boxv content of the grapbite composlt*'s generally exm-eds 70
e*rcent by vo~lume, in order to keep the Lasic -,Am-)jrties ot grapbite.

S~pecial test e~yipent vas developed sc. that effects of high-
temperature o~idation on properties of the graphite composites cot.U
be measured, Weight loss by amc ime.ge and levitation fu~rnac* tests,
flexura~l ntnngtb,, ther~mK expenaion and thermal and ele trcal. con-
d ictivititt. were messured at exposures up to around 4500 F.

As a basis ;Z~r size scale-up, a grphite/zircorauzs-dibo~ride/
silicon composition wa# iielected as representing a reasotnable balance
of properties for present uses. The first scale-up was to 5 innhes
in diameter to enafble Initial hardware evaluations. Scalc-jp to 14.
inches in diameter has nov been accomplished,.

There graphite-base composites are a unique type of high-
temperature material that in kmwV'gneous and intrinsically resist-
ant to oxidation. W6hen these cemiposites are exposed to oxidizing
conditions, they form a glazelike surface of highly refractory solid
solutiow4 of oxides which protects aginst further oxidation; this
surface is self-renewing if damzged. Since the composites are hoimo-
geneous,, they can be machined vlthout destroying their oxidation
resistance. It is possible to sold articles roughly to final nhape.

Thse couposites have exce lnt physical properties at high tempera-
tures.

Testing and Uses of Nev Materials :The JTfA graphite-refractory
composite is used by Rocketdyne in at-titude control =tore for Gemini
and Apollo. These motors must maintain controlled thrust in start-
and-stop pulse-type operation over many cycles of -varying duration.
TI¶e hypergolic fuel is so highly oxidizing that conventional graphite,
do not stand. up. JTA ik; an oxidation-resistant florm of graphite vhiul
ic used in w.)tors vith flame temperatures as high as 50000 F with
suitable heat-dissipati~on designs.

JTA has been successfully tested for Surve'yor by Space Technolog:
Laboratories. This composite is now being tested by eeveral argani-
zatione for hyperronic reentry and otl' ,r high-performance requirersenti
JTA has been scaled up to 114 Inches in diameter,, which is adequate fo,
nozzles and leading edge sections.

41bi-., Vol. XXX.. "Oxid,,tion-Resistant Graphite-Base Composites.'

Best fWAII"O3 op
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JTAr ts only one grads of these graphiterefractory
ccRosites; its eaqosition and properties vere developed as the
best overall balance fbr present service needs. With thts bot-formizg
process and the great compositional flexibility and vith further study
of basic mechanisms, it vill be possible to develop other graplite-
refractory composites vith properties adapted to met specific needs
of new uses requiring such types of bigh-teuPer t1re structural
Materials.
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A CASE HISTORY
OF

THE EARLY WORK LEADING TO THE INVENTION

OF LODEP PERMANENT MAGNETS

NARRATIVE

Introduction

This is a story of materials synthesis; the deliberate construction,

piece by piece, of a complex material composite using scientific principles

as a base to produce a product with prescribed properties. It is tempting,

in retrospect, to describe the process by which this orderly synthesis was

achieved in terms of deliberate rational steps. This will be resisted here,

however, for one of the Important points which this model example of materials

synthesis emphasizes is the role of the unexpected, the accident, the chance

observation by prepared minds, in bringing about technical advance.

Lodei Permanent Magnets consist of fine particles of magnetic iron or

iron cobalt, with each particle surrounded by a protect:ive coating of non-

magnetic material (e.g. tin, aluminun, or zinc), and imoedded in a matrix of

non-magnetic material such as lead or plastic.

The outstanding permanent magnet properties of this material stem from

the fact that the fine magnetic particles are made in the shape of rods a few

hundred angstrams in dsieter and several time this dimension In length. The

experimental verificatioi of the existence of shape anisotropy, the specLfic

discovery at the General Electric Cmlany of materials made from such elongated

magnetic particles, the electro deposition processes by which the particles are

made and the technique for protecting sad assmbling these particles into

cemercially empetitive magnets form the subject of this case.

Senletifik Baskarouad

From the earliest time magneetLe phenomen have excited mans Imagination.

Up until about 1200 A.D., however, the only magsnetic saterial knowm and ex-

ploited was lodestone, s naturally occurring magnetite. At this time the first

artificial magnet was made from iron. Iron and plain carbon steel ware then used

as a permanent magnet material principally for applications such as a mariner's

compass until the discovery in 1917 of the 35% cobalt K. S. magnet steel.
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This material had over five times the coercive force of previous alloys and

considerably widened application possibilities.

The next significant development in permanent magnets came in the 1930's

with the rapid discovery and exploitation of a whole series of precipitation

hardened and order hardened alloys with coercive forces two to three times

higher than cobalt steel. The most significant of these was S-family of nickel

aluminum iron precipitation alloys, with coercive forces up to 700 oersteda,

which were to become known as the Alnico magnet alloys. In spite of the extreme

brittleness and high cost of these materials, they nonetheless had gained a w•]

established position in industry by 1940 due to the combination of high coercive

force and high induction that they exhibited.

The theory of magnetic phenomena and the behavior of magnetic materials

progressed steadily throughout the world after about 1900. Nonetheless permaneul

magnet material development had remained largely an empirical art through the

1930's. Each alloy was developed by a mix and measure procedure and its proper-

ties optimized by trial and error casting and beat treating practices. The Alni

alloys were developed in this way. Although the theory of magnetic behavior

advanced considerably during this period, no widely accepted explanation of the

magnetic properties of this alloy were forthcoming until the mid-1950's.

Work on magnet development continued at a considerable rate during the

decade of 1940 due to a cambination of factors. The outstanding magnetic

materials then known were not only very brittle and hard to sake in precise

shapes but also contained nickel and cobalt, both strategic materials during

the World War 11 and Korean conflicts and both expensive materials in peacetime.

In addition, the theory of permanent magnet behavior was rapidly advancing,

drawing additional experimenters to the field to verify and exploit the advances

in understanding.

By 1940, it had been firmly established and broadly recognized that

magnetic materials contained many magnetic regions or domains, each magnetized

to saturation along any one of the easy magnetic axes in the material. Each of

these separately directed regions had been shown by Bloch in 1932 to be

separated by a transition zone, or Bloch wall, several hundred angstroms thick,
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in which the magnetism gradually changed direction. The magnetization process

had further been shown to consist of the motion of these walls, allowing those

domains oriented in the direction of the applied field to grow at the expense

of others.

On this background it had then been hypothesized that permanent magnet

materials derived their properties from one of two possible sources. Either

fine non-magnetic particles or other obstructions could be put into a magnetic

material to inhibit the motion of domain boundaries, or the magnetic material

could be sub-divida.d so fine that it could no longer contain a domain boundary.

The permanent magnet properties of fine particles had been demonstrated

but not recognized as early as 1896 by Nagaoka in Japan who achieved a coercive

force of 370 oersteds in iron electrodaposited in Mercury.ý However, no satis-

factory method of compactior, of fine iron particles was demonstrated until

Honda in Japan in 1937 produced a compact of fine iron particles from the low

temperature reduction of iron oxylate. Finally, in 1941, Dean and Davis(I)

were granted a patent which was assigned to the Chicago Development Company

on a magnet compacted from fine particles of iron electrodeposited in Mercury.

Each of these processes produced particles of substantially round shape.

The coercive force was thus determined by the ease with which the magnetization

could be rotated out of the preferred crystal directions. This magnetic crystal

anisotropy for iron is not very lage& aad 50 the utility of magnets made in this

way was limited. Xonethsless, a fine Iron particle magnet was developed by Nedl

and others in France during World War 11 and was commercially produced by the

Societe de glsctro-chmier, d'Slactro-estallurgie et des aciories £lectrigue

d'Ugine in France and later by Salford Blectric Instruments Ltd. in Rngland.

During the early 1940's, three developments occurred whicb greatly

influenced the course of magnet developiment. The first of these was the positive

demonstration by Guillaud tn France in 1943 that the origin of the coercive force

of fine round particles was the crystal anisotropy of the particle and that this

could be made very large by the selection of the proper material for the particle.

He worked principally with manganese bimth ant achieved a coercive force of

12,000 oersteds. Unfortunately, the high temperature coqfficient of this material

and the high price of b.ismuth make it of chiefly academic interest.

rr-
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The second advance was made simultaneously by Nedl, Stoner and Volfarth,

and Guillaud in 1947. They theoretically predicted that a fine magnetic

particle would have a coercive force which was dependent on Its shape. Stoner

and Wolfarth calculated that the maximum coercive force of an elongated parti-

cle could be as high as ontw half of the saturation induction of the material,

giving approximately 10,000 oersteds as a possible coercive force for iron.

The third advance, that of the development of the electron microscope

by which very fine particles could be seen and their nature verified, came

from work apart from magnetism and demonstrates the strong interaction between

scientific fields.

This was the world science stage upon which the development of LodeP

Permanent M4agnets was set. Considerable activity existed throughout the world

in atteupti to understand and improve empirically developed properties of

Alnico and other alloy magnets, and to find materials with high crystal

anisotropy to develop magnets of the kind demonstrated by Guillaud in France.

Little effort was being directed toward the development of elongated single

domain particle magnets for three reasons. First, the theoretical concept of

shape anisotropy was new and not universally accepted. Second, no method had

been demonstrated to produce elongated fine magnetic particles of any kind to

test the theoretical predictions. "•ird, since techniques were not readily

available for seeing such fine pa *ýcles, shape was not an observable variable.

Indust ,,% jlakjround

During the period of the 1940's the General Electric Company, a manu-

facturer of a broad range of electrical and related equipment, was situated

in a large number of separate plant locations. Each location concentrated on

a different set of product lines and each operated semi-in4ependently of the

other but connected through the Company headquarters. In addition to these

product departments, the Compary maintained several central service organi-

zations, one of which was the General Electric Research Laboratory.

Although such of the sore advanced Sciantific research of the Company was

carried out in the central laboratory, each department maintained its own staff

to carry on advanced technical work of direct and immediate interest to its
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product functions. Since the technology underlying the products of various

departments overlapped, a series of technical committees (consisting of members

from each interested deparment and the central laboratories) had been developed

to maintain effective communication between groups and to coordinate similar

activities.

Of the several departments in General Electric with an interest in

permanent magnet materials at that time, the Meter and Instrument Department

in West Lynn, Massachusetts had assumed a leadership role. The engineering

design and competitive performance of most of the products (in particular

the electric watt-hour meter and the then growing line of aircraft instruments)

of this department depended critically upon', 'the magnetic properties and costs

of available permanent magnet materials. As a consequence, the department

had for some time maintained a development program in permanent magnetism

and manufactured magneto for its own use. Its technical personnel had made a

number of inventions in the processing of cobalt steel, silmanal, vectolite,

Cunico, Cunife, Alnico and other alloys that the department manufactured.

During the 1940's the manager of engineering in the Meter Department was

I. F. Kinnard, who also held the position of chairmen of the Magnetic Comittee.

The head of the metallurgy group in the Research Laboratory during this sme

period was W. Ruder, who was chalirm of the Magnetic Research and Development

Subcommittee.

I. F. Kinnard wee an outspoken man of strong will And sound technical

Judgment, who had hired most of the engineers in his organisation personally,

principally during the 1930's. Although the group engaged in advanced technical

work was no larger theo a few men, they made a considerable contribution to the

economic development of peamment megmet materials from the early 1930's

through World War 11.

The tone of the Meter Department effort was set by Kinmnrd. Be had an

asbiding faith in the value of advamoed technical work, in particular in materials.

He saw in materials advance the principal area of both engineering and Esnu-

facturlnjo innovation opportunity for his products and he focused much of his

attention on it.
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His own creative Imagination, technical judgsnt and analytical ability

were sound and he exercised them constantly in dealing with his advanced

technical people. He insisted that each person set challenging technical

goals and review his work periodically in the presence of his associates

and technical peers and insisted upon a convincing technical justification

for the work and the direction that it was taking. Once convinced of the

merit of - project, he became a stout champion and often chided the younger

technical man with "If you are really convinced of the value of the work,

why should you be concerned about me?"

In the 1940's the advanced technical work became formally organized in

a Measurements Laboratory and later a new facility wes built to house the

organization. Although a laboratory manager was in place between Kinnard

and the laboratory staff, his personal interest and technical judgment

continued to be a predominant factor in the atmosphere and conduct of the

research and development work.

Work Leadins to Eloniated Fine Particles

In the later part of the 1940's, H. T. Faus, a particularly inventive

engineer of the Meter Department Laboratory began investigations into the

Dean and Davis patent and the Mcdl process, trying by purely empirical means

to duplicate and Improve on the fine particle results of aesn's work. He was

joined by L. 1. Mendelsohn and later by W. Meikeljohn. All three of these

workers tried various methods including electrodeposition of iron in mercury

and deccmposition of iron salts, off and on to improve upon the fine particle

magnets then known. All of these attempts were based purely upon empirical

reasoning. In time this work was abandoned for lack of promise and it became

evident that if any substantial progress was to be made in magnetic materials

at the Meter Department, it would be necessary to obtain additional scientific,

Ph.D level personnel with a more sophisticated knowledge of the recent

theoretical advances in the field of magnetic materials.

The head of the metallurgical activity had been sent by Kinnard earlier

to the Research Laboratory for a year prior to his coming to the Meter

Department with what was considered good effect, It was therefore decided to
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proceed to recruit a Ph.D metallurgist and similarly have him spend a year

at the Research Laboratory familiarizing himself with the field of magnetima.

In late 1949, T. 0. Paine, a Ph.D metallurgist, graduate of Brown and

Stanford, was hired and placed at the central Research Laboratory. There he

vas introduced to a variety of new ideas being generated throughout the

scientific cmmunity concerning the role of crystal defects in controlling

the properties of solids. This included, of course, an introduction to the

field of magnetism including discussions of magnetic domain boundaries, the

effect of their absence in fine particles and the concept of crystal anisotropy

and in particular the promise of shape anisotropy in the improvement of

permanent magnets.

Paine began almost at once to attempt to produce fine elongated particles

of iron. Initial attempts were made by repeatedly drawing bundles of iron

wire clad in other metals, principally copper and silver. This approach was

not successful in producing shaped particles of fine enough dimensions by

the end of 1950.

When Paine transferred to the Moter Departmsnt at the beginning of 1951,

he was encouraged by financial support of the Nagnetics Research Subco•mittee

headed by Ruder of the Research Laboratory to undertake a progrem to develop

superior permment magnets from fine particles. Eaving abandoned the approach

of drawing fine wires, Paine turned with Msndeloehn to the possibility of

obtaining fine elongated particles by chemical means. In addition, work was

begun on the preparation of fine particlas of materials with high magneto-

crystalline anisotropy.

It was recognised from the beginning that there would be considerable

difficulty in finding a process that would provide a fine particle of iron

with the surface energy needed to allow it .to assuma an elongated shape.

Nonetheless, the promise of outstanding permanent magnet properties was judged

equally large. Thus, according to Paine, It was decided to pursue a fine

particle maanet development progran aimed at discovering an economically

practical, high saturation-high crystal anisotrmpy material, while at the

saw time trying every method conceivable to prod=e elongated single domain

particles of iron.
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In October of 1951, Paine became manager of Materials and Process

Development in the Meter Department Laboratory .(called the Measurments

Laboratory) which helped assure support for the fine particle magnet program

locally, and continued technical direction to the work. For a while the work

progressed with enthusiasm but without specific encouraging results.

In the spring of 1952, L. I, Mendelaohn was engaged in attempts to obtain

elongated particles by electrodeposition of iron into mercury. He reasoned

that the eventual ability to grow elongated particles and produce a superior

fine particle magnet was dependent on the understanding and control of the

proceues occurring at the mercury electrolyte interface, and those occurring

at or near the growing particle surface. In order to be able to expand this

line of attack and to provide additional understanding in the chemistry of th.

process he asked for a chemist to assist his. During the summer of 1952, a

chemist was assigned to this effort.

There then ensued, in series, an oversight and then an accident which

pointed the direction for the subsequent work, leading to the invention and

development of the Lodex2magnet.

It was natural that Mendelsohn and his chemist associate wanted to set

up their own electroplating experiments and to explore different areas of the

process. When the second electroplating bath was constructed there was not a

spare stirring machine immediately available to stir the electrolyte during

plating. Now it was well knvwn in the plating art that undesirable ion con-

centrations would develop in the electrolyte if the solution was not continual:

stirred, and this was considered to be a distinct handicap in the work.

Nonetheless, some experiments were begun.

One of the approaches being tried was to use different cathode materials

at a variety of temperatures. One of these was a molten mixture of lead,

bismuth, and mercury. After the plating experiment, the molten cathode was

hot pressed in order to extract the iron particles. Unfortunately, on one

occasion the pressing was mad. from the material from the unstirred plating

bath prior to the time the cathode had malted in the press and soe of the

solid extruded out past the piston of the pressing fixture. When magnetic
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measurements were made on this extruded material, a small magnetic anisotropy

was discovered indicating an alignment of slightly elongated particles in the

direction of extrusion.

After ntumerous attempts to duplicate this result which was only Lately

above experimental error, it was recognized that positive results were achieved

from only one of the plating baths regardless of the plating conditions.

Finally, it was decided by Mendelsohn that there was no difference left between

the baths,,'xcept the oversight of the stirrer. When this was taken from the

unsuccessful bath and placed in the successful one, the difference was dis-

covered. A quiescent interface between the electrolyte and the electrode was

thus determined to be an important factor in obtaining elongated particles.

The invention of a magnet composite that would have utility still lay

ahead. The properties of the initial particles indicated only slightly

elongated shape. Means had to be found to produce larger, more controlled

elongations and to protect the particles from oxidation, to align the particles

to take advantage of the elongation and to insert them in a suitable matrix.

Meanwhile, a continuing effort was being made to improve tht j5ý-,al

scientific competence of the Department Laboratory. During this period,

Dr. F. Luborsky was added to the staff, and after about a year at the Research

Laboratory, joined the research group with Mendelsohn under Paine in the

Measurements Laboratory of the Mater and Instraent Department. Be very soon

became interested in the fine particle work. Ibere than ensued an extended

period of concantrated effort before the process and a satisfactory product

were invented. Additional research was required by Luborsky on the fundnmentals

of slectrodeposition of iron in mrcury and by the Corporate Research Laboratory

staff on the magnettc properties of Irrogularly shaped fine particles as well

as the development of means of separating and coating fine particles and

compacting magnets 'before technical success* could be achieved. Finally, in

1955, patents were filed for am elongated fine particle magnet by Paine,

Mendelsohn, and Luborsky. (2)

Conclusion

The above story is an account of the work only up to that point where

nature provides at experimental clue that an invention is possible. The
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difficult, expensive stages of the research and development effort were still

ahead. An additional five years would be needed, in which a number of setbacks

and seemingly insurmountable barriers, tried the faith of those connected with

the effort.

By this time, however, most of the elements of ultimate success eere in

place. A continuing strong economic need existed. A history existed of

successful efforts to develop a business through technological advance in

materials. A specific direction toward a solution had been demonstrated possibl,

A dedicated, convinced, and competent technical group was in place, strongly

connected to the product needs through the local business organizations and to

iwrld advances in science through the Research Laboratory. Paine soon became

Manager of the Department Laboratory ar- as such provided strong support for the

program from a position of authority. Because of the overall business success

of the department, risk capital was available for innovative work. Even so,

the development was nearly terminated on a number of occasions when lack of

progress and the priorities of other problems raised serious doubts as to the

merit of the program. On these occasions, the steady continuing optimism

and intense interest of those engaged in the work was critical to the continu-

ation of the development. Had any of these factors been removed during work,

the development and application of this science area would most certainly have

been delayed for at least another decade.

(1) 1. S. Dean and C. W. Davis - U.S.P. 2,239,1l

(2) 3. 0. Paine, L. I. Nsndelsohn, F. I. Luborsky - U.S.P. 2,974,104
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APPENDIX
TO

CASE HISTORY
Oa

TRE EARLY WORK LEADING TO THE INVENTION

OF LODEkV PERMANENT MA1 ET

The General Electric Company

The General Electric Company, while primarily a manufacturer of electrical

goods, produces over 200,000 different products for home, industry, and defense.

They range from toasters to turbines and from miniature lImp@ to engines for Jet

aircraft and atomic submarines. It has approximately 260,000 employees end the

number of its share owners is more than 516,000. Its products are made by

nearly 100 operating departments, in plants in about 115 cities throughout the

United States. Its annual sales billed have totalled over $4 billion for each

year since 1956.

Born en the threshold of an economic revolution and growing up as a vigorous

oioneer in the expansion of our economic frontiers, General Electric has become

the acknowledged leader in a great industry. This leadership has its roots in a

record of achievement dating back to the earliest days of electrical development.

By 1940, General Electric employed about 76,000 workers and had 34 plants

throughout the country. And with the advent of World War 11, Geowral Electric

took over the Job of supplying a large portion of the equipment for the biggest

arms progrm in the notion's history up to that time.

From General Electric production lines flowed thimusands of electrically-

operated aircraft gun turrets and jet engines, propulsion units for three-

quarters of the Navy ships 4f war, radar and radio equipment, electrically-

heated flying suits, searchlights, naval gun directors, hevwitsers, bazookas,

fuses, and scores of other weapons. From ýhe laboratorlies came new gyete

for the detection of enemy aircraft and rh$ps, and a *.ev amoke generator, far

more effective than previous ones, for screening troop movements.

During the years imediately following World War 1I, General Electric

carried out an extensive program of expansion and decentralizat.on. In the

earlier days of its history, the Company's efforts were direcLed toward
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consolidation, integration, and centralization of a number of previously separate

organizations. But, as its business expanded, as the number of its geographical

locations grew, as the number of separate products multiplied, and as the sales

volume of each of the products increased, the need for a more decentralized

organization became increasingly apparent.
1'r

Not only did the growth of the Company make it necessary to decentralize

operations in the form of relatively small, autonomous product departments, but

in addition, geographical decentralization helped in meeting its marketing

objectives. Thus General Electric tries to avoid undue concentration of manu-

facturing facilities in Individual comnunities and thus is able to spread

employment into more areas from which it obtains consumer and industrial business

Emphasis on research and development has continued to characterize the

Company. In the decade 1950 through 1959, General Electric spent 1.37 billion

if Company funds and also performed $1.5 billion worth of research and develop-

ment work for the Goverment. During this period, scientific research was carrie

out in the Research Laboratory, The General Engineering Laboratory, and a large

number of laboratoriea connected to the decentralized operations of the Company.

Such a laboratory was the Measurements Laboratory of the Huter and Instrument

Department.

General Electric business can be broken down into four broad classifications

as follows:

1. Reavy capital goods, including turbine-generators, atomic power reactors

large electric motors, transfocmers, and switchgear.

2. Components end materials ampplied primarily to industrial customers,

including such equipment as small electric motors, electric control devices, "eto

and instruments, plastics, special metals, electrical construction materials, and

computers, and other electronic equipment for industrial applications.

3. Consumer goods, including household appliances, radio and television

receivers, small electric housewares, air conditioning equipment, and Imps.

4. Products for national defense, including defense electronic equipment,

aircraft gas turbines, and development of aerospace systems.
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DESQIPTXN OF TER CRITICAL 3ESKARW lUG EINiE G DIERACTIONS

ZII

a Paine, hired by GE KMter Department - told of problems and opportunities

concerning coomercial magnets - sent to Corporate Research ,Laboratory to

become familiar with science area and there stimulated by excitement over

advances in elongated fine particle theory. From these interactions, Paine

and Mendelsohn fornulated applied rasearch program.

b Paine returns to GE Meter Department, Measurements Laboratory where he

joined Mendelsohn. They both were subjected to constant business pressure

to develop better magnets, and had continuing interaction with laboratory

personnel on magnet theory and testing techniques, as well as rapidly

advancing electron n..croscope techniques for seeing small parcicles. These

interactions were essential to the first discovery of fine elonzated Iron

particles.

C Need to develop and optimize a fine elongated particle magnet process

caused additional fundamental research in understamding of kinetics of
Iron electrodeoitn the Me5g ~ ~iro elc~rdeposition in sercury S2 k dose Ln _h _ -suremonts Laboratory

and theory of coercive force of irreeld fine particles to be under-

taken in the Research Laboratory.

d Results of research Initiated In (c) above and engiu sring information

concerning types of magnets needed were crucial to dMjLoint and ojti-

IuMtla o2f es ts ilM prtile lLsr process.

a Continuing and cloge interaction required from development stage through

Pilot Plant to production engineering between marketing, engineering,

research, and development perseenal. For example, market requirements on

magnet stability stimulated research to understand oxidation protection

of fine particles and the effects of oxidation on magnetic behavior, etc.

ftcontinuing inter-actious Ml essen3taj 11 ftj success 2_ comeercial

Vttt I s
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D9IDIITIN Or REI STAGES

(See Chart 1)

No, Definition

0 Scientific finding (knowledge)

I Recognition of new material (process) possibility

2 Creation of useful material (process) form

3 Feasibility of using the material (process) in hardware

4 Possibility of using the hardware containing the umrerial

in a eyetest

5 Production of the system (product)

6 Operation of the &*stem (product)
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FACTORS CONSIDUID
IN MALTZnIG VWTS_ OF 131s

From its study of all the cases, the Comittee selected a number of the more

prominent factors which seemed to be operating with some frequency in the identi-

fied R9Is. The statistical analysis of the frequency of these factors in this

case is shown below.

mRiusCY OF FACTiS IN aIs

(Statistical Analysis)

Sactor .. I
no., h d F red.-

I. Nigh educational level (advan-id degree) of X I I I I 1
principal investigator

2. Importance of management X I X X X i

3. Importance of Gov*ruent-sponsored research 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. Importance of recognized need X X I X X 1

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction X X X I XI 1
during work and local control of funds (easily
available resources)

6. Industrial laboratory involved I X I X 1 1

7. •asic research in the laboratory (for inst. or X I X I X 1
or$.)

a. Comunications across orgauiuatione wea 0 I I X 4/5
portant

9. Technical problem wes the principal obstacle X X X X X !1

10. importance of a "champion" X IX X I I 1

11. Freedom for Individuals I X X I X 1

12. Broad spectrum of types of laboratories I 0 X X X 4/5

13. Oeogtapbic proiniity 0 X 0° 0 0! 1/5

14. Prior experience with inovation I X X 1

15. Organisational structure (barriers and bonds) I IX XI X 1

-7--i ~ ~ l .--
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V1 THE DISCOVERY OF MATERIALS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF SUPERCONDUCTING HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD

SOLENOIDS
A Case History Prepared by

M. Tanenbaumn
May 13, 1966

Discovery of Superconductivity and Early Considerations of Superconducting
Scienoids

The phenomenon of superconductivity was discovered by H. Karmrnerlingh

Onnes at the University of Leiden in 1911. (1) Onnes was performing experi-

ments to test a hypothesis that the resistance of pure metals would decrease

gradually as they were cooled, approaching zero resistance as the temper-

ature approached absolute zero. He discovered unexpectedly that the resis-

tance of pure mercury dropped discontinuously to an unmeasurably low value

at approximately 40 K. This abrupt decrease in resistivity well above abso.-

lute zero was completely unexpected and was named "superconductivity."

The diacovery of the possibility of electrical conductors of zero resis-

tance led immediately to speculation about the practical applications of

these materials. Onnes's records show that one of the earliest possibil-

ities that occurred to him was the use of these materials in the form of

solenoids to produce large magnetic fields.

Magnetic fields up to about 25, 000 oersteds are readily produced by

taking advantage of the magnetic properties of certain materials, notably

alloys of iron, nickel and cobalt. However, metal core magnets are gen-

erally limited to fields of about 25, 000 oersteds. In order to produce more
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intense magnetic fields, it is necessary to resort to air core electromagne•

and such magneti consume very large quantities of power because of the

," *te resistance o" the electrical conductors from which they are fabricate(

Such magnets are not only expensive to operate but are expensive to build

because of the power and cooling equipment which is required. These facts

:)er'e appreciated by Onnes. He realized that the possibility of using a con-

ductor with zero res4stance cuuld well outweigh the difficulties of cooling th

solit:> t• very low temperatures. The technical values of using more

intense magnetic fields in rotating electrical machinery and the valuae of

having laboratory electromagnets which could produce very intense magneti

fields for scientific investigation were equally appreciated. Thus, Onnes a;

his colleagues soon set about to ixnvestilpte these possibilities. Almost imr

diately they discovered a new phenomenow which seemed destined to destroy

these hopes.

It was discovered that superconductivity in the materials with which the

worked disappeared abruptly if the current flowing through the superconduct

was increased beyond certain limits. Soon after, it was discovered that an

external iagncotic field would al.so cause the transition from the supercondut

ing to the normal 3t~te, Indeed, in the materials which Onnes and his group

investigated, the transition occurred at magnetic fields of a few hundred

oersteds. These facts t*wartd the early hopes fov using superconductors

to make Uc•tromagnets,

- ~ ~ - . -- x-
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The problem remained dormant for many years while the group at the

University of Leiden, and investigators in a few other laboratories around

the world, continued a broad fundamental investigation of the phenomenon of

superconductivity in an attempt to understand its origins and define the

phenomenon in detail. One early result of these studies was the postulate of

a relationship between the critical current which would quench superconduc-

tivity and the critical magnetic field which would also destroy the effect.

This relationship, postulated by Silsbee in 1916, (2) suggested that the effect

of a current in destroying superconductivity might be due simply to the

magnetic field which that current produced and thus the phenomenon of a

critical current and a critical xagnetic field might be identical. This

relationship was verified in detail for several pure elemental superconductors.

This hypothesis was very important to the possibility of making superconduct-

ing solenoids, for it suggested that if a material could be found with high

enough critical field then it should be able to carry the current required to

produce a magnetic field of that value in a solenoid.

However., as new superconducting materials were found, the hopes for

producing large magnetic fields with superconducting solenoids grew dimmer.

In each new superconducting material the critical magnetic field was of the

order of a few hundred to a few thousand oersteds. The discovery of super-

conductivity in the element niobium, with its transition temperature of

9.250 K, one of the highest transition temperatures of any element, was
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accompanied by the discovery that even in this material the critical field

was apparently below three thousand oersteds. Thus it appeared that eve

as new superconductors, with increasingly high transition temperatures,

were discovered, the hope was dim for getting into the interesting magnet

field range which begins at about 25, 000 oersteds.

An Opportunity That Did Not Mature

There was a brief flash of encouragement in 1930, when DeHaas and

Voogd(3) reported a critical magnetic field of over 20, 000 oersteds in an

alloy of bismuth and lead. However, this hope was short-lived, as measu:

ments showed that this alloy did not obey Silsbee's hypothesis, and that an

unexpectedly low value of current would destroy superconductivity in this

material. This discovery discouraged the further study of this alloy as a

possible material for superconducting solenoids. In an article by W. H.

Keesom, (4) published in .Physica in 1935, it is stated:

"The fact that some alloys have a very high magnetic thres-

hold value of the disturbance of supraconductivity has on several

occasions given rise to the idea that it should be possible to de-

vise a coil of supraconductive alloy that would be able to carry a

strong current and so develop an intense magnetic field.

"tAn attempt to realize that idea by experiment, however, did

not lead to success. As a matter of fact, it appeared that an

alloy, which according to previous investigation, should have a
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high magnetic threshold value possesses only a moderate current

threshold value; viz., a current threshold value of the same order

of magnitude as that of a pure metal."

Recently it has been shown( 5 ) that if the bismuth-lead alloys had been

studied more intensively using only techniques and materials which were

readily available in the laboratories of the 1930's, alloys could have been

developed which could be used to make superconducting solenoids that

wculd produce magnetic fields in the range of 20, 000 oersteds. However,

the work was not pursued in the 1930's and for the next three decades the

ncotion persisted that superconducting solenoids to produce magnetic fields

co.f more than a few thousand oersteds could not be constructed.

During the next thirty years the technical literature is essentially

barren of any consideration of high magnetic field superconducting solenoids.

The next quoted reference( 6 ) appears in 1955 in an abstract of a short talk

given at a meeting of the American Physical Society. This work was by

Yntema at Cornell, who built an iron core electromagnet with niobium

windings which produced a field of 7, 100,ooersteds at liquid helium temper-

atures. The magnet was constructed in the course of his research and was

reconrnmended as a useful way to produce moderate magnetic fields for low

temperature research- Of course, much of the observed field strength was

obtained from the magnetic induction of the iron core so that this particu-

lar e~xperiment did not.obviously reveal anjý new information about the critical

field properties of niobium.
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Pertinent Events in 1-arallel Areas

In the meantime, scientific and technological developments in con-

tiguous areas were pro'.eeding in directions which were soon to affect

investigations of high magnetic field superconductors.

Shortly after World War II the A. D. Little Company announced the

commercial availability of the Collins Cryostat. This commercial helium

liquifier soon made low temperatures accessible to a much larger number

of laboratories and stimulated considerably the investigation of phenomena

at very low temperatures.

In other areas the need for producing magnetic fields at low tempera-

tures was increasing. Experiments in nuclear magnetic resonance and

electron spin resonance which began just before World War II and grew in

popularity after the war required magnetic fields of a few thousand oersteds

with samples which were frequently cooled to liquid helium temperatures.

In general, the magnetic fields were supplied by conventional magnets

operating at room temperature while the samples were immersed in a

cryostat at the desired temperature.

During the early 1950's great interest and activity were created by

the proposals for generating power by nuclear fusion. The only attractive

method for containing the ultrahigh temperature gases required both for

experimentation and in any final practicil embodiment, appeared to be a

magnetic field with a required intensity in the neighborhood of 50, 000

oersteds. This was well beyond the capabilities of metal core electromagnets
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and was a serious deterent, both to experimentation and to the hopes of a

final practical embodiment. The high efficiency theoretically attainable in

a superconducting solenoid would be very attractive for this application and

there is evidence that these possibilities were discussed by the workers in

this field. However, there is no evidence that there was any serious or

intensive attempt to reopen the investigations.

In the period of 1955 to 1956 a new electronic device was announced,

the microwave maser. The first embodiment of this device used ammonia

gas in an electrostatic field. However, soon thereafter a solid state micro-

wave maser was conceived and built which employed a magnetic field for

tuning. The solid state devices were operated at liquid helium temperatures

to optimize their properties, and this then created another practical applica-

tion for a device to produce a magnetic field at low temperatures. Here

again the first devices were operated using conventional magnets at room

temperature to surround the active medium of the solid state maser which

was itself located in a cryostat near liquid heliumtemperatures. However,

these structures were quite bulky and also very sensitive to stray magnetic

fields.

Events Leading to the Discovery of High Field Superconductivity

The possibility of using superconducting solenoids in conjunction with

solid state masers seems to have been first appreciated by S. H. Autler( 7 )

at the Lincoln Laboratory, Autler had become interested in solid state

microwave masers shortly after their invention had been announced. He
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had participated in some of the early experiments on these devices at

Lincoln Laboratory.

During this period Autler also became interested in the rapidly

developing field of radio astronomy realizing that his experience with

microwave masers might be very useful in radio astronomical investi-

gations. He began to search out an opportunity to become involved with an

active group in this field. He soon made contact with a group at the Signal

Corps' Laboratories in New Jersey and after some general discussion with

then• it was agreed that Autler would begin development of a microwave

maser to operate at the frequency of the hydrogrvr line (1420 mcps) which

would be used in conjunction with antennae and other equipment at the Signal

Corps' Laboratories in their radio astronomy program.

In his early considerations cf an appropriate maser structure, Autler

decided to try to develop a maser that would require only a very low field

of a few hundred oersteds in order to get around the difficulty of the large

bulky magnet structure that was conventionally used. He first thought of

using a simple copper solenoid which he would operate at room temperature

in order to give hira the required field of a few hundred oersteds. However,

he also thought of the possibility of using a superconducting solenoid since

the fields that he expected to require were quite low. indeed, he actually

constructed a small solenoid using lead *ire which he operated at a few

hundred oersteds.
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He soon discovered, however, that he was unable to obtain the maser

characteristics which he desired at these low magnetic fields and that,

indeed, he would require a magnetic field of the order of a few thousand

oersteds in order to obtain a useful device.

It was clear that it would be impractical to use a simple copper solenoid

to produce a field of this magnitude, and he also expected because of the

published properties of the critical field of superconductors, that he would

be unable to use a simple superconducting coil. However, it did occur to

him that he might use a superconducting coil in order to drive an iron core

electromagnet. This approach was very similar to Yntema's work but

Autler was unaware of that work and arrived at his proposal independently.

At that time he expected that he could easily get to a field of the order of

15, 000 oersteds which is within the range of the magnetic saturation of iron.

Early in 1959 he tested an iron core electromagnet using lead wire as the

exciting winding and achieved a field of about 1, 000 oersteds.

Autler states that at this time the Signal Corps' interest in a cooperative

program on radio astronomy had decreased greatly. However, he decided

to continue in order to prov.i the feasibility of a maser operating in the

field of a superconducting magnet. He had little prior experience with

superconductors and began to acquaint himself with what was then known

about superconductors.

It was during this period that he began to consider the possibility that

niobium would be a considera;Ae improvement over lead because of the
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reported higher critical field of niobium. In June of 1959 Autler made

his first small solenoid with annealed niobium wire and obtained a field of

2, 200 oersteds. Ha was excited and surprised by this result because this

field was significantly greater than he had expected from the published

properties of pure niobium. These results were reported in the July 15, 1959

Lincoln La,)oratory Quz rterly Progress Report on Solid State Research

( issued September 15, 1959 and distributed shortly thereafter). This report

receives a rather broad distribution to government laboratories and to indus-

trial laboratories which are engaged in government supported research and

development.

During the next month he built several iron core magnets using niobium

wire as the exciting coil and reached fields as high as 7, 100 oersteds. It

was also during this period that he realized from literature references that

the critical field of hard worked, unannealed niobium wire was considerably

greater than that of the annealed wire with which he had been working. He

immediately set about to build a coil from unannealed wire and by the mid~h-

of Jnly had built a small air core solenoid which producec! a field of 5, 100

oersteds. By the end of August, he combined a larger superconducting

solenoid using unannealed niobium wire with a maser structure and produced

the operating device which had been the goal of his original program. Thk .-;o

results were reporte6 in the October 15, 1959, Lincoln Laboratory Quarterly

Progress Report on Solid State Research (issued in January, 1960 and dis-

tributed shortly thereafter).
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In addition to this publication, Autler presented a short paper at the-,

1959 Thanksgiving meeting of the American Physical Society (Nov. 27-28,

1959). He also described his work at one of the press conferences which

the American Physical Society normally arranges for this purpose at their

meetings and a description of his results was published shortly thereafter

by several newspapers (Cleveland Plain Dealer, New York Times, Boston

Herald). In spite of this publicity, this work seems to have stirred very

little immediate action outside of Lincoln Laboratory. *

Dr. R. Kompfner, of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, learned of

Autler's experiments during a visit to the Lincoln Laboratory in December

of 1959. This visit was a part of an informal series of reciprocal visits

between the Lincoln Laboratory and the Bell Telephone Laborat ries at each

other's cstablishments over the period of a few years. Kompfner and his

colleagues at Bell Laboratories had had a continuing interest in microwave

masers. They were involved in some of the first work at Bell Laboratories

in this field and had also been involved in the first use of the microwave

maser in the Bell Laboratories experiments with the Echo satellite. During

the visit, Kompfner saw a demonstration of the work which Autler hid been

*There are other indications that there was general, if perhaps passive,

knowledge of Autler's work during 1960. He received several requests
for reprints of his Physical Society talk. His early results were pub-
lished in more complete form in the April 1960 issue of Reviews of
Scientific Instruments. He received over 200 requests for reprints of
this article and also several direct letters asking for specific advice on
how to build niobium superconducting magnets. In one case, he actually
supplied a magnet to a university group for their experimental studies.
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doing with superconducting magnets as an integral part of the solid state

microwave maser structure. Kompfner was quite impressed by this demon-

stration not only because of the large reduction in size which the supercon-

ducting magnet permitted, but especially by the stability of the field and by

the ability of the superconducting solenoid operating on a persistent current

to shield the maser from stray magnetic fields.

After returning from this visit, Kompfner described the work which he

had seen at one of the regular meetings of the Research Area staff. At

lunch following that meeting he suggested that an attempt should be made to

extend this work. Kompfner had been very close to Matthias' work on super-

conductors at Bell Laboratories. Indeed, he and Matthias had in the past

discussed the possibility of super~conducting magnets. Kompfner had attempted

some experiments at Matthias' suggestion using Nb 3 Sn for this purpose. This

compound had been discovered by Matthias( 8 ) and had the highest transition

temperature of any known material. However, these early experiments had

been discouraged because of the great difficulty in fabricating this inherently

brittle material into a suitable form. It seemed apparent that many of the

problems involved in pursuing this work would be metallurgical problems

and Kompfner ,uggested at this luncheon that the support of the Metallurgical

Research Laboratories would be very important. E. E. Schumacher, Direc-

tor of the Metallurgical Research Labotatories, who was also at the table,

agreed that this should be considered.
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As a result of this discussion, a meeting was held which included

Kompfner, Schumacher, Matthias, S. Millman, T. H. Geballe, J. H. Scaff,

J. H. Wernick and M. Tanenbaum. During this meeting Kompfner described

the work he had seen and Matthias suggested several materials which he felt

might be considerably saperior to niobium. Attention was focused on ductile

metal alloys, in particular the molybdenum-rhenium system where super-

conductivity had been discovered by J. K. Hulm. (9) However, other mate-

rials were mentioned including alloys of niobium as well as the brittle beta-

tungsten superconductors such as Nb 3 Sn. The possibility of produ•cing a

niobium wire with a surface layer of Nb 3Sn was also discussed. At the end

of this meeting it was agreed that the Metallurgical Research Laboratories

would begin a program to prepare and study the properties of niobium and of

some of the ductile superconducting alloys suggested by Matthias, in partic-

ular the molybdenum- rhenium alloys.

Following the meeting J. E. Kuntler, a member of the technical

staff of the Metallurgical Research Laboratories, was told about the work

that Kompfner hid seen at Lincoln Labqrztury and of Matthias' suggestions

concerning the ductile alloys in the molybdenum-rhenium system. Kunzler

had been interested in the transport properties of metals and had established

a comprehensive experimental facility for detailed measurement of the

electrical properties of metals at liquid helium temperatures. He was

intrigued by Autler's experiments, both because of their possible techno-

logical significance and because lie himself was interested in producing high



magnetic fields for his own experimental work, About one year earlier,

the Bell Laboratories hai instalItd an 88, 0O00 oersted magnetic field facil

using a conventioral air-core solenoid. YAunzler had been making measu,

ments in this facility, but it N-as Lchr in demand and experiments had to

sche-ýted well ahead of tirne. Although ;t tLis time there was no real hei

of using supeTconductors to produce fields equiv.Jent to those available ix.

this magnet, nevartheless, Kunzler was intrigued by the possibility of ew

niu~ch lower fields for hi-s own experinmental purposes.

Thus, Kunzler decided to participate in the study of superconducting

materiais and began studying the properties of mnolybdenum-rhenium alloy

It was arranged: that E. *uehler and C. V. Wall, who were also members

of the technicil staff of the Metallurgic 41 Research Laboratories, would pi

pare the alloys, ).nd Kýizler would make the measurernentb and provide ge

eral guidance.. The ver'y first experiments oni these alloys indicated that

their properties were mv,,-,Ib superior to elemental niobium, and this greatlý

increaaed the interest iui -. c1-kikg further. As a result of further discussion

between Ki.n-zler and M.tthias, Matthias -;uggested several other ductile

superconducting alloys. A number of theser were prepared and evaluated by

Kunzler and his colleagues. Some of the materials were not very promisin)

but amoag the suggestions were alloys of niobium with zirconium which

proved to have properties far superior to the original molybdenumm-rhenium

alloys. Indeed, the niobium-zirconium system has become one of the inost

popular materials for use in solenoids for operation at magnetic fields in tht

range between 50, 000 and 80, 000 oersteds.
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Meanwhile, Kunzler proceeded to extend the conductivity measurements

to the highest possible fields in order to obtain a complete evaluation of this

unusual superconductor. Using the 88, 000 oersted air-solenoid facility, he

and his colleagues found that the ingots of Nb 3Sn remained superconducting

at fields of 88, 000 oersteds and that, furthermore, the critical current of

these cast ingots at the highest fields was 3, 000 amperes/cmZ. This value

of critical current at these very high fields was completely unexpected.

Furthermore, extrapolation of the results indicated that the limiting critical

field of Nb 3Sn was well above 100, 000 oersteds.

Shortly after the very first measurements on Nb 3 Sn indicated a critical

field of greater than 20, 000 oersteds, Kurnzler and his colleague, E. Buehle.i

began a serious consideration of how one might circumvent the brittleness

of this material in order to make a solenoid from it. By the time the high

field measurements were made they were well on their way to developing a

satisfactury technique. The process which they developed takes advantage

of the fact that the componvts of the compound, niobium metal and tin metal

are quite ductile, and that a mixture of fine powder.s of these metals containe

in a niobium tizbe can be worked by conventional metallurgical processes into

a fine ductile wire. After this ductile wire is wound onto a spool, it s heat

treated at about 1000 0 C, allowing the metal powderti to react and form the

intermetallir compound which although brittle is now in the desired solenoidl:

form. They sounr. ,Jicovered that the compound prepared this way had a

critical cui rent den 4ity fifty tinies greater ";han that of the cast ingot, At
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4. 20K the critical current of some of the earlier samnles of this wire was

150, 000 amperes per square centimeter at an applied external magnetic

field of 88, 000 oersteds.

The properties of Nb3Sn were announced on February 1, 1961. (11) The

properties of the ductile niobium-zirconium alloys were announced at the

Washington meeting of the American Physical Society (April 25-28, 1961). (12)

First Commercial Applications

The unexpected and exceptional properties of Nb 3 Sn and the niobium-

zirconium alloys immediately stimulated a broad program of investigation

in a large number of laboratories of the fundamental properties of these

materials and of their possible technological applications. Other forms of

Nb 3Sn have become available including vapor deposited tapes(13 ) that do not
'I

have to be heat treated after the solenoid is wound. At the present time there

are several suppliers of the various forms of the various materials and of

magnets rnade from them. The first commercial applications have been in

simple solenoids to produce magnetic fields for laboratory investigationa and

in instruments such as spin resonance spectrometers and microwave masers.

The first application of large volume, uniform field superconducting

magnets in operating systems, was to provide the magnetic field for micro-

wave masers that Were used in military radars and in the American Telephone

& Telegraph ground station at Andover, Maine, in conjunction with the Tel-

star satellite communication system. These magniets were designed at Bell

Telephone Laboratories and-were conceived by P, P. Cioffi. (14) Cioffi had
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been a leader of magnet design efforts at the Bell Laboratories for many

years. At the time of Kunzler's early measurements, Cioffi was deeply

involved in the design of permanent magnets for microwave masers that

were being developed to work with military radars. In one particular

application, in order to develop a field of 4, 000 gauss across a 3 inch

air gap, with a uniformity of plus or rninus one gauss over the 6 inch leng

of the traveling wave ruby maser, the final magnet weighed 750 pounds.

This fact was particularly disturbing to Cioffi vince he realized that the

efficiency of the magnet was extremely low because of flux leakage and

fringing fields. Indeed, he calculated that the magnetic efficiency of the

best structure which he could design was only about 3%. He realized that

one reason for this inefficiency was that the magnet structure was separaw

from the ruby maser crystal by the walls of a dewar which was required t

contain the liquid helium to cool the maser crystal. However, he calcu-

lated that even if he could put the permanent magnet structure inside the

liquid holium dewar, the magnet would still weigh approximately 100 poun,

and would require excessive quantities of liquid helium in order to cool it,

Thu thought of putting the magnet inside the dewar stimulated Cioffi to

think about an idea which he had had several years earlier. He had been

aware that superconductors were perfect diamagnetic materials with zero

permeability. They could, therefore, be used as magnetic insulators to

shield magnetic structures against leakage and fringing flux and thereby

raise the efficiency of the magnetic circuit to nearly 100%. The idea was
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discarded at that time because the critical field of superconductors was too

low and because their application to ordinary magnetic circuits was not

practical. However, the necessity of operating the ruby maser in liquid

helium and the prospect of a large reduction in magnet weight through the

use of high critical field superconductors as magnetic shields made the

operation of the magnetic circuit with the maser in liquid helium feasible

and practical.

Cioffi had designed the 88, 000 gauss conventional electromagnet that

was in use at Bell Laboratories for solid state physics investigations and

which was the facility that Kunzler used for his measurements on Nb 3Sn.

Cioffi was frequently called in consultation on problems in magnetics and

was especially conversant with the various users of the electromagnet.

Among these was T. H. Geballe, who was a colleague and collaborator of

B. T. Matthias. Indeed, Cioffi's laboratory was next door to T. H. Geballe.

Through this very close association, Cioffi was familiar with Kunsler's

early measurements essentially as they happened. He, thus, made a very

quick connection between his maser magnet problems, his much earlier

idea on the use of superconductors as diamagnetic shields and Kunzler's

new results. He suggested the use of suporconductors to solve the maser

magnet problem and was strongly encouraged by E. D. Reed, who was

responsible for the maser development, to pursue these ideas.

After discussion with Kunsler, it was decided that lead bismuth alloys,

because of their great ductility and moderately high critical field, would
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provide a good starting material for this application. Cioffi first built a

small model which he tested at liquid helium temperature with and without

a lead bismuth shield. His results agreed almost exactly with his predic-

tions. With this encouragement, he then proceeded to build a maser magnet.

Since leakage and fringing flux did not have to be provided for in the design,

a weight reduction of nearly two orders of magnitude was possible from the

original 750 pound magnet. After confirming by magnetic measurements

that the required level of field intensity and degree of uniformity had been

achieved, the magnet was turned over to W. G. Nilsen(15 ) who used it with

an operating laboratory traveling wave ruby maser and demonstrated con-

ciusively the feasibility of Cioffi's proposal and that his original expecta-

tions were completely achieved.

At about the same time, a second Bell Laboratories' development

group at the Allentown laboratory began the design of a fully engineered,

persistent current superconducting magnet using diamagnetic shielding for

use in the Bell System's Earth Station at Andover, Maine, as an integral

part of the Telstalr communications satellite system. This structure was

incorporated in a closed cycle liquid helium refrigerator and was demon-

strated early in 196Z. (16) It was placed in operation at Andover early in

1964. During this period there was a continuing evolution and improvement

'n the magnet deoign. One important aspect of this was the substitution of

niobium-zirconium alloys for the original lead bismuth alloys with signif-

icant improvement in the operation and stability of the resulting structure.



In addition, a new design approach was originated which does not require a

superconducting shield. Present magnet designs weigh only a few pounds

resulting in an overall weight saving of approximately one hundredfold and

a comparable saving in volume. (17)

Succeeding Development in Theory and Application

The fundamental investigation oi the properties of superconductors in

high magnetic fields has also been greatly stimulated by the experimental

discovery of high critical field materials. Here again, it is interesting

that the fundamental theoretical background of the phenomenon had been

established for several years before Kunzler's measurements. It was im-

plicit in the Ginzburg-Landau( 18 ) theory published in 1950 that superconduc-

tors could be divided into two kinds. These considerations were explicitly

amplified by Abrikosov (1952, 1957)(19) and Gorkov (1959)(20) who showed

that for one kind of superconductor (called Type II) there would be two

critical fields. The lower critical field is the thermodynamic field of a

few hundred to a few thousand oersteds which had classically been thought

to limit the fields that could be produced by superconducting solenoids.

However, the theory proposed that superconductivity may continue to exist

in a sample above this first critical field until a second critical field is

reached. It is significant that these theoretical considerations did not sug-

gest how large this second field could be and apparenlv no one suspected

that these effects would be as significant as they are now known to be.

Indeed, it was after the report of Kunsler's measurements that Goodman
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(1961)(21) and others pointed out that prior theory could account for the

observations.

During the years from 1961 to the present, as magnets of increasing

strength were built using superconductors, new phenomena were dis-

covered which have influenced the commercial development of high fleld

superconducting magnets. Two of the most significant of these are the

"training" effect and the phenomenon of flux "creep" and flux instability.

The training effect was observed as soon as the first magnets of

niobium-zirconium were produced and measured. The effect was reported

in the literature by M. A. R. LeBlanc, (22) at Stanford University.

The standard procedure for evaluating a batch of niobium-zirconium

wire hfrmr-, ,-c-,,- .. t i; co 'a. 8- -hur! piece oi the wire and

measure the critical current aa a function of magnetic field. From these

measurements it is possible to predict how large a magnetic field can be

produced by a solenoid made from this particular batch of wire. It was

generally observed, however, that when the solenoid was wound and tested

t,%e maximum fielc that it would produce before the iransition to the non-

superconducting state. was significantly smaller than the field that was

predicted by the measurement on short lengths of wire. Furthermore, it

was also observed that the solenoid could be "trained" to produce higher

m-agnetic fields which more closely approximated the short wire prediction.

For example, suppose that the solenoid was cooled to liquid helium temper-

ature, the current increased until the s'lenoid suddenly became non-

Oc VY
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superconducting and the current was then turned off. If the solenoid

was permitted to cool back down to the bath temperature and the current

was then slowly increased again, a higher current value and higher mag-

netic fielc would be obtained. Furthermore, this process could often be

repeated many times and each time a slightly higher magnetic field was

obtained before the normal (non-superconducting) state was produced.

This training effect has not yet been quantitatively explained. One

widely accepted explanation of the training effect was proposed by

D. B. Montgomery at the National Magnet Laboratory and is based upon

the generation of trapped eddy currents in the solenoid structure. (23)

As the current in the solenoid is increased, it is postulated that eddy

currents are produced which tend to opposqe the field generated by the

primary current. The pattern of these eddy currents is quite complex

and must depend in detail upon the geometrical configuration of super-

conducting and non- superconducting regions in the mixed state of the

Type II superconductors. By driving the solenoid normal several

times, the configuration of the eddy currents can be rearranged so

that their undesirable contribution to the overall magnetic field, is

decreased. Similarly, it has been observed that if the windings of

the superconducting material are separated somewhat within the sole-

noid structure, either by air or by a non-superconducting material



such as copper*, then the field values obtained in the solenoid more

closely correspond to the values predicted by measurements on short

pieces of wire. In the more loosely wound configuration, the eddy cur-

rents generated in one part of the structure will have a weaker effect

upon the adjacent windings in the solenoid. The "training" effect is quite

troublesome in designing and building high field solenoids, since its

elimination requires that the packing factor of the superconducting mate-

rial be reduced. Therefore, the overall structure must-be larger than

would otherwise be necesfoary. However, by proper design the apparent

degradation in the pr-operties of the superconducting material can be

largely overcome.

Flux "creep" appears to be a more basic phenomenon in determining

the properties of high field superconductors. The phenomencn of flux

creep was observed by Y. B. Kim, C. F. Hempstead and A. R. Strnad(2 4 )

at Bell Laboratories. The theory of flux creep was proposed by P. W.

Anderson(25) of Bell Laboratories. Hempstead is a physicist and a memr.

bar of Komnpfner's research group. Shortly after Kunzler and Matthias.'

early results on molybdenum-rheniuxm Alitys, and at Kompfner's

*It is interesting that magnets were being made routinely with such
non-superconducting insulation. In the original construction of the
lNi3Sn "wire" the outer tube of niobium served as such an insulation.,
Also, much of the early niobium-zirconium wire was sheathed with
copper or similar metal to aid in wire drawing. This layer was often
left in place, principally to absorb the energy dissipated if the struc-
ture was driven to the normal state.



suggestion, Hempstead and Strnad began experimenting with magnet

structures to determine how adaptable they might be for experimenta-

tion and application of high magnetic fields. They were soon joined in,

their study by Kim who was on a year's leave of absence from the Univer-

sity of Washington. He arrived just at the time that the first results on

high field superconductors were being obtained and was attracted to this

new and exciting field.

While making some of their early measurements on superconducting

solenoids and on tubes of superconductivi( alloys such as niobium-

zirconium, they observed minute instabilities in these structures. In

particular, they observed that the magnetic flux in the center of the super-

conducting solenoid or superconducting tube mig1i change discontinuously

in very small steps as an external magnetic field was applied. These

observations came to the attention of P. W. Anderson, who had long been

interested in superconductivity and had been an important contributor to

the theoretical understanding of the field. Aýnderson proposed that these

instabilities m•ight result from, the nature of the flux distribution in a

Type II superconductor.

The Ginzburg-Landau-Abrikosov-Gor-kov (G. L. A. G.) theory of

Type 11 superconductors postulates that in tIhe high field region, a Type II

superconductor is composed of a mixed state where the magnetic field

is described by a lattice -like structure of quantized flux lines. Anderson

pointed out that a current flowing through the superconductor will produce



a Lorenz force on the flux lines. Ai the flux lines move, they dissipate

energy-and thus produce an effective resistance in the supercqtlductor

which is undesirable. Thus, in an ideal Type II superconductor, where

the flux lines are r•ompletely f.ree to rmove, one Would expect that the

superconductor could not sustaini a very large current without an appre-

ciable energy dissipation and heating of the material, Fortunately, d.,

fects in the superconductor structure apparently act as pinning points

which retard the motion of the flux lines. It has been postulated that this

is the principal effect of the metallurgical structure in improling the

critical current carrying capacity of Type II eupýývconructors, Anderson

proposed that the small flux jumps that Ytim, Ienipstead and Strnad

observed might be produced by the thermally actiPated motion of bundles

oa quantized flux lines past pinning points as a result of the Lorenz force

on thete lines caused by the current flowing through the superconductor.

This theory has been further substantiated by detailed measurement

and provides an Important mechanism for dissipation in superconducting

magnets. Indeed, the theory suggests.that there will always be some

dissipation ir ,a Type It superconduttirg magnet at fields in excess of the

thermodynamic critical field. However, if zhere is a sufficient concen-

tration of pinning points, this dissipation can be negligibly low until the

magnetic field closely approaches the Upper critical field defined by the

3. L.A.G. theory.
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The motion of bundles of flux lines also provides new insight into

the instabilities that are often observed in high field superconducting coils.

If a large bundle of flux lines is suddenly freed from a pinning point, the

motion of this bundle can create a local hot spot in the solenoid. This, in

turn, can. produce the motion of surrounding flux bundles leading to a cat-

astrophic process which '-an cause the rapid transition of the superconduct-

ik% solenoid to t&e nermrAl siate dissipating large quantities of stored energy

iii a very short tir•e, !% the df'tilg ot practic-l solenoids this condition is

alleviated by imbwdding flý* 1ipercw•ducting material in a normal metal such

aS c .pper. The excellent olctrical -sivtactivity and heat diffusivity of the

copper tetids to smootk out tOw hof poto &at mtimoving bundles of flux lines

might otherwis# *produce ami Oereby ca* hebp ltevent a catastrophic transi-

tioo, Thus,, the s*** techIiquC that Welps rq5uce tveining effects can also

stabdlise the solenoid &Ipiumt ca€t~i?" fai1ure.

Cofclusion

Thus the Ui of *e diesomrr and u" of higi field supsrc'onduc -

tivity i. &aistory, of a poosibolty that.l Ay ormant f.w some 50 years.

Today's ouprcandoctita oaeagids are the sealizaion of a possibility

that was c*adry recog*glsd by %amrnerw3a O*nes in 111. L, th- 1930's

with the discovery a the uwn.sual propertis**e bim•.th- leod alloys, the

possibility of supercorluctiag Soleaomf almost ripened t.to reality, but

somehow the opportunity was missed. It eam* laimkel that if this system

had been thoroughly investigated Ant 20, 090 osrsted solenoids had been
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constructed, this might well have stimulated a more intensive and con-

tinuing investigation of each new superconducting material as it was dis-

covered, and today's high field superconducting solenoids might have been

available many years sooner.

It is also interesting to observe that the eventual discovery was closely

associated with a well-defined practical application of the phenomenon,

namely, the need to produce magnetic fields for use with low temperature,

solid state microwave masers. The final discovery took place at Bell

Telephone Laboratories in an environment where this need was clearly

appreciated and where, also, the original work on some of the key mate-

rials had been performed. Here again, however, the realization of the

well-defined need in this environment appears to have been a critical part

of the 'stimulation of the final discovery.
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APPENDIX A

THE LINCOLN LABORATORY

The following statements have been selected from published sources

which describe the Laboratory's organization and mission.

"The Lincoln Laboratory was established by the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in 1951 at the request of the United States Army,

Navy and Air Force. AFederally financed research center operated

by a university, its primary area of interest is advanced electronics

with special emphasis on applications to National Defense and space

exploration.

"Consistent with its original purpose, Lincoln Laboratory con-

tinues its efforts toward advancing National Defense capabilities com-

bining research and technological development.

"Lincoln Laboratory research extends from fundamental investi-

gations in science to technological development of devices and com-

ponents to the design and development of complex systems.

"There is a growing awareness that much significant work at the

boundaries of current knowledge requires the resources and equip-

ment, manpower or organisation that only a large research center can

provide. Conversely, technological applications directed toward the

solutions of problems of national security require a foundation of

research concentrated -in selected technical areas.
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"A ordingly, the work of the Lincoln Laboratory consists of

programs undertaken in response to requests of Government Agencies

whose needs coincide with the Laboratory's areas of competence as

well as a program of general research.

"General research comprises basic studies in fields of advanced

electronics underlying the Laboratory's overall research and develop-

ment. The areas included are solid state physics, chemistry, and

metallurgy: information processing: communications; control systems,

radar; radio physics and astronomy; and space surveillance, The con

tinuing program of genera1 research provides not only a background of

experience and ideas for retearch and development in specific pro-

gram areas but also a source of scientific and technological advances.

The association of Lincoln Laboratory with M. I. T. has always been a

very important factor in the Laboratory's operation within the eyes of its

leaders. This is expressed by Carl F. J. Overhage, who was director of

the Lincoln Laboratory during the period of the work described in this cas,

history.

". ......... the crucial factors in the future of Lincoln Laboratory

are the quality and the versatility of the technical staff. , . . if

Lincoln Laboratory, as it grows older, succeeds in keeping a staff

capable of the performance demonstrated in its first ten years we can
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be confident of the future of the organization. And a key to con-

tinu.,d vitality and excellence in the staff is the closeness of the

Laboratory's interaction with M. I, T. With that interaction there

will always be new ideas and young men. to match tomorrow's

challenges, and Lincoln Laboratory will go forward with M. I. T.

as a useful and respected member of that great community. "(2)

During the period around 1960 when the work described in this case

history was performed, the Lincoln Laboratory had approximately 500

professional staff members with about twice that number of supporting

personnel. Again in the words i'-ed in descriptive literature from

Lincoln Laboratory:

.. ... The training and background of the professional staff

includes many disciplines. Despite Lincoln's role in the develop-

ment of military systems and equipment, much of the work at the

Laboratory is not covered by any security classification. Staff

members publish most of their work in established journals and

participate freely in meetings of professional societies. "(1)

The Lincoln Laboratory is especially well-known for its work in

solid state physics and solid state devices. From a fundamental view-

point the Laboratory has been especially distinguished by its work on

the spectroscopy of solids, including both magnetic materials and semi-

conductors. The magneto-optic properties of semiconductors has been an
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area of special contribution. In solid state devices the Laboratory is

distinguished for the invention of the cryotron, for its early pioneering

work on magnetic thin film memories, and for its independent discovery

of laser effects in semiconductor diodes.

The work of Autler on superconducting magneta was also performed

in the solid state division. The organization of that division at the time

of this work as well as the position of that division in the overall struc-

ture of the Lincoln Laboratory is shown on the attached chart.

(1)1 "-Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, " pro-

duced for the M. I. T. Office of Publications by T. 0. Metcalf Company

April 1963.

(2) "Lincoln Laboratory and the Greater M. I. T. Community,"

Carl F. J. Overhage, Technology Review, January 1962.
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APPENDIX B

THE BELL TELEPHONE LABOaATORIES

The Bell Telephone Laboratories is responsible for the design and

specification of the telephone and communications equipment and systems

used by the Bell System to provide communications services. At the time

the work described in this paper was performed, 'the Bell Laboratories

consisted of approximately 12, 000 employees, including about 4, 000 pro-

fessional members of the technical. staff. The work described in this case

history was performed entirely within the research area. This comprised

approximately 500 professional scientists and engineers engaged ia funda-

mental and applied research in the physical sciences, communications

sciences and mathematics. The attached chart shows the general organ-

izational structure in which the principals involved in this case history

were located.

Several asp'ects of the history, organization, responsibilities and

phiiusophieti of the Bell Telephone Laborato- es are discussed iiý\.a state-.

ment delivered to the Sub-committee on Science, Research and Develop-

ment ',..,ommittee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representai:ives)

on December 11, 1963, by Dr. James B. Fisk, President of the Bell

Laboratories. The foAlowing are excerpts from that statement beginning

with comments concerning the Bell Laboratories responsibilities in the

Bell System.
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"As the research and development organization of the Bell System,

our work begins at the forefront of science and extends across the

entire scope of creative technology through research, development,

design and engineering. Its end products are the specifications and

designs for manufacture of the technical facilities it has created and

the engineering practices to be followed in their operation and main-

tenance.

"Western Electric Company is the manufacturing branch of the

Bell System and supplies the major portion of the System's technical

facilities. The Bell System is thus unique among organizations pro-

viding service in that it assumes responsibilityt throagh Bell Labor-

atories and Western Electric both for its own technol~ogy and for the
0

manufacture of its technical equipment."

In describing the underlying principles of the Bell Laboratoriert' work

and organiaation, Dr. Fisk quotes a statement made in 1925 by Mr. H.

Thayer, of the A. T. & T. Company, and selects a few aspects of that

statement for special emphasis. At one point Dr. Fisksays:

"Another idea which appears very strongly in the quotation is

that of close cooperation among scientists, designers, shop people,

manufacturing engineers and the like in pursuing the final objective.

This concept of the complete technological process as one involving

close integration of a number of phases, from scientific research to
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final design for production, has been applied in amplified and

developed form at Bell Laboratories ever since,."

,Continuing the discussion of principles, Dr. Fisk describes some of

the "enduring themes" of the Laboratories' work. In introducing this

discussion he says:

"..... Aside from broad principles o-, operation, nothing perhaps

controls the destiny of a research laboratory quite so much as the

(efinition of the subject area in which it will work. One cannot choose

an area that is too extensive; even the best laboratories cannot excel

across the board. One cannot choose too narrow a one either, since

this does not give the professional staff reasonable elbow room in

which to work. With the increasing scale and the increasing compet-

itiveness of science and technology, the choice of the right field, and

of the right aspect of that field, is becoming increasingly more diffi-

icult. It calls for the most perceptive scientific judgment I can think

of, and even the best scientists may frequently go wrong.

"In general, the most satisfactory subject matter is that which

is vitay•' related to the objectives of the enterprise and has technical

_.ualities of enduring interest and enduring potential for growth ......

Dr. Fisk describes the organisational arrangement in terms of research

and developmert as follows:

"As we use the terms, research and associated fundamental

cevelopment a•'e our-unprogrammed and unscheduled areas of work.

9" • PP qm•PW•?~w, "P • em m r --- =..... _.:• . N.=-• .- ,.• ,r-.. .,. •. • . -I
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They provide the "reservoir of new knowledge and new understanding

which is essential for new-communications systems and facilities.

The work includes all sectors of science that appear likely to contri-

bute to the advancement of the art of communications and is carried

out in enough volume to ensure a mirnimum reasonable time lag in

our realization of the potential significance of a scientific advance.

In contrtst, specific development and design (which constitutes the

bulk of our development activities) is always carefully progranmued

and there may be several well-ordered steps in its performance. It

is the activity which leads directly to new systems and facilities."

Dr. Fisk describes research at the Bell Laboratories in some

detail:

"It is convenient to begin the discussion of research by consider-

ing the meaning.s of the ter"s 'unprogrammed' and 'unscheduled'

with reference to this area. As compared with procedures neces-

sary in the development area, research is indeed unprogrammed and

unscheduled. This, however, does not relieve the management of a

research laboratory of the responsibility of making the hard basic

decisions concerning smbject matter, scale and 'enduring themes' to

which I referred earlier. Actually, in BTL, the vice president for

research and I give continuous thought to the total amount of research

appropriate to meeting Bell Laboratories' responsibilities. We are

also concerned with.the division of this total amongst the variaus
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research disciplines so that a proper balance is maintained in the

pursuit of new knowledge in these different areas. In collaboration

with the directors of the individual research groups, we try to out-

guess the future, to determine which unexplored areas of science

may yield discoveries of value to our industry.

",A research department has two important frontiers. One

borders on the outside world of science, primarily in the universi-

ties but also including other industrial laboratories, government

laboratories, etc. In areas of importance to us, we attempt to

participate fully and actively in this general world. There are

two reasons for this. One is a matter of simple give-and-take; we

try to contribute to areas from which we expect a great deal. The

other is that it is very difficult to understand a field fully unless

you are doing research in it yourself. Thus, it is important for us

to participate in major fields which may have particular significance

for our long term missions.

"Inspired and productive research in industry requires men of

the same high quality as is required for doing pure research in our

universities. We attempt to give our research men freedoms that

are equivalent to those of the research man in a university, and they

participate in the research world on a natural and informal basis.

It is important for us that the total level of research, which must
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in the long run be conditioned largely by activities in universities,

be kept high, so that there will be a large and fruitfu~l reservoir of

,new understanding to draw upon.

"The other important frontier of a research department is

internal. It is, in other words, primarily an interface with develop-

ment areas. One of our thoughtful research administrators of recent

years, Dr. Ralph Bown, in reflecting upon the issues underlying this

relationship, saw that it was important to specify two freedoms for

a productive research organization. One is the freedom to resist

pressures from other departments to work on their specific probl-ims.

The other is the freedom occasionally to carry ideas experimentally

into the applicational stage to a point where merit can be demonstrated,

when the researcher considers that this merit has not been recognized

or has been overshadowed by development schedule pressures. The

wise researcher will know that these freedoms have to be merited

and that they impose obligations. The first freedom cannot ignore

the occasional emergency where all available skill must be enlisted

to solve a serious fundamental problem. The second cannot extend

to stubborn clinging to a favorite scheme when wisdom would call

for new approaches or a new activity.' t

After a discussion of the development organization and systems engi-

neering and the description of several examples chosen to exemplify the

relations between research, development and systems engineering,
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Dr. Fisk then concludes the statement to the Committee with the

following paragraphs:

"I would like now to sum up in just a few words. What I have

been trying to describe, largely by a series of examples, is a sort

of 'philosophy of research' under which Bell Laboratories operates.

The philosophy may be of interest to you because it has developed

gradually over a long period of time and thus represents a great

deal of experience. It may also be of interest because, as I sug-

gested at the outset, it represents private industry using its own

economic resources and operating under ordinary business con-

straints. Thus, it exhibits at every point a kind of complex inter-

play among economic and technological factors which is not an

obvious feature of many of the country's R&D activities.

"On the other hand, I am quite aware that our approach may

not fit all situations. It emphasises extremely-long range planning

and the patient accumulation of technological resources until the

groundwork for a new major development is well established. This

works for us and does not prevent us from taking quick decisive

action when necessary, as the radar and Telstar satellite examples

show. Other laboratories meeting different problems, on the other

hand, might find a somewhat different approach more satisfactory.

Whatever the approach, however, I believe it is important to recognise

that both science and technology have deep roots and a great deal of
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long term continuity. Major advances seldom occur without elaborate

prior preparation of the ground. Progress is much more likely to

resemble the flow of a stream than a series of lightning bolts.

'TOur experience, in any case, seems to have turned up no easy

roads to success in R&D. Certainly, risk-taking is always inherent

in decision-making. Our philosophy contains no magic formulas.

Instead, it almost reduces to a mundane exhortation to do the best

possible job in all the elements of the complete technological process,

from research through systems engineering and development to produc-

tion and service. Attention to all these areas does indeed seem to be

important. They need to be properly staffed, properly chartered,

and the interfaces between them need to be defined with care.

"If there is any one aspect of the subject which deserves partic-

ular prominence, I believe it is that of choosing the right definition

of mission for an R&D enterprise, To make the right choice, and

then to adhere to it, may not be as easy as it sounds. For example,

one may have to decide rather frequently whether entrance into a

new field is, in fact, compatible with the long term objectives of the

organisation. We have occasionally in the past had the even more

wrenching experience of withdrawing from promising areas in which

we were already well established because they threatened to lead us

too far away from our primary objective of providing ever better

communication service. However, such mission definition is necessary
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if the organization is to develop the 'enduring themes' and flow of

technology which I have described. In the long run, it is the best

means of giving the organization continuing purpose and vitality. 'r
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THE DISCOVERY OF MATERLM.LS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION,
OF SUPERCONDUCTING HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD

SOLENOIDS

CASE ANALYSIS

This case has been analyzed by two complementary methods.

First, the research-engineering interactions are identified and

assigned to the various stages described in, the report summary. A

factor analysis is also included.

Second, a chart',has been prepared which provides a kind of chron-

ology of the research-engineering interactions.
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DESCR1PTIOTN OF' I"TJFItD
RESEAlkCHI-ENG3NEERIN~G WNTERACTIOM~

a) 'Discover'y of auperconductivity, This was a serendipitous event.

The discov*ry ockcurred during a fmidarnental investigation of the

properties of metals at very low temperatures. Tim work was con-

ceived and direted by a $hysics professor in a upiversity laboratoý-y

in Europe before Worl4 War I.

b) Proposal of superco•Muctipg magnets. Thins Adea apparently occurred

almost im.iaediately to tit dizcqvrer of superconductivity and the

suggestion appears in his .&vly aotebooks.

c) Use of a supe-tconductitih malet in a, Wi'cro*ve Mnaser akn the con,-

struction of a niobium air core magnot which produced a field of

greater than 4, 000 oersteds. This work was performed by a Ph. D.

physicist in a research laboratory completely funded by the federal

government and managed by a private university. The investigator

was working essentially independently and hi3 principal original

objective was to produce a microwave maser suitable for radio

astronomy.

d) Discovery of the high critical field of Nb 3 Sn, NbZr alloys and other

materials. The discovery was made by a Ph.D. physical chemist

and his colleagues working in an industrial laboratory supported

entirely by private funds. The work was triggered by a technical
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visit with the laboratory in REI-c and was carried out in an atmos-

phere of strong interaction with fundamental investigations of super-

conductivity, materials scientists and engineers, and commun-C-ations

scientists and engineers who were interested in the application of

high field magnets.

Invention of a technique for producing Nb3 Sr. magnets. oThis work

followed immediately upon the discovery'cf the high field properties

of Nb 3Sn. The inventors of the techniques were key figures in the

original discovery of the physical prope.Aties of Nb 3Sn. (This refers

to only the first of several techniques which now exist for imaking

Nb 3Sn magnets. Others are referred to in the case but have not been

searched and documented in this study. )

Invention of a superconductor shielded magnet. This device structure

was invented by an applied physicist working in tWo same industrial

laboratory where the original discovery if high field superconductivity

was made. He was designing magnet structures for microwave masers

and a portion of the work was stimulated by ý*il'tary needs. The in-

ventor-was also physically located near •rc. ki the participants in

the fundamental studies of superconductiAty t.ad participating with

them in the design of apparatus for fune-anontal re-earch.

Discovery and explanation of training and flux creep effects. Impor-

tant aspects of the studies of training effects were carried out in two



pIrvate t'rniver-ity Uah0Zatories and'zsupported by federal funds.

They r iilted fromiunoamentai",nterests in high field superconduc -

tivity and also as a result of efforts to design magnets. The flux

creep studies were parformed in the same industrial laboratory as

REI-d and suppl, -ad entirely by private funds. Here also the studies

were a result of both a fundamental investigation and the des'.re to

design and build magnets for experimental use.

I') Use of superconducting magnets in Telstar and military systems.

The spacific eveiets described here represent only a few of the pos-

sible examples of further development, manufacture and commercial

use of superconducting magnets. These specific examples were

carried out in the laboratories of REI-d and involved developments

ii, both geographically proximate and distant groups and were a direct

follow on to REI-f. They invol-ed both private (Telstar) and federal

(military) funhding. They included strong interaction with the funda-

mental physics and materiala studies and required additional inven-

tion Afor their successful completion.



"ASS-IGNMENT OF

RESEARCH-ENGINEERING INTERACTIONS, TO STAGES

STAGE REI

0 a, g

I b, d

II e

III C

IV

V }h
VI

Stages were defined by the Committee for purposes of this study,

ollows:

STAGES

Definition

Scientific finding /(knowledge)

Recognition of new material (process) possibility

Creation of useful material (process) form

Feasibility of using the material (process) in hardware

Possibility of using tht hardware containing the material
in a system

Production of the system (product)

Operation of the system (product)



LLST OF FACTORS CONSIDERED IN ,AN.•iLYSIS

1. High educational level (advanced degree) of principal investigator.

2. Importance of management.

3. Importanceof Government-sponsored research.

4. Importance of recognized need.

5. Requirement of flexibility to change direction during work and local
control of funds (easily available resources).

6. Industrial laboratory involved.

7. Basic research in, the laboratory (or institution or organization).

8. Communications across organizations was important.

9. Technical problem was the principal obstacle.

10. Importance of a "champion.,ý",

11. Freedom for individuals.

12. Broad spectrum of types of laboratories.

13. Geographic proximity.

14. Prior experience with innovation.

15. Organlsational structure (barriers and bonds).
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FACTOR ANALYSIS OF
RESEARCH -ENGINEERING INTERACTIONS

actor REI Frequency

a b c d e f h

1 x x x x x x 6/8

2 x x x x x x 6/8

3 x x x x 4/8

4 x x x x x x x 7/8

5 x x iý x x x 6/8

6 x x x x x 5/8

7 x x x x x x x x 8/8

8 , x x x x x 6/8

9 x x x x x 6/8

0 0/8

1 x x x x x x x 3t 8/8

Z x x x x x x 6/8

3 x x x x x x 6/8

4 x x x x x x x x 8/8

5 x x x x x x 6/8
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CHART OF RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY
OF RESEARCH-ENGINEERING INTERACTIONS

Events attendant to the case are placed on this chart with arrows

between them. The arrows indicate a kind of chronology which is not

exact but which provides some logical sequence through the events. For

example, in some cases, two separate arrows will emanate from a given

event indicating two chains of activity which may or may not have started

simultaneously.

When an arrow crosses between levels on the chart, a research-

engineering interaction may have taken place. 'The eight specific research-

engineering interactions which are especially identified are designated by

the letters a through h.

In some cases, an arrow terminates in a question mark. This indicates

that a significant chain of events might I oe begun here, but did not.
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